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Conservatories—Schools —Teachers 1
Centralizing
School of
Music
Centralizing School of Acting
Edward Dvorak, Director
Departments: Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin,
Violoncello, Expression. Send for Booklet.

THE MARY WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS

ng, Reasoning and Drill.
DIPLOMAS
It is considered a great honor to hold a
Teaching System certificate from the Effa
Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc., and the
National Conservatory of Music, Inc.,
because their standard is so high and^re¬

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC

I I

REED, Direct15th Year
CLARE
A superior school for desirable students. Eminent faculty of 6
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, THEORY and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC,
leading to graduation and degree.
Special Training Courses for Teachers in all Departmen
Students Accepted
*
—1
Box 73, 509 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
at Any Time

..

Box 26, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILL.

SjEffa Ellis Perfield

MARY WOOD CHASE. DIRECTOR—Author of “Natural Lawi in Piano Technic.”
NINTH SEASON OPENS SEPTEMBER 13, 1915
Complete Courses in all branches of music and dramatic art. Coaching students for
concert stage. Special Normal Course for Teachers.
• Year Book address the Secretary.
0 FINE ARTS BUILDING
CHICAGO

EUROPE COULD OFFER YOU NO BETTER MUSICAL EDUCATION THAN

hold Keyboard Harmony certififew hold the Teaching System
uthorized by the State of Illinois

sago Board of Education.
^
Why not affiliate? Address
National Conservatory of Music
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD, Director
cClurg Bldg., 218 S. Wabash, Chicago, III.

.fig

BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY

THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI

Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction

We have our own orchestra, chorus, school of opera, school of expression and string quartet.
Write for our Catalog and the Booklet, “In the Footsteps of Our Students.” Address
THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI, Elm St., opp. Washington Park, Cincinnati, Ohio

D. 5
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, c
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK,
DETROIT, MICH.

Happy Pupils-SatisM Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method

..

1

IV. J. COREY

KATHARINE BURROWES

R7.i

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of

MUSIC
fstar.ishfd ir
CLARA BAUR, Foundress
Faculty of International Reputation
All Departments Open Throughout the Summer

Pianist, Organist and Musical Lecturer
The most Novel. Varied and ^Beautifully Illustrated Lecture-recitals upon
Given with success at many of the^largest Universities, Colleges, Lyceums

Elocution—MUSIC—Languages

^ The Lecture-recital on the “ Eroica^ Sonata of MacDowell,” Mr. Corey^s
especially adapted for music schools and musical clubs.
For information, address
38 WOODWARD TERRACE, Detroit, Mich.

Also Special Summer Coarse in
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study
For Catalogue and Circular Address
| MISS BERTHA BAUR, Directress, 1Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.

DETROIT INSTITUTE
OF MUSICAL ART
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Public School Music, Diction,
Dramatic Art, Languages, etc. Diplomas
and Degrees. Located in finest residen¬
tial district. Excellent dormitory.

-■i.__

AM ERICAN
CONSERVATORY

MRS.

/MUSIC

W. S. BRACKEN,

President

. Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 ar¬
tists. Offers to prospective students
courses of study based upon the best mod¬
ern educational principles. Diplomas and
degrees conferred. Many free advantages.
Students may enter at any time
For particulars address Secretary Cosmopolitan
School, Box 44

Address Secretary for catalog
Detroit, Michigan,
67-69 Davenport St., Box

Cosmopolitan School «f Music
and Dramatic Art

22

Auditorium Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Be a Teacher of Music

Private Teachers
oFtrcr'thCf1emb",hiP in
lar Conservatory Advantages at Home, witE'ctaSfi-

ship. Strong faculty, beautiful location, complete equipment.
A lao 2-year course. Catalog sent on request. Address
The Secretary, 3029 West Grand Boulevard,Detroit,Mich.

vantage. For particulars write to
Prea. E. H. SCOTT
Mailers Bldg., Chicago

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY S*

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC
ALBERTA. STANLEY, A.M., Director

Ann Arbor, Michigan
Advanced courses are offered in all branches of
Music under a faculty of artist teachers.
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”

Fall Semester begins October 4
“Ann Arbor—An ideal city for summer study”
Send for announcement
CHARLES A. SINK, Secretary
1200 Maynard Street

Chicago College of Music

(Inc.)
ESTHER HARRIS, Preeident.
Students may enter at any time.
DIPLOMAS, MEDALS and DEGKEES
For free catalog address
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Dept. 23, 304 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

THE EXCEPTIONAL FACILITIES, COMPLETE ORGANIZATION*^COMPREHENSIVE COURSESm'aKETHe"1

Minneapolis School of music, Oratory and Dramatic Art
The Rernmlrea |42j44 ?I9HTH ST., S. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Couraes i' a']
of
^^'"a^foamaU^Irt' f
F,SCHOOL °PEN ALL ™E YEAR
’ Masters of wide reputation?r°B«cit^ Hall aeatine *500 V™
•Facu,ly of Fofty*foui'* R'"=h department under
opera. School open all the year?PunjuTinave
?r nany
J?£!^lJl
£",,y e^u,PPcd
Bta8« for acting and
y pupils may euterai
time. Send ?fordalJF,pS
Illustrated Catalog
E.

The University School of Music offers courses in Piano,Voice,Violia, Organ, Theory and Public Sch.
students may attend the Music School and also take the regular work at the IJniversitv
Tuition $35 50 per
™ ^*WEST
Catalogue will be mailed free. Address Henry B. Brown, President^or*OHver^pf Kinsey
43RD YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

rn Tty

THE DAILY LESSON SCHOOL
DANA'S MUSICAL INSTITUTE :: WARREN, OHIO

—sa_-___

ARTISTIC PIANOFORTE PLAYING
VALUABLE COURSE IN MODERN PEDAGOGY
Available for Recital, fre,ldent nETIMIlT^MlCH^' "‘"-gi? D™?cmpoAgt°/,ffialci11 ***
Wltf

Forty-seventh year. Daily instruction in all branches of music. Chorus, Orchestra
and Military Band. Dormitories for ladies and gentlemen. Weekly Concerts.
Send for Catalogue and Blue Book•
WINTER TERM OPENS NOVEMBER 22d

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY
OneoHhe oldest and best Music Schools in the United State, N W. Cor.

• •

Detroit Conservatory of Music | MICH1GAN
Francis I.

C£n8e*^atory in the West-42nd Year
Offe^c^rfes^Piano, Voice,
“* **"
school Music, etc. Academic Department. Send for Catalog
JAMES H. BELL. SECRETARY. Box 7, 1013 Woodward Ave.. Detroit.

■

-

state normal college
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
iolin and theory, IT Courses for ainmg supervisors andMICHIC
teachers
Is to a life certificate valid in mo
:r week. Tuition and fees exce ?“•?? 0Union. f Total lit
ry of Music, Box 9, Ypsilai
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THE KEYSTONE OF EVERY MUSICAL LIBRARY

Conservatories—Schools—Teachers^
-—-TrSirMUSIC STUDY

NEW YORK SCHOOL

m

OF MUSIC AND ARTS

W

Our new buildings give us the most beautiful ^nd

^rpa^ed^beauty rfscene,

|g
C;X
Cit>

IrBranches of Music and Arts Taught from the Beginning to the Highest Artistic Finish by a
Faculty Composed of
.
—
,
Many European Celebrities and Eminent American Teachers
Dormitories in School Buildings and Proper Chapercfage
0,,„ «. U. Y-. » W^
Terms, including Tuition, Board, Practicing, etc., on application
_
_

- College of Fine Arts
Syracuse University
•the study of music. FaculFor^ catalogue andT full information, addreM,
Registrar, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

“^SIHL-rSST^
Are ^ou satisfied with results in teaching ^^^usical^rainin^ which, as hundreds of teac ers w

^°id pupiis andbrmsyou
ing of new ones?
progress the Demand of
is characteristic of this
Legitimately, to get the
Political and Social; Esfgeully iSs
(or Beginners^
livii^ageinsUlinesof fadeavor-EducatiOT^,, bayc found m i he pu
fay lbe ongmatorof
‘ in the five weeks normal cou
r Hundrec
t. Y. City,
drs.^Carr^Louise
B^g.^'si^ LouiL^Mo.^^^
e, Nov. 4th;
Mrs. Addye Yeargain Hall. Sept.^eth^ Telephone, Cucle ZM^CIassM,
4 ary Chanlrelle Arm*,r”“J> jy^^ber 14lh, 1915, w^^^i^napol^. Ma_

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN
MRS. LILLIAN COURTRIGHT CARD
::
H6 EDNA AVE., BRIDGEPORT,
A THOROUGHLY PRACTICAL COURSE BY CORRESPONDENCE

al Conservator?

Yasic/

Uroves

Teaching, Sight Reading, Rhythm, Ear Training and Transposing
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS OF THE NEW WORK FOR 1915 _

Dictionary of Music and Musicians

ESTABLISHED 1857

Hahn Music School

nr ARnnV CONSERVATORY

THE WORLD’S STANDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC
Five Large Volumes Bound in Red Cloth and Gold.
Price, $25.00

JTEiADUU I
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

T

ibles it to offer exceptional aJoantagis in musk culture in all grades and branches
Atlanta Conservatory of Music
Faculty of Artist-Recitalists; ^ All departments
School Music. Oratory. Languages.
FALL SESSION BEGINS September 6th, 1915
Peachtree and Broad Streets,

Training School for Piano Teachers
and Public Performance.
Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.
Piano Teachers’ Course also by Mail—prepared by
- , ,, n,- i \uthorof “Harmony Simplified",
Ever
'Key”,
Me August L re-open Sepf
■ S SHEPARD, Artis

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
by MAIL *'hoDpcreona»y
A simple, concise and practical

I

ALFRED WOOLER, Mu.. Doc.
322 W. Utica St., Buffalo, N. Y.

HIS is the latest revised and enlarged edition of Sir George Grove’s masterpiece of
musical scholarship. There are 4,000 pages and over 5,000,000 words from great
authorities upon all phases of musical learning. The books are liberally illustrated
with cuts, half-tones and notation examples. Thousands of subjects are discussed: Biography,
istory, Musical Science, Theory, Musical Industries, Instrumentation, ^Esthetics, Musical
erms, etc., etc. The work is the most notable musical compendium in any language.

NOW ISSUED IN AMERICA EXCLUSIVELY BY THEO. PRESSER CO.

Let me send you
this interesting
magazine
It won’t cost a
penny unless
you vote it
“the best ever”

THEtinctly
Modern Priscilla is dis¬
different from all
other women’s magazines. It
teaches the latest needlework
stitches, and tells how to make all
. sorts of .dainty articles for your¬
self, your friends and your home.
Each issue illustrates from 50 to
100 of the prettiest fancy-work designs you
• ever saw and gives clear and simple directions
for the work. In addition to fancy-work, each
issue contains a most practical Housekeeping
Section, edited by experts, in which you will find
dozens of valuable housekeeping ideas. Besides all
this, The Modern Priscilla keeps you posted on what is
new and wearable (not extreme) in dress fashions. A
little clean, clever fiction rounds out each issue, making
| The Modern Priscilla a magazine that every woman
can use and enjoy.
SPECIAL OFFER
. The subscription^
Modern PriscillaJs ^LOO year _ (1C

I
\

ix^Crochlt^FUe^ whit Book
vSa
Crochet Book No. 2, Crochet Edgings and Insertions Book, Cro¬
chet Bedspreads Book, Crochet Centerpieces and Doilies. If at
the end of 6 months you are not perfectly satisfied with The
Modern Priscilla, simply notify us of that fact and we w;M
refund your money in full. Fill out the coupon at th
nS THE PRISCILLA PUBLISH ING COMPANY
RR RroaH Sf-raAf.
Boston. Mass.

A WHOLE YEAR’S
CHRISTMAS GIFT
A 12 Months’ Subscription to THE ETUDE Makes a
Twelve Times Enjoyable Gift
The best Christmas Gift is that which carries with it the most
enduring joy. The Etude lasts for twelve whole months and fills
every day with opportunities for musical pleasure.
Do you remember the first copy of The Etude you ever re¬
ceived? Perhaps it came to you as a Christmas Gift. Thousands
have been introduced to it in that way.
What better Christmas Gift can you imagine than The Etude
announced with the beautiful card we have prepared especially
for the many who make The Etude a gift?
The recipient learns of your thoughtfulness in the following
message tastefully printed in two colors:
1HROUGH THE KIND CONSIDERATION OF

NOTE THESE IMPORTANT FACTS
I 'HIS great encyclopedic dictionary of music demanded the work of over 184 renowned special¬
a period ui
of oialccu
sixteen years.
*ists during
—~
yeais. Among the
tne
famous editors may be named, Sir Hubert H. Parry.
Sir Frederick A. Gore Ouseley, Dr. Ebenezer Prout
W. S. Rockstro, Sir Arthur Sullivan, Alexander Thayer’
Dr Philip Spitta, Ferdinand Hiller, H. E. Krehbiel’
William J. Henderson, Granville Bantock, Frederic
Corder, Sir Walter Parratt, Sir G. A. Macfarren, Sir
John Stainer, Franklin Taylor, Dr. William H. Cum¬
mings and Dr. John Hullah. The biographical sections
of this noted work, devoted to famous masters such as
Schubert, Mendelssohn and Beethoven, are virtually
books in themselves,—Schubert, for instance, covering
over fifty thousand words.
'

x

CIR GEORGE GROVE, one of the most noted of
British
Scholars in
subjects and
in "
tt111 Engineering suujecis
ana in
a m a-fthe
hwo world
u;nt-14 K
,. undertaking
,, —1 ^.„i_:
•
Biblep Tnstnrxr
History, amazed
by
this
great work at the age of fifty-five years. With a dis¬
tinguished career behind him he started out in middle
life to make a new reputation in a new field. The
Dictionary of Music and Musicians became his love
work, and this resulted in the production of the fore- j
most work.of its kind. So great was the British faith
in the musical erudition of Sir George Grove, that he
was made Director of the Royal College of Music, in :
London, at its foundation. In the great metropolitan
musical libraries of the world this book holds the
first place. Think of having it in your own home
library!
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YOU WILL RECEIVE EVERY MONTH DURING THE
NEXT TWELVE MONTHS
THE ETUDE
PRESSER'S MUSICAL MAGAZINE
T gives US THE GREATEST PLEASURE TO
p| ggX WELCOME YOU INTO THE EVER-INCREASIfo&gal ING CIRCLE OF ETUDE FRIENDS, AND WE
SHALL HOPE TO KEEP YOUR FRIENDSHIP
FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.
All you have to do is to send us the complete name and address
of your friend accompanied by £1.50 and the line “Please send
The Etude as a Christmas Gift with, your special card.” This
is the most convenient form of Christmas shopping and the most
gratifying. We send the card so that it will arrive on Christmas
morning.

BECAUSE OF THE IMMENSE EDITION ISSUED BY THEO PRESSFR CO
MUSIC LOVERS, TEACHERS AND STUDENTS CAN NOW GET THESE BOOKS FOR

SPECIAL
PRICE
OR AS A PREMIUM
FOR SENDING US

-!15iQ0
Id PTITHF SUBSCRIPTIONS
^ hi U12L AT $1.50 EACH

AGS^k
n-Umber Wl11 filld bhe .method of naming a set by securing FFifteen
■GV Subscriptions a very simple, interesting and profitable way in whicn
- i h* rre m°TntS'u K
cannot secure allof the Fifteen Subscriptions
is how many you have been able to get and we shall be glad to send you the
_
•
~

THEO.

PRESSER

CO., SOLE

books a
a premium, allowing you to pay a reasonable balance of the cash ,„i
““%nptions as obtained, premium can be claimed at any time ■ Nn U&liberal offers or convenient terms than these have ever been madeTv' an„V‘°re
American musicians have
ny
nave long awaited this opportunity.
v house“UU!>e-

AGENTS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE
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-/ simply press the button and fill
myself and drink like this.’

T SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF
1
WHAT TO GIVE

JKS? ws

more app P . aunt or cousin than a genuine Lucky
^ F^nSSn Pen-branded with my maker’s nameSeTalfmark of quality. To receive the gift just drop a
hint in the right direction.

r

rH] ETUDE |
H

SELF-FILLING, SAFETY '

FOUNTAIN PEN

I am popular because I am both a Self-Filler and a Safety
m“S«>- “P tP'-I" t!"- ink locked up light. Mj
smooth barrel removes danger of accidental spills and
increases comfort of writing.
Write for handsomely illustrated catalog free.

, PARKER PEN COMPANY

DECEMBER, 1915

VOL. XXXIII

C

HRISTMAS is first of all a carnival of
An Xmas present of a course of music lessons
giving.
John Wesley preached
is frequently one of the happiest of gifts.
“Make all you can,—save all
know of one dear old grandmother
you can,—give all you can.”
who started a well-known composer
Let your Christmas generosity
j
yj/Jk
with a Christmas present of twenty
be unmeasured.
That is the only real
fnrKrtnflS
lessons in music. It was the best
way to commemorate the significance
VUl
Christmas present that this man ever
of the spirit of the living Christ. But
received. It matters not whether the
let your Christmas gifts be envelopes of
student may or may not become a pro¬
your love and friendship.
Give of
fessional musician, such a gift is likely
yourself most of all if you would find a
to be a life-long blessing, especially if
soul-reviving festival in Christmas.
If
the teacher be one of those rare and
music is one of your talents do not let Christ¬
blessed mortals who can communicate a love
mas pass without making the giving of Christ¬
for the art from the very beginning. Charles
mas music part of the day’s program. Work for it in
Darwin, when he had reached the height of his mon¬
advance just as you arrange for your Christmas gifts
umental career as a scientist, continually deplored the
months ahead. When Christmas morning comes let
fact that he had never been given a musical education.
music ring through the whole house,—music that
With the vast vision that his erudition gave him he
means something,—music that bears the Christmas
realized what a beneficent thing is music study.
message of love for all the world.
The more music you make in the world the greater
Don’t expect music at Christmas time for your¬
will be the harmony of the age, the more lasting the
self unless you make music for others. The sour dis¬
Christmas spirit. Why not let the music of the Christ¬
sonant Christmas season belongs to the man who does
mas Chimes ring sweetly in your heart all through the
not realize that the joy of Christmas is in the giving,
twelve months to come. Blessed are the “clear, loud,
more than in the receiving.
If you have always
lusty voices” in the belfries that “pour their cheerful
looked forward to Christmas as a time for getting gifts
notes into the listening ear right royally.” Who ever
make it clear to yourself that your whole conception
caught the spirit of the Christmas Chimes more royally
of the beauty of the season is lost. Look to Christmas
than Dickens himself ? Who ever made Christmas
for what it really is:
glow with more human love, more Yuletide melody
than the man who wrote a Christmas Carol in words?
“At Christmas I no more desire a rose
Dickens knew above all things that Christmas was the
Than wish a snow in May’s new jangled mirth,
time when Chimes and Carols and Music come to
But li\e of each thing that in season grows.”
sweeten all the world.
Music means friends. Don’t spoil your Christmas
Has the world’s year gone awry? Don’t blame
by being alone. Most of all seek the home where
the spirit of Christmas.
If every soldier on the
there are children and music. The Christmas morn¬
battlefield were to sing in his heart the real music
ing that begins with merry carols is the Christmas
0t ’i j , wonclerfuI night at Bethlehem, every gun
Glorious. Make the whole day an outburst of joyous
would be forever silent. But the world is purging
friendship, not for your own little circle, but for every¬
‘t-lf of the horror of war and the rpakers of war.
body you meet—the postman, the expressman, the
All the more reason why we should do our utmost
grocer’s boy, the vagrant. When the carol-singing
here
in America to proclaim the great message of
time comes open all the
peace that the “Herald
windows, so that all who
Angels” sang. What
pass may hear. They,
more beautiful music
too, will catch the spirit
for the Christmas Glor¬
of the Christmas Glori¬
ious can be conceived
ous and be better and
than that of the Mas¬
Happier for months to
ter's fellow Judean,
come.
Mendelssohn ?

Crloriousj

See for yourself how completely

NOT A “COLD” CREAM—
WHAT THE DIFFERENCE IS

' I 'HIS is the weather which affects the throat—brings
a on coughs, hoarseness and stoppage of the air pas¬
sages. Carry a box of S. B. Cough Drops during this
damp, cold and rainy weather. The Medicinal Oils from
these drops will keep your throat soothed and refreshed.
1 ake one or two before and after rehearsal; before bed¬
time, too, to loosen the phlegm—better than medicine.

It cannot promote the growth of down.

5“?;ittKlS!

SMITH

TRY IT FREE
°rfor4centS’WeW

SJL COUGH DROPS
Just Pure Cane Sugar and Medicinal Oils
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The Sense of Touch in Music
A Protest
By Ivah Peterson-Glascock

Do your pupils use in their daily practice—
A piano-player inclined bench?
A bench far too low for them?
A chair with a cushion or so on it?
A dining-chair piled up with books?
The first instruction I give the new pupils who come
to my studio is the proper height to get the chair or
stool or bench; the proper position while sitting at
the keyboard to insure the best • playing position of
the hand and arm. Of course I thought this instruc¬
tion was being carried out until I made a “Tour of
Investigation.” This is what I found: Ihree of my
pupils were using hard-actioned player-pianos and the
incline bench—too much bother to get a dining-chair,
I suppose.
Two pupils have grand pianos and their benches were
so low that the young players’ arms hung down until
their elbows were below the keyboard! Another used
wobbly cushions, and another a pile of books that gave
a very uncertain seat as the player used low bass notes
or high treble! We teachers want good results from
our teaching, and we wonder why Mary and Tommy
play so many wrong notes and continue to use their
hands and arms so badly!
I went to the home of one girl who played rather
well but who did not seem to improve in her work.
I found a piano bench much too low for her to use.
I asked her mother to get a piano stool so Kate could
do better practice. It was a long time before she
bought it and it was only after my repeated urging that
she did so. Since then Kate’s playing has improved
one hundred per cent.
Many teachers doubtless remember the chair Pader¬
ewski uses in his recitals. We could not have flawless
playing from this artist if his chair was not just the
correct height and absolutely in the centre before his
keyboard 1 and yet we expect good work and accurate
playing from our pupils and do not dream under what
adverse conditions many of them do their practice.
It would be time well spent for a teacher to take
the time to find out what sort of pianos and benches
are being used; to get the mother’s interest and co¬
operation and in a measure try to correct these stumb¬
ling blocks in the way of their pupils’ progress. We
can’t be too particular on this subject for it solves
many a poor lesson problem.

To Avoid Inaccuracy
By Daniel Batchellor
By Wilbur Follett Unger
Do you remember how many little mistakes you niade
in that last piece you played at your lesson.
■
couldn’t seem to get it perfect, after you practiced
it so long, too! Soldiers are not generahy permitted
to shoot in a careless manner, but must do two t
»
before shooting. They must PREPARE their ri es
the word “Ready.” Then they must take carefu
-looking at what they intend to hit, and then, a
given signal, they may FIRE.
Has it ever occurred to you that this method may
be applied to piano practice and in fact to piano play¬
ing? One of the great artists told me once that one
secret of his success was that he never played a n° e
that he had not previously aimed at. Even though e
lifted his hands high above the keyboard, as he dropped
them he let them rest for a fraction of a second on
the keys intended to be struck. A great deal of unneces¬
sary labor will be saved if you try this method in prac¬
ticing, for if you are learning a pi'ece containing, say,
large chords, instead of trying to reproduce those
chords “hit-or-miss,” more likely “miss,” to the dis¬
comfiture of any listeners—suppose you look intently
at each chord, name each note in that chord to yourself
(or aloud if necessary), and then silently cover each
of the keys named with its proper finger. When you
have thus arranged your fingers and hands (in other
words, aimed correctly)—even if it has taken a long
time, then, and not before then, you may strike the
keys (or, if you wish to keep up the simile, “FIRE! ),
and behold!—you. have struck the correct notes for
once!
Let this thought console you: Even though it takes
much longer time at first, and you will call the method
a slow one, yet you will develop by the rigid adherence
to this method a never-failing accuracy. If you call
each note by name and cover it with the proper fingers
before playing it, you cannot strike a wrong note!

Chromatic Comments
By C. W. Fullwood
The wrist is a hinge, a wonderful hinge, if ought
to be as free and workable as the best hinge you
ever saw on a door. Any hinge wid get rusty and
stiff with lack of use. The remedy is use and oil. On
the door hinge we have to supply the oil. But nature
supplies the oil (synovial fluid) for the human hinge
and does it in proportion to the care that is given to
the body.
Allow for the moods and feelings of your pupils.
Rubinstein once said to a pupil, “Play it as you like
it. If the day is rainy, play it accordingly. If the
day is sunny, put sunshine in your playing.”
Guide the pupil in the way of expressing his or her
individuality. Give pieces or etudes to allow that' indi¬
viduality full play. As Charles Reade said: “Put your¬
self in his place.” We have our words, feelings and
moments of joy or depression. We seek the music
fitted to the need of the hour. Give pupils a similar
chance.
The word enthusiasm comes from a Greek word sig¬
nifying that the one who is enthusiastic is possessed
of a god. The enthusiastic man radiates light from
his divine inspiration. “Nothing is accomplished with¬
out enthusiasm,” ’proclaims Emerson.
Have you ever tried playing from a violin or vocal
score? That is, reading the three lines at once. An
orchestral leader is often called upon to read eighteen
or more lines and one who loves his work takes- a
pride in playing from score. The Etude music pages
offer fine opportunities in this connection.
Guard the child-pupil against fatigue. The length
of the little one’s lesson should be measured by the
strength of the individual child.

Beethoven
The earth recedes, its transient glories jade;
Its greens are limned in gray—all sounds
depart.
The swaying oaks and trembling aspens bade
No rhythmic music touch the master’s heart.
For him who lotted the feathered songster’s trill.
Their piping notes have ceased. The woods
are dead.
The fields give back no echo but are still
As silently they feel his hallowed tread.
What! shall the master close his book for aye.
And let the ivy grow where once was life ?
Shall music languish, dulled to rest and die.
And harmonies made mock by pain and strife ?
Nay! from that soul bereft of earthly sound.
Spring forth sweet melodies that fear no hound.

• the five senses upon which we are dependent for
our development are feeling, seeing, hearing, tasting
Keeling is the parent sense from which
thed Sers are derived, for the visual, auditory,
olfactory and gustatory nerves are all highly specialized
forms of touch. Notice, too, that m the absence of
or hearing we fall back upon the sense of feeling.
The most notable instance of education through the
i • _the
^f Helen
HpIpti Keller;
KpIWe of
one sense of touch is seen n
w we are all much more influenced by this sense than
we realize and,’ what chiefly concerns us hefe, we are
erv largely dependent upon it for musical training,
This is true both in vocal and instrumental work. It
follows that the teacher who understands the nature
and growth of the sense of touch will on that account
work more intelligently and effectively.
The science of ’biology teaches that the sense of touch
is the result of a long evolutionary process. In the
primitive forms of animal life the creature is a simple
mass of muscular tissue which moves as a whole.
Probably the first movements are only a sluggish re¬
sponse to the stimulus of warmth or light.
As we ascend in the scale of being the movements
gradually become differentiated in separate organs and
in the higher animals these become more sensitive and
independent in their action. We see this process epi¬
tomized in the life of every child. The new-born baby
moves by a general contraction of the bodily muscles,
hut it is not long before the arms and legs begin to
have a movement of their own. For some time the
arms move as a whole from the shoulders and only
by slow degrees does the child acquire an articulated
movement from the elbows. Later comes the wrist
articulation and so on to the specialized movements
of the fingers.
Thus we see that the muscular system starts from a
central contraction and flows out along the individual
organs with finer and finer contractions, giving increas¬
ing freedom and delicacy of movement.
Strength at the Centre
We are apt to think of the movements of fingers or
tongue as being entirely apart from the larger mus¬
cular movements of the body, but there is a vital con¬
nection running through the whole. See how the child
in his early attempts will grasp the pencil or some other
light object, often accompanying the labored action of
the hands with a sympathetic movement of other parts
of the body. We are sometimes reminded of this when
we see the ungainly contortions of an awkward singer
or player. But although the higher art conceals these
outward manifestations the aftist’s whole being is co¬
operating in a sympathetic flow of power from the
centre out to the flexible organs of expression. It is
another illustration of the old axiom, “Strength at the
centre and freedom at the extremities.” The mus¬
cular system may be likened to a tree with its firm
trunk branching out with ever increasing freedom of
movement to the outlying twigs and leaves.
But this growing refinement of muscular activity is
only the preparation and groundwork for the marvelous
sense of touch, where “the soul intends itself’ into
the fingers or the vocal organs. The fine touch, which
is indispensable to the musician, finds expression
through the tactile corpuscles which are imbedded in
the finger tips. They arc wonderfully sensitive and
their possibilities through careful training is shown
both by the discriminating touch of blind persons and
by the expressive playing of great musical performers.
It should be remembered that the tactile organs are
somewhat late in maturing. As in the vegetable world
the flower does not make its appearance until the plant
is well grown, so these delicate organs do not blossom
out until the muscular system has been considerably
developed. Therefore the little child, in whose hand
the finer sense of touch is not yet awakened, should
not be put to refined tasks which are proper to more
sensitive fingers.
One word in closing as to right and wrong methods
of practice. While there is truth in the old proverb
that practice makes perfect, it is also true that unin¬
telligent practice has a deadening effect. As Shake¬
speare says. The band of little employment hath the
daintier sense.” We all know that rough manual labor
will callous the hands and in like manner continual
umpmg upon the piano will deaden the finger tips to
the finer sense of touch.

prepared and well-advanced student) : “What is your
Changing Conditions in Pianoforte Playing
suitable for at fresco playing and such sensational per¬
feeling about this passage? In the light of what.you
formances should be’ given in a great winter garden.
The tendency in modern pianoforte playing is to
know, how do you think it ought to be interpreted?”
There is a need for more reserve and sensitiveness
bring about the best results with the least possible
In
almost
every
case
this
will
bring
about
a
far
better
in piano playing so that the pianistic values may he
effort. Twenty-five years ago it really seemed as
and higher form of interpretation than if the teacher
better observed. The piano is not an anvil, as many
though the opposite were true. ■ Then the virtuous
lays down iron-clad rules and insists upon their
seem to imagine. It is not the poor piano’s fault that
student was estimated by the huge amount of practice
observance.
it is a piano, and it shouldn’t be madd to suffer for it.
that was done. Whether that practice was really aimed
Why deceive dur ears and our intelligence about musi¬
at any definite accomplishment seemed to matter very
The Limitations of the Pianoforte
little indeed. It was done like penance and each repe¬
cal instruments when their characteristics are so very
Some piano enthusiasts seem to be happiest when
tition was supposed to expiate some technical sin. The
obvious to all? I can always get far more out of the
they are trying “to make the piano whisper” or make
result was that with that kind of practice and very
treble in a parlor grand than I can out of the treble in
arbitrary courses of study the pupil was
a concert grand because the proportion
able to do a certain number of set tasks
of tone between treble and bass is more
and nothing else. There was not enough
even. I have, however, great faith in
musical or pianistic, culture. The pupils
the new invention of an Englishman
were a manufactured product and little
(Clutsam) called the cradle key action,
else. Like all fabricated contrivances,
which has been applied to different pianos
they were limited to one set of operations
pf different makes as an experiment and
and lacked independence. In this manner
which should become the piano action of
these pupils could play certain set sonatas,
the future. This is a real innovation to
certain etudes and certain brilliant con¬
my mind and induces far greater sensi¬
cert pieces, but the moment they ventured
tiveness of touch with much less effort
beyond this limited repertoire they were
than any previous form of action.
miserably lost. Indeed, the training of
Opportunities in Tone Value
some teachers and some schools was so
arbitrary that it was easily possible for
This is an age-of tone values in piano
an acute observer to determine the identity
playing. To my mind, Busoni is the only
of the teacher by hearing a pupil play a
one of the modern pianists who has in¬
given work. I know of one teacher whose
troduced new tone values. He has not a
pupils play a certain Beethoven sonata so
“touch;” he has “touches.” He realized
much after the same fashion that one
that there was no expression in touch per
might think that they had swallowed the
se, but that expression comes from regu¬
same piano-player roll, and that the per¬
lating tonal values in a series of notes.
forations were going through their auto¬
No painter can take a brush and splash
matic intellects with the same mechanical
one brush ful of color on a canvas and ex¬
precision that they would through a
press anything by it,—at least he cannot
piano-player. It seemed to be a case of
express anything that anyone other than
making pupils out of would-be-younga futurist Would recognize as beautiful.
artists instead of making young artists
He needs to make innumerable strokes all
out of pupils, which is the new idea of
of varying color values and the result is
RUDOLPH GANZ PLAYING AT A PIANO WITH A CURVED KEYBOARD.
teaching.
an artistic whole. So .in piano playing
For instance: the theme of the Rondo i the Sonata it sound like a cyclone. After all, so few have con¬
the 'study of each note struck and the manner in which
Opus S3 of Beethoven is as follows:
sidered the individuality of the piano itself and the
it is struck depends upon the relation of that tone to.
the
whole.
gentle art of making it sound like a piano. Indeed,
In Thalberg’s day it was doubtless possible to sing
there is a difference in pianos and the different pianos
far more readily at the keyboard than in this day, •
and the different auditoriums in which they are heard
when the actions of pianos are very much heavier.
all require a. different treatment. The parlor grand is
This
is the principal reason for the complete revolu¬
to my mind the best balanced instrument, more so than
I have heard this Sonata played by innumerable
tionizing of ideas in playing; instead of so-called per¬
the great concert grand. The piano is suited to
pupils of a great European teacher and they invari¬
fect relaxation we have weight playing and “set finger,”
medium-sized halls far better than large halls, and
ably play it thus:
“wrist,” “forearm,” etc., positions.
when one plays in such a great room as Carnegie Hall
the nature of the piano is necessarily strained. The
Taste
player must be able to adapt himself to his instrument
As certain classes of cultured people are trained to
and the size of his. instrument. Some do this and
love Chopin, Schumann and Debussy so there will
some never think of it. The huge'eoncert hall is only
always be hordes of people climbing up the cultural
There is no aesthetic reason why the passage should
staircases, who for the time being must survive on
be altered, but that is not the main question here, but
music very near to their intellectual and emotional
rather to demonstrate the deadly uniformity of set or
capacity. It is well for them to be frank about their
forced interpretation. It is as though a teacher of act¬
likes and dislikes, and I have far more respect for the
ing with a peculiar nasal whine should insist upon the
man who candidly says that he prefers Lange’s Flower
pupil imitating him in every detail.
Song to Richard Strauss’ Elcktra than I have for the
individual who endures Elektra like a surgical opera¬
The Rightful Prescription of Technic
tion merely because it is fashionable to do so. The
need for the music of yesterday is shown in a remark¬
One cannot always prescribe technic as one does
able way by the tremendous amount of piano player
medicine, but there are certain things which the teacher
records of old-fashioned pieces. I have recently heard
should take into account in rounding out the pupil’s
pieces on the piano player that I imagined were extinct
work. For instance, the pupil with an inclination to be
only to learn that there is a great market for such
sentimental is to be developed by having music that is
pieces among purchasers who have had no specific train¬
heroic in style. Again the pupil who is robust and
ing in piano playing. Think of it! So much bad music
ponderous in type should have the delicate side of his
is written and not enough to supply the market! It
nature cultivated. At all times, however, the semblance
does not pay for anyone to be snobbish or “patronize”
of the machine in playing should be fought through
the musical taste of others. This .is a big world and
the culture of personality.—individuality. Let the
while
it is incumbent upon all artists to help in raising
teacher ask the pupil (I am speaking here of the wellthe taste of the public as a whole, it is not going to be
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done by snatching away Gottschalk’s Dying Poet or
Jungmann’s Hcimweh from the person who is reveling
in them, but by leading them to see that the music of
abler composers has a refinement and character absent
in the pieces of the inore superficial writers.
Opportunities in Shading
The pianist is learning new ideas upon the subject
of shading.. There was a time in our art when nothing
but a very definite tune would satisfy the taste of the
cultured musician. The day of melody is npt past by
any means, and Wagner, Schumann and Brahms
showed us that the definition of a tune was a very
elastic one. It remained for Debussy and his con¬
freres, however, to point out that there was a beauty
in atmosphere and color just as there is a beauty in
masses of clouds or in sunsets. I have all of my pupils
play the Debussy Preludes, Ravel and Scott pieces so
that they may learn that one kind of beauty may be
obtained by the exquisite shading of tone masses in
what might be termed fluid form. From these they
learn how to shade in Chopin. Without shading the
modern French is nothing. Ravel in some ways is
greater than Debussy in the opportunity his. works offer
for polyphonic and polyharmonic shading. This is in¬
stanced in his wonderfully exotic Le Gibet, which I
consider the most complete example of modern music.
It is one of the most ambitious things ever written for
the instrument. Indeed, it would seem to me one of
the most difficult compositions of all pianoforte litera¬
ture,—much more difficult for the interpreting musi¬
cian than the famous Don Juan Fantasie of Mozart as
arranged by Liszt.
Opportunities in Phrasing
There are, of course, no new opportunities in phras¬
ing except that the student of today realizes the neces¬
sity for intelligent phrasing far more than the student

of twenty years ago. There are, however, still some
people who believe that anyone can play the
without being a musician. That is, they seem to
>n
that all one need do is to cultivate a digital cleverness o
succeed as a pianist. Of course, one may learn a grea
deal from certain books on phrasing, but the mas er
pianist gets his outlook upon phrasing by being as
familiar with the laws of the composer as the com¬
poser himself. A smattering of information on the
subject will never 'satisfy him. I advise my pupils to
go to hear the concerts of great orchestras and learn
how to listen to the careful phrasing of each instru¬
ment. The playing of concertos with accompammen
of the teacher at the second piano is to be recom¬
mended most highly. The standard of musical inter¬
pretation lies within the performances of a perfect
orchestral organization.
Opportunities in Pedaling
I pedal Chopin quite differently since I have played
the compositions of the modern French school. It is
strange how the new illuminate the old. There were
certain prescribed methods which held me back from
playing the new things to my satisfaction until I felt
the new “light.” The idea of pedaling for what is
known as atmosphere was new and not easy to master.
Just as the master artist disdains the sharp, definite
outline of the photographic-line and seeks the softness
of an artistic blending of his surfaces and colors, so
does the pianist of the modern school pedal his works
at times so that the tone masses are blended witho.ut
being blurred. Indeed, even a blur of tone is now con¬
ceded to have its artistic values when properly intro¬
duced, and I personally make it a point to teach with
utter enjoyment what—years ago—I considered to be
“bad” pedaling. The modern musician must be able to
“hear with his eyes” and “see with his ears.” He then
can live in the new conquered land.

Nervousness and the Pedal
By Leonora Sill Ashton
Often has it been said: the one and only rule for
overcoming nervousness in playing in public is to be
absolutely master of all technical difficulties. This of
course includes the pedal: and though frequently dis¬
regarded, this should receive as careful attention as
the striking of proper keys on the piano: and separate
periods of practice should be devoted to its use.
When a piece is fairly well learned (and of course
pedalled properly with a pencil) then one should read
the music over carefully, not touching the piano keys,
but pressing the pedal down at the proper time in
each measure. •
Do this several times—seven or eight—and then vary
the practice by counting the time of each measure and
using the pedal in the same silent way. After persever¬
ing practice in this way—play the piece through, tak¬
ing especial care of the pedal and you will find when
you have to play it in public, that the attempt will have
at least one independent factor: your foot will have
become so in the habit of pressing down the pedal
at the proper time, that your mind will really be free
of this one part of the performance.
At all times, however, strive not to ignore the pedal
entirely through nervous distraction, wrong notes do
not last as long, as dissonances bound together by the
use of the damper pedal.
One point in music practice is no more important
than another: but each one is certainly equally im¬
portant and deserves a due amount of attention.
Our second group consists of the scales of Bb, Eb,
Ab, Db. In these the right hand begins with the 2nd
finger, the thumb plays the first white note, after
which the fingering is the same as that of C, already
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learned in the first group. The left hand begins with
the 3rd finger, and the 4th passes over the thumb at
the first' opportunity, then 3rd and so on alternately,
until the end of the scale, when the 2nd finger follows
the thumb.
There remain of the major scales the right hand of
F which is usually easily learned, B and F# or Gb.
A graphic way of showing the fingering of the latter
is to place the three fingers next the thumb on the
first three notes simultaneously, without sounding, next
place thumb on its key, then two fingers simultaneously
on two black notes and so on. Similarly with scale
of B. After doing this a couple of times even a little
one will be able to play the scale with correct fingering.
When a mistake in fingering is made, do not require
your pupil to repeat the whole scale, but let him locate
the mistake himself if possible and then repeat cor¬
rectly several times the octave only in which it occurs—
afterwards the entire scale. Then recall the -general
rule to his mind, letting him realize clearly* where it
has been broken.
In any experience the fingering is more quickly
learned when the right hands of the different groups
are practiced in succession: the left hand scales also
in succession.
It sometimes happens that a pupil plays, for instance,
the right hand scales of our first group making a mis¬
take in each which is corrected by the teacher. In
nine cases out of ten the same mistake has been made
in each case and it is most cheering to the harassed
pupil when on reference to the general rule the five
mistakes can be reduced to one. This can be more
readily done when the different hands are played in
succession, not alternately.

A Series by Mark Hambourg
We take pleasure in announcing to the readers of The Etude that the noted
Russian piano virtuoso Mark Hambourg has prepared a series of most inter¬
esting articles for this journal. Mr. Hambourg is one of the most practical
and illuminating of the present day writers upon the music of the piano.
The series will commence in January.
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Teaching Backward Children
By Theodore Steams
Backward children should be talked to rather than
taught. Their minds will respond more readily to con¬
versation than to music. Just stop to think how
utterly foreign art, even in its simplest form, is to
those who find it hard to progress in everyday duties.
Music is indeed a strange language to most children
of this class, and it must be gradually given to them
in a very deft manner indeed in order to be successful.
A great many parents whose children are given up as
well-nigh hopeless by school teachers turn to the music
teacher in the hope that the novelty will quicken the
lagging and dormant interest.
Now the reason that a novelty catches a child’s atten¬
tion is that the majority of children are instinctively
inventive. Like attracts like. The successful teacher
is the one who keeps the novelty fresh, seeking all
manner of ways and means to add fuel to the fire of
enthusiasm and interest so that'it never dies out.
Such instructors are really very rare, for it takes a
great deal of that nearly lost art of discrimination in
a teacher to finish a year’s course with all the eyes
bright and eager—to have kept them so all the way
along.
In accepting the responsibility of a backward child
do not be, at first, too ready to talk music to him. In¬
stead of trying to interest him in art, try rather to
interest him in you. The first two or three lessons
will be well worth the time and money if he merely
learns to look with pleasure towards meeting you.
Every child has some favorite pastime. There are
no exceptions. Where other teachers fail the success¬
ful one finds out that pivotal point in the pupil, makes
himself familiar with it, and utilizes it as the stepping

THE ETUDE has labored unsparingly to provide its readers with the opinions of the
big-brained men of America upon the position in which music should be held by our
people. In this significant symposium which commenced in THE ETUDE last April
the following eminent men have stated most emphatically their reasons why music
fhould be seriously regarded as a public necessity. ■ Are you using these to impress
others ?

DANIEL FROHMAN
G. STANLEY HALL
HARVEY W. WILEY
DAVID STARR JORDAN
JOHN LUTHER LONG

I RICHMOND P. HOBSON I

This month we have the honor of presenting the opinions of the distinguished
statesman and naval hero of our Spanish-American War,

T

Hon. Richmond P. Hobson

HE trend and evolution in human life is development
of character. The highest and noblest aspirations of
the human soul have been interpreted in music, which
can thus supply to man’s nobler nature that recurring exercise
necessary to the development of any faculty.

When and How to Memorize

TiPrT/u°r Tr?P'dly until tbe notes have been learned
perfectly. If the smallest blunder occurs, the mind lias
yet assimilated the contents of the passage, and
rlmrnew°»r TUSJ !?e eliminated at once or it will surely
that littlp r n deTfy you' Do a little eacb dav. but do
whit hi W, ' ,Jt is easy t0 undo ^ careless work
dilelti
aA t,ady been accomplished in the right
thetZ;
aV°Ve a11’ il is
to remember that
tWfi,hg ™ themselves play no part in memorization but
or Lh ntmP-reSS,°-«S must be Srasped by the brain alone,
or bad playing will result.

EDWARD BOK
ANDREW CARNEGIE
RUSSELL H. CONWELL
RABBI JOSEPH KRAUSKOPF
ELDRIDGE R. JOHNSON

ANDREW CARNEGIE

If necessary, borrow the neighbor’s canary bird or
puppy dog for an hour each week, if that will interest
the backward child. Get the boy or girl glad to come
to you and the rest will follow.

By Guy Maier
The first period of work each day—when the mind
is most alert and when the powers of concentration
are strongest should be spent in studying new pieces;
and it is to be earnestly recommended that the student
learn these at once by memory. To study a com¬
position for a week or two with the music and to
memorize it afterward involves a foolish waste of time
and results usually in a mechanical, uncertain in¬
terpretation. Play one or two measures very slowly and
with the utmost care; then leave the instrument and
attempt to recall mentally, a picture of the measures,
notes, rests, etc., exactly as they occur on the printed
page. To mans- persons, even some of the greatest
artists, such a mind-image as this is an impossibility.
It is necessary then to resort to other contrivances
such as the decipering and memorizing of harmonic
progressions—a very useful device—or the retention
of only a few notes of the page at important places,
and the intervening gap filled by a visual remembrance
of the fingers as they take their places on the keyboard.
It has been demonstrated many times jthat even the
students who have shown the least aptitude for
memorizing can readily learn and retain their pieces in
this manner.
There must be no reference to the keyboard during
this process. Unless every note or every finger can
be visually remembered, the piece will never be played
with surety. This process demands the closest con¬
centration and at the beginning should be indulged in
tor only a few minutes at a time. Frequent pauses
or rest or exercise should be made.
Portions of
work thus memorized should be rehearsed mentally on
the troHeys or trains, during the course of a walk,
while lying awake at night, etc. Many discouragemqn s will occur. Complete concentration will seem
impossible but soon there will be noticed a startling
ease m memorizing and an unusual readiness to hold
™,,d ,pieces 'vhich the fingers have long since discontmued to practice. . Never play a phrase either

If not you are missing a great opportunity for real missionary work in music.

EDWARD BOK

The spirit of music is synchronism, harmonious vibra¬
tion, and its natural effect is to produce in men harmony
within and without, harmony of thought and feeling, harmony
in the family circle, harmony toward surrounding society and
its institutions, harmony toward man and toward nature and
Almighty God.
I hope the day is not far distant when we shall fully
utilize the power of music in the daily life of all our people,
especially in the life of the young, when it will be recognized
and utilized as one of the great agencies of development of
happiness and uplift for our people and for the people of all
nations, contributing mightily toward the advent of the
brotherhood of man under the fatherhood of God.

THOMAS A. EDISON
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Let the Mind Rule the Memory
By Grace Busenbark
The psychology of memorizing includes the succeed¬
ing mental states of sensation, perception, conception,
habit, memory. The basis of this article is the physical
one of sensation, for memory is not simply a mental
faculty but largely also a sense faculty. The more any
one of the senses is trained, the more that particular
sense aids the memory. For example, one may possess
either visual, auditory or tactile memory, according as
the senses of sight, hearing or touch have been
developed by nature or training.
The process in the creation of memory is as follows:
The sensations received from every action, voluntary
or involuntary, are carried instantly by nerve-messengers
to the brain, where they are recorded. Here, if they
are recognized and form a mental image—that is if w.e
think what we are doing—perception occurs.
“In
proportion to the clearness and distinctness of this
image will be the mind’s understanding (conception)
of it and the consequent hold taken of it by the
memory. The remembrance of anything, therefore,
depends 'on the vividness of the impression first made
upon the mind by it,” and this impression depends
upon the degree of attention with which the subject in
question was considered. Thus in order to remember

well, one must observe well and with keen attention,
watching over the first sensations produced from the
motions of the hand made in practicing. If t es®
motions are made without close attention, the menta
images produced will be indistinct, because unconscious,
and there will be no progress toward memorizing
notwithstanding the number of repetitions made. Mere
unthinking repetitions of a passage of music without
the conscious perception needed definitely to record the
impressions, and without the resulting conception which
classifies them in the memory avail little.
Although it is true that half-conscious repetitions
(when the mind is not concentrated on the music), will
give a kind of finger-memory, this is untrustworthy,
as those musicians whose fingers have unexpectedly
failed them when playing, can testify. If the mind
stands guard, as it were, over the movements of the
arm, hand and fingers, keeping them within conscious
bounds so that there may be no errors or false
motions, each movement may then be made con¬
tributory to a perfect concept. Mistakes are fatal,
for “each lapse is like the letting fall of a ball of string,
which one is carefully winding up; a single slip means
more than a great many turns will wind again.”

The kind of a memorized product that one acquires
therefore, is largely dependent upon the first sensa¬
tions, so that memorizing really begins with
initial movements in the practice of a piece. When
these sensations are carried by the nerve-messengers
to the brain they have a strong tendency to travel the
second time the same road they went the first time,
since the “trail has been blazed” and the way made
easier.
Soon they make an actual pathway in the
plastic tissues, each repeated motion engraving the
nerve tracks deeper. This is the basis of the law 0{
habit and this is why accuracy is of indispensable value
in memorizing.
Habit will be either for or against you. In learning
a piece of music either good or bad habits will be made.
Five or six times faultless playing a phrase will form
a good habit which will be as the rock of Gibraltar for
protection against the adverse tides of nervousness or
self-consciousness. If your method has been one of
slow practice with a clear purpose and an eternal
vigilance, ten to one you will have a piece full of good
habits.- This means that your memorizing is threefourths done as soon as the piece is ready to play well,

Many Music Teachers Retire in Comfort
Security and comfort in advancing years is the
goal for which all sensible men strive and work con¬
sistently the better part of their lives. It frequently
happens, however, that poo.rly-made investments
vanish, ill health interferes or disaster overcomes
the most industrious and deserving people. A few
years ago in a city in Massachusetts a music teacher
had saved enough to retire in comfort. A conflagra¬
tion wiped out the better part of the city in a night
and all that the teacher had saved went with it.
Fortunately she was still under forty and could
recoup her resources, as indeed she did. Many,
however, are so well along in years that it is unwise
to attempt to fight adversity. Yet these same peo¬
ple may have worked hard and deserve to be placed
in a position where they might retire without worry
and with all necessary comforts.
It was for such a purpose that the Presser Home
for Retired Music Teachers was founded.
The
beautiful building in Germantown is equipped with
everything needed to make the daily lives of the
residents secure, comfortable and enjoyable. The
building has spacious accommodations for from sev¬
enty-five to one hundred residents. It is beautifully
located in one of the choicest parts of Philadelphia’s
“garden suburbs,” Germantown, within easy reach.

of the great city, with all its interesting attractions.
The structure is fir.e-proof. from roof to cellar. The
rooms are large and airy. There is a music room
with a fine grand piano and a library.
Electric
lights, electric elevator and various other refine¬
ments have led many to describe this Home as a
“fine modern hotel.”
The only restrictions placed upon the residents
ar.e those which exclude persons who might make
residence in the home less desirable for those who
are already there. The board of directors of the
Home feel that one of the most important factors
in the successful conduct of the institution is that
of providing congenial associations for those who
become residents in the Home. Among the number
there now the feeling is very strong that the pleasant
surroundings have added greatly to the enjoyment of
their residence.
The Home is provided with several cosy sun par¬
lors for the winter and Commodious porches for the
summer. Provision has also been made for two roof
gardens. The following picture shows a corner of
one of the delightful porches in the summer time.
An estimate of the size and character of the resi¬
dents’ rooms may be gotten from the following
picture.

One of the most delightful features of life in the
Home has been the occasional visits of touring
artists and singers. Among the noted ones who
have honored the institution with a call have been
Miss Maud Powell, David Bispham, Henri Scott,
Emma Thursby and Alberto Jonas.
Mr. Edward Baxter Perry gave a recital at the Horae
on the evening of November 11th last.
The Home is the personal philanthropy of Mr. Theo¬
dore Presser, the founder of The Etude, and is already
adequately endowed in perpetuity. The building will
accommodate from seventy-five to one hundred resi¬
dents. It is for both men and women. During the
past year the health of the residents has been altogether
remarkable, the only case requiring the care of the
finely equipped infirmary being that of an accident due
to a fall. This indicates the excellence of the sanitary
conditions of the Home and the general care given the
residents.
»
An interesting little booklet giving full particulars
about the Home, entrance regulations, etc., may be
had by sending a postal inquiry to the Secretary of
the Presser Home for Retired Music Teachers, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lines of Improvement in Modern Pianoforte
Playing and Teaching
Written Expressly for The Etude by the Noted Dutch Pianist

MARTINUS SIEVEKING
Wherein does the modern manner of teaching piano¬
forte fail? Why is it that so few out of so many piano¬
forte students in all parts of the globe come short of
the goal for which they originally set their hopes. One
is continually struck by the fact that there are students
in all the great capitals of Europe and America strug¬
gling year after year but in many instances utterly
failing to attain their heart’s desires. Years ago while
I was in Berlin I was told that in that city alone
there were fifty thousand students. Yet as one goes to
the concerts today one sees for the most part the same
names that one saw ten or twenty years ago. There are
a few new comers “arriving” but their number is piti¬
fully .small. It seems incredible that out of such a great
number of students only a few should be able to play
the piano well. In musical composition as in fine writ¬
ing, painting and sculpture, positive genius is necessary,
but piano playing is largely a matter of brains and
muscles, muscles drilled to respond to an intelligently
trained mind. This is clearly proven by the fact that
there are now pianists before the public who have no
talent whatever for composition and there are others
whose general information in music in other branches
is so slight that they would not be able to read an
orchestral score or make a fugue.
There is a tendency among certain piano teachers to
belittle the part that the muscles and the nerves play in
pianoforte playing. They contend that it is all a matter
of brain force. How can they explain that some very
good musicians feel a composition thoroughly, perceive
all its beauties and know how the piece should be exe¬
cuted but are nevertheless quite unable to play it. The
only answer is that they have not the requisite technic
and technic is brains plus the rightly traified muscles
and nerves. The skilled pianist is the last one to be¬
little technic. For instance, I wrote a few years ago a
Variations and fugue upon an original theme. It took
me three months to complete the work during which
time I did little practicing. No one could doubt that I
as the creator knew every note by heart, yet it took six
months of practice to enable me to play the composition
to my satisfaction. This is something that every artist
notes if he observe himself closely. I have repeatedly
observed that by interrupting my practice for hut a
few days I invariably have difficulty in playing certain
complicated passages. The true artist must realize that
if he wishes to keep in proper trim he must practice,
practice, practice, all the time without any let-up what¬
ever, except those moments he takes for the necessities
of life, recreation and mental improvement. It is the
price he has to pay for pianistic triumphs. One may
be able to write down every note of a piece but at
the same time play it in the most bungling manner pos¬
sible if the hold on technic is relinquished.
To make a technic, to keep it and then to improve
it constantly should be the object of every pianist. The
technic should be gotten in the shortest space of time
possible for good work. Why waste years when direct
results are attainable. The scientific basis of a good
technic is largely to be found in sensible physical cul¬
ture of the hands, forearms and shoulders.
The Athletics of the Keyboard
Nature may give the athlete a strong frame and
robust health but there nature stops. The athlete must
do the rest himself and he must do it constantly all the

time. Precisely the same condition exists in the case
of the pianist. He must study unremittingly all the
time to keep up his technic. It makes no difference how
he proposes to maintain his technical skill, whether by
exercises, studies or pieces, he must work, work.
We hear of pianists being born with a technic or
having a natural technic. Do not laugh; there is a great
deal to that only it is wrongly expressed. Haydn and
Mozart played their works with very small orchestras
and even in the time of Beethoven and Hummel the
very large orchestras was exceptional. Moreover, the
halls were generally much smaller. Likewise the piano
itself was a less sonorous instrument than the modem
grand. Today the demands are tremendous and with
the concert pianist who hopes to fill big engagements
with big orchestras, strong physique, large hands, robust
health are really an advantage.
The Case of the Wonder-Child
If you think differently, if you think that pianistic
prowess is merely a matter of intellectual effort without
the careful cultivation of the body, consider for a
moment the career of the average wonder-child. How
many do we see who we are told will become another
Rubinstein in a few years but who grow up to be very
ordinary pianists indeed. This is not due to lack of
ambition, talent, opportunity, but rather to the lack of
a proper method of developing the body, particularly
the hands and the arms. These prodigies in many cases
study for ten or more years, whereas a technic sufficient
for the most exacting demands of modern pianoforte
work has been acquired in as little time as two years.
We have five fingers of each hand, all of which are
differently formed and for that reason have to be differ¬
ently treated. The main fault is that we are taught
[Editor s Note.—Martinus Sieveking has not visited
America for many years, but the impression of his previous
tours is still remembered with much pleasure bv many.
Sieveking was born in Amsterdam, Holland, in 18(17. His
father was a musician and his mother a singer. His first
teacher was his father. Later he studied with Frans Coenen.
At the age of ten he played the first Beethovn Concerto in
public. His father died when Sieveking was sixteen and the
boy undertook to provide for the family of six for some years.
Then he went to Paris, where he suffered greatly from priva¬
tion, his only income being derived from playing at dances,
and now and then in variety theatres. However, the great
French conductor Lamoureux came to his aid and made a
place for him as one of the drummers in his orchestra, where
Sieveking played the Tam Tam, the bass drum, and the
cymbals, for the wage of $30.00 a month. The orchestra
also played one of his orchestral works. Thence he went to
England and became accompanist for Edward Lloyd and
Adelina Patti on many tours. Patti thereafter presented
him with a diamond and ruby scarf pin.
In London Sieveking met Eugen Sandow, the noted strong
man and athlete. Sandow interested Sieveking in the prin¬
ciples of muscular development. Both men became fast
friends and when Sandow came to America he induced Sieveking to come with him as the leader of his orchestra. Sieveking left the organization in Chicago, where he remained for
two years. Thereafter he went to Boston, where he was
engaged as soloist with the Boston Symphony Orchestra for
a long series of concerts. Tn addition he gave seventy
recitals in different parts of the country.
Feeling that his work was not what it should be he re¬
turned to Europe to study with a famous pedagogue who
had been the teacher of many celebrated pianists—no less
than Leschetizky himself. Sieveking remained with Lesehetizky for about one year. Then feeling that he had a
message to give to the world in the educational direction
he accordingly went into voluntary exile for ten vears
during which time he devoted himself assiduouslv to the
study of technical and musical problems. Mr. Sieveking is
original in many of his ideas and is a positivist in his

from the very beginning to put five fingers together on
c-d-e-f-g. That to my, mind is absolutely wrong, as it
spoils the fingers and makes them crooked. The fourth
and fifth fingers have a tendency to bend outward, while
the first phalange of the same fingers are bent inward
toward the third finger.
The second finger is also bent outward and the first
phalange inward. Let the student try the following:
Put five fingers on c-d-e-f-g (right hand alone). With
the left hand take a hand mirror and hold it close to
the lid in front of the right hand and the student will
see that with the exception of the thumb the other four
fingers are crooked. That is the result of putting five
fingers on the keyboard from the very beginning.
The only sound basis of technic is to use one finger at
a time. For example, pose the second finger on D with
the entire dead weight-of the arm hanging on that
respective finger and develop the third finger by play¬
ing “E” a certain number of times until tired. Lift the
third finger high with a slight curve. In doing this
play with one hand alone, as concentration is most im¬
portant.
In teaching new pupils this is the very first exercise I
adopt and it is at the very basis of the building up of a
perfect technic, that is the development of each finger
by itself, for itself, with as little constraint from the
rest of the hand as possible.
Dead Weight in Piano Playing
Only in later years has the dead weight of the arms
hanging on the finger tips while playing been brought
into evidence. Even now, some very successful pianists
before the_ public ignore this very important factor.
Some pianists use it consciously, some unconsciously,
some not at all. The use of dead weight is an absolute
necessity in modern technic. Some teachers try to
present it to their pupils. I know of one pupil who
studied with a well known Berlin teacher for one year
before he caught the knack of it. The dead weight is
easier to obtain .by using one finger'at a time but of
course it must be explained by some one who has had
experience in using it.
The fingers are raised by one factor—the muscles
called the extensors—and lowered by three different fac¬
tors—the flexor muscles, the weight of the finger and
the hand itself. The force of gravity can be utilized
by the intelligent student in pianoforte playing. The
attraction of the earth for all things having weight is
little realized by any of us because it is one of the com¬
monest things in life. Yet it plays its part in the study
of the piano, particularly in the case of those pupils
who use muscular force to do what the law of gravita¬
tion accomplishes by itself. The fingers and the hands
have a constant tendency to come down. The main
effort is to lift them. Obviously the group of extensor
muscles (the lifting muscles) should be developed more
than the flexors. This is obtained by raising the fingers
as high as possible (without strain) while studying I
insist upon this important point as I do not believe that
it is ever possible to develop a fine technic without it.
I he finger should be slightly curved, not hooked. Some¬
times the flat finger is employed by virtuosi with the
view of getting a beautiful tone just as the hooked finger
is sometimes used for the purpose of getting a metallic
tone, hut at first the student should confine himself to
the curved finger.
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Music for Educational Service

Octave Playing

By A. E. Winship

Strength and rapidity in octave playing does not come
from the wrist as is commonly supposed. The wrist
is nothing more than a hinge. It should be a very loose,
well-oiled hinge indeed. Muscular strength and control,
however, come from the forearm in octave playing.
Therefore for all octave playing the forearm muscles
have to be developed. With the coming of strength in
the forearm a great difference in the technical control is
immediately noted.

(The following article is by the editor of The Journal
Education and Is reprinted from that publication.)
“ 4'
We must, first, last and all the time insist that musjc
is an educational essential, not to be neglected by the
teacher because other school activities are more insist,
ent, not to be abandoned because the taxpayer’s pocket
squeals. Music is as real in its service to humanity as
the multiplication table.
Why does a boy whistle when he needs heart? Why
did the soldier boys sing “Dixie” or “Marching Through
Georgia” when there was danger of overmuch thinking
of “Home Sweet Home” or of the picture of the mor¬
row’s carnage ?
Why doesn’t the boy repeat the multiplication tabic?
Why didn’t the soldiers have a spelling match? \\heil
you need music you need it more than you need the
list of irregular verbs.
Why has every evangelist had his Sankey, Alexander
or Excel to warm up the audience until the blood tin¬
gled and thrilled like the Springtime sentiment of youth?
Why not start a revival with a recitation of definitions?
Why do the volleys of theological thunder need an
audience that has been set a-tingling before the scrmonic oratory belches forth?
Why do wedding bells chime joyous music in the
happiest hour of a girl’s life? Why are social reform¬
ers so afraid of the cabaret? Why is it that music
sets the brain a-whirling, the heart a-thumping, the
feet a-going. Why is it that music possesses the sou!
of most people as nothing else does? Is it because
it is a non-essential, a side issue, a trifling incident in
one’s life? Is it so unimportant in life, in war and
politics, in love and religion that it has no place in
. education ?

A First Technical Exercise at the Keyboard
In further explanation of the technical exercise to
which I have referred above it may be desirable to dis¬
cuss it with more exactness. The pupil places the
second finger of the right hand on D one octave above
middle C. The finger should be placed about one centi¬
meter in front of the black keys (one centimeter is
about two-fifths of an inch). The total dead weight of
the entire arm from the hand to the shoulder should be
carried upon the tip of the second finger. In other
words the entire weight of the perfectly relaxed arm
should rest upon the second finger. The second finger
must be kept perfectly still. Keep the thumb straight
but not stiff, and away from the hand. Keep the
other fingers slightly curved, the third finger about one
and one-half inches high above E, ready to fall; the
fourth finger slightly higher than the third and the
fifth finger a little higher than the fourth. Some space
should remain between each o( the fingers. As soon
as the student is convinced that the entire weight of
the arm is resting on the second finger let the third
finger fall with all its strength and as quickly as pos¬
sible, close to the black keys, on E. This should be done
with as little disturbance as possible of the positions of
the other fingers. The third finger should rise and fall
v/ithout moving its first or its second joint. In other
words, the joint which joins the finger to the hand (the
metacarpal joint) should act as the hinge, the only mov¬
able joint. If you have a metronome set it at sixty
equals one quarter note, or about as fast as a clock
ticks. Let the finger rest upon E for one beat. Then
raise it as high as possible without' moving the rest of
the hand or the other fingers. When striking the note
one should count aloud, “One,” when raising the finger
count aloud “Two.” The exercise should always be
played forte and with equal strength. Repeat until the
second finger tires of sustaining the weight of the arm,
then let the hand rest upon the lap and play a counter¬
part of the same exercise applied to the left hand. Dur¬
ing the exercise the dead weight of the arm must never
be taken from the second finger, but this does not mean
that there should be any downward muscular pressure
upon that finger,—merely dead weight brought about by
complete relaxation. The same principle is then applied
to all of the fingers as indicated in the following
exercises.
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Scales, Scales, Scales, Every Day
By Harold Henry
The writer is a firm believer in thoughtful, judicious
practice of scales. He never allows a day to pass with¬
out practicing them himself, during the hour that he
devotes to technical work. There is justification for
the condemnation, that is rather prevalent to-day, of
scale-practice. It is the result of the aimless, unsystem¬
atic work of this kind, to which all piano students were
subjected, not so very long ago. But a general con¬
demnation causes more harm than did the stupid prac¬
ticing. It has. been truly said that the even scale is
uninteresting. But to be able to make a scale inter¬
esting, is to be able to control tone, and this can be
gained only by careful and systematic drill of the
fingers in playing the even scale.
The even scale means uniform strength of the
fingers, as well as overcoming the difficulty of passingtile thumb under the fingers. Naturally, if one plays
the whole of a scale with the same quantity and quality
of tone, it will be uninteresting and unbeautiful; but one
must be able to play it in this way, before it is pos¬
sible to successfully color it. Scales should be prac¬
ticed with a definite end in view; for legato; for stac¬
cato; and for intermediate touches. They should be
practiced for brilliancy; ’for clarity; and all variations
of tonal dynamics, from the heaviest fortissimo to the
most delicate pianissimo. They should be practiced in
octaves, sixths and thirds. They should be practiced
in different rhythms, with and without accents. I have
pupils practice scales to overcome the difficulty that
even many excellent pianists experience, in playing two
notes against three; three against four; and so forth.
Fifteen minutes- of concentration on the right kind of
scale practice daily is of far more value than hours of
what has been dignified by that term. Of even more
value than the practice of the scales, in my opinion
for the pupil, are the preparatory exercises leading to
the perfect scale. These should be understood 'and
taught by the preparatory teachers.
T shall never grow old'in spirit, so long as friendly
fate gives me the capacity to receive the beauties of
tllfl tone art -A T? T
OI

Music Absolutely Necessary
For good or ill, music is one of the greatest forces
in human life, individually and collectively. All pre¬
tense to educate without music is like pretending to be
rapturously happy while wrinkling the face with scowls
and frowns and clogging the voice with wrath or hate.
Music is the smile of education smoothing out frowns,
giving dimples in place of wrinkles, rippling, echoing
tones in place of curses. All our troubles have come
from mistaking scholarship for education, from put¬
ting knowing above thinking, doing and feeling.
Music when rightly taught and practiced gets into
the life of boys and girls and stays there into manhood
and womanhood as does nothing else in the school It
is not vocational, like typewriting for girls, and agri¬
culture for boys, but nothing makes for culture more
than music woven into one’s being, whether in rendition
or merely in appreciation of the talking machine.
Music Not Adequately Recognized
Music has not had adequate recognition because some
people do not sing or play the violin. We have been
too ready to assume that the schools should do nothing
for any child that it does not do for all children. We
have broken down that barrier in all industrial line'
but we have made slight concession as relates to music
Rhythm is for all children. No youth is such a blun¬
derer that he will not soon learn'to keep step if he is
in a military company. No normal child is incapable
of getting the beauty and the phvsical and mental effect
of rhythm.
Music and the Public School
Thousands of girls and boys in America are taking
private music lessons for which parents are willing to
pay. But neither parents nor children are content to
have merely a musical education. They would like
three-fourths high school life and one-fourth music,
u with things as they are in most cities the students
must either give up the three-fourths that she wants
‘Y,00’ or the one-fourth that she wants out of

(W0[tO,.StUdy nu,sic’ and S°es through life regre
,... s e has no diploma, no general education, no I
bihty of a college education; or, she gives up '
.an goes to the high school and gets her diploma
goes through life regretting that she has had no i
cal educatton ; or, she goes to the htgh school
Keeps on w.th her music and does nothing credi
with either.

“The Messiah,” Handel’s Christmas Gift
to the World
In a letter to the librettist of the Messiah, Charles
Jennens, Handel described the production of his master¬
piece at the new hall built in Fishamble Street, Dublin,
in the following terms;
"Dublin, 29th Devetnber, 1741.
“Sr.—It was with the greatest Pleasure I saw the
Continuation by the Lines you was pleased to send me,
in order to be prefix’d to your Oratorio Messiah, which
I set to Musick before I left England. I am embold¬
ened, Sir, by the generous Concern you please to take
in relation to my affairs, to give you an account of the
Success I have met here. The Nobility did me the
honor to make amongst themsdlves a Subscription for
6 Nights, which did fill a Room of 600 Persons, so
that I needed not to sell one single ticket at the Door,
and without Vanity the Performance was received with
a general Approbation. Signorina Avolio, which I
brought with me from London, pleases extraordinary.
I have found another Tenor Voice which gives great
Satisfaction, the Basses and Counter Tenors are very
good, and the rest of the Chorus Singers (by my Direc¬
tion) do exceedingly well. As for the Instruments they
are really excellent, Mr. Dubourgh being at the Head
of them, and the Musick sounds delightfully in this
charming Room, which puts me in good Spirits (and
my Health being so good) that'I exert myself on my
Organ with more than usual success. . . .
/“I beg you to be persuaded of tile sincere veneration
and esteem with which I have the Honour to be, Sir,
your most obliged and most humble servant,
“George Frideric Handel.”
Jenny Lind Plays Santa Claus to Robert and,
Clara Schumann
In the winter of 1846 Robert and Clara Schumann
gave -a series of concerts in Vienna. At that time Schu¬
mann’s music was not understood or greatly appreci¬
ated, and Clara had the rare humiliation of playing
before empty houses in a city where she had formerly
triumphed. Not only did the concerts prove an artistic
setback, but the financial outlook was ominous. Christ¬
mas came, but with it no Santa Claus for the gifted
artists. “We lighted up a tree and gave the children
some little things,” says Clara in her diary (published
in Berthold Litzmann’s work on Clara Schumann), but
Robert and I could not give each other anything, for we
had earned nothing! In the depths of my heart I was
very unhappy. It was the first Christmas at which I
had not only been unable to give my dear Robert pleas¬
ure by some gift, but was forced to make him anxious.”
The new year seemed to offer no better luck for at
the third concert given on New Year’s Day, the finan¬
cial result was a deficit of one hundred florins. As a
matter of fact, however, the luck had changed, for
Jenny Lind happened to be in the audience. Clara vis¬
ited her the next day, and no sooner did she do so than
the generous singer offered to take part in the next eoncert. A's a matter of fact, Jenny Lind felt somewhat
indebted toward the Schumanns for an earlier kindness
in securing her a Leipsic engagement under Mendels¬
sohn and chose this delicate way of repaying what she
owed. The result was what she intended—the house
was sold out. "The concert was the best and the most
brilliant I have given,” Clara wrote in her diary. “It
paid for our whole journey, and we brought three hun¬
dred Thaler back to Dresden with us.” “And yet,” she
added, “it belongs to my saddest recollections. . . .
I could not get over the bitter feeling that one song of
Lind’s had done what I, with all my playing, could not
do . . . None the less I was enchanted by Jenny
Lind’s rendering of her songs.”

Grieg’s Christmas with Bjornson
When the great Norwegian poet, author and dram¬
atist, Bjornstjerne Bjornson, was seventy years old,
Edvard Greig wrote a little brochure giving some inter¬
esting personal reminiscences of the master. Grieg’s
brochure was subsequently reprinted in the Berliner
Tagehlatt, from which Mr. H. T. Finck made the fol¬
lowing translation for his excellent biography of Ed¬
vard Grieg (published by John Lane Co.):
“It was on Christmas Eve, 1868, at the Bjornsons,”
relates Grieg. “They lived at that time in the Rosenkranz Street (Christiania). My wife and I, so far as
I can recall, were the only guests. The joy of the
children was great.. On the floor in the middle of
the room there stood a huge Christmas tree, brilliantly
illuminated. All the servants came in, and Bjornson
spoke, warmly and impressively, as is his wont. Then
he said to me: ‘Now you may play the choral, Grieg!’
and although I was secretly displeased at having to play
the role of organist, I obeyed, as a matter of course,
without remonstrance. It was a Grundtvig choral with
thirty-two stanzas! With stoic resignation I submitted
to my fate. At first I bore myself bravely, but the
endless repetitions had a soporific effect. I gradually
became lethargic, like a medium. And when we had at
last lumbered through all the stanzas, Bjornson
exclaimed: ‘Is it not wonderfully beautiful? I shall
read it to you.’ And once more the thirty-two stanzas
were inflicted on us. I was entirely overcome.
“Among the Christmas presents there was a book for
me, Bjornson’s (Short) Pieces. On the title page he
had written: ‘Thanks for your (Short) Pieces. Here¬
with are a few to match them.’ The reference was to
the first volume of my Lyrical Pieces, just published,
of which I had sent him a copy that day. Among these
there is one with the title Vaterlandslied (Patriotic
Song). This I played for Bjornson, and he liked it so
well that he felt inclined to write a poem to it. I was
delighted. Afterwards, however, I was afraid it would
remain a mere inclination. He had other things on
hand. The very next day, however, I found him, to my
surprise, in creative fervor over it. ‘I am getting on
with it finely,’ he said. ‘It is to be a song for all young
Norwegians. But at the beginning there is something
that has so far baffled me. A quite definite Wortklang.
I feel that the melody demands it, yet it eludes me.
But it will come.’ Then we parted.
r.h.

Grieg. Vaterlandisches Lied.
r.h.

“The next morning, while I was sitting in my garret
room in the Upper Wall Street giving a lesson to a
young lady, some one in the street pulled the bell cord
as if he were trying to tear out the whole thing. Then
there was a clattering, as if a wild horde were break¬
ing in, and a voice shouting ‘Forward! Forward!
Hurrah! I have it! Forward!’ My pupil trembled
like an aspen leaf. My Wife, in the adjoining room,
was almost frightened out of. her wits. But when a
moment later the door was opened, and Bjornson stood
there, joyous and beaming like the sun, there was great
glee. And then we listened to the beautiful poem just
completed:

Fremad! Fodres hoie Hiirtag var
Fremad! Nordmand, ogsaa vi det tar!
“The song was sung for the first time by the students
at their torchlight procession for Welhaven, in 1868.”
Christmas Eve with Chopin in the Stephanskirche, Vienna
At the time he was in Vienna, Chopin wrote a letter
to Johannes Matuszynski dated, vaguely, “Sunday,
Christmas Morning,” in which he gave a gossipy account
of his doings. He makes little direct reference to the
season, but one brief word picture that he draws shows
us that he was not altogether oblivious to its influence.
After describing a pleasant day at Madame Beyer’s,
spent in music-making with the violinist Slawik, he
says, “It was as mild without as though n had been
springtime. When I parted company with the baroness,
and Slawik had said adieu—he was obliged to go to
the Imperial chapel—I went quite alone with slow steps
into the Stephanskirche.
“The church was still empty. In order to contemplate
the magnificent lofty structure with the full spirit of
devotion, I made my way to the darkest corner of the
church and leaned against a pillar. The splendor and
glory of this vast concavity cannot be described. One
must himself see the Stephanskirche. Around me the
silence reigned, broken only by the footsteps of the
sexton as he approached to .light the candles. Behind
me was a grave; before me was a grave; and only above
me did I see none. In this moment the sense of my
loneliness and desolation came to me more than ever
before .
“Presently the lights were burning and the cathedral
filled with people. I wrapped myself closer in my
mantle (you know how I used to go through the sub¬
urbs of Cracow), and hurried out. bent on attending
mass at the Imperial Court Chapel. No longer was I
alone, however, for I walked the streets of Vienna in
merry company to the castle of the prince.”

In Mozart’s day the custom still endured of setting
two artists playing against each other to see which was
the winner, just as half a century before Handel and
Domenico Scarlatti had contested in Rome. While
Mozart was attached to the court of Vienna, dementi
came to the city on tour. It pleased the Emperor to
arrange a musical duel between the two to take place
on December 24th, 1781. Among those present was Dittersdorf, composer of Doktor and Apotheker. When
the Emperor asked him his opinion he answered that
in Clementi’s playing “mere art prevailed, while in
Mozart’s performance both art (presumably meaning
technique) and expression were present.” “Just what
I said," exclaimed the Emperor, and there seems to be
little doubt that such would be the case. Grove’s Dic¬
tionary gives a more complete account of the occur¬
rence in the dementi article than in the Mozart one.
“In 1781,” we read, “dementi started on his travels,
beginning with a series of concerts at Paris; from
thence he passed, via Strasburg and Munich to Vienna,
where he made the acquaintance of Haydn, and where,
at the instigation of the Emperor Joseph II., he engaged
in a sort of musical combat at the pianoforte with
Mozart. Clement!, after a short’ prelude, played his
Sonata in B flat—the opening of the first movement
of which was long afterwards made use of by Mozart
in the subject of the Zauberflote overture—and followed
it up with a Toccata, in which great stress is laid
upon the rapid execution of diatonic thirds and other
double notes for the right hand, esteemed very difficult
at that time. Mozart then began to preludize, and
played some variations; then both alternately read at
sight some manuscript sonatas of Paisielfo’s. Mozart
playing the allegros and dementi' the andantes and
rondos; and finally they were asked by the Emperor to
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take a theme from Paisiello’s sonatas and accompany
one another in their improvisations upon it on two
pianofortes. The victory, it appears, was left undecided.
Clementi ever afterwards spoke with great admira¬
tion of Mozart's ‘singing’-touch and exquisite taste, and
dated from this meeting a considerable change in his
method of playing: striving to put more music and less
mechanical show into his productions.”
Nevin's Christmas Vision
One of the most delicately written passages in the
poetic biography of Ethelbert Nevin by Vance Thomp¬
son (published by the Boston Music Company), tells of
a curious experience that befell the composer of The
Rosary in the winter of 1895. He was in Italy at the
time—in Florence—and had suffered a good deal from
illness. Writing in his diary, Nevin says, ‘‘On the
twenty-seventh of December, I passed the night with
departed spirits. Such an experience I have never had
before and I trust it will never be repeated.”
“This,” observes Mr. Thompson, “is all he says in
his diary of the curious experiences of that winter
illness. Very strange (and difficult to put into words)
was the thing that befell him Christmas Eve. Upon
that occasion he seemed indeed to have broken through
‘the paper walls of everyday circumstance,’ these un¬
substantial walls that prison us around from the cradle
to the grave.’
“It is natural, too, it should have happened to him
on the eve of the great day of devotion and mysticism—
the day the.Child was born. It was late and the lights
in the music room were dim. He was alone—for it
was only after she had heard him playing, that his
wife slipped quietly into the room; and her he did
not see. The piano stood in a bow-window and the
moonlight fell upon him as he sat playing.
“Very softly he played and sang Everywhere, Every¬
where, Christmas To-night; then he wandered off into
strange improvisations. He played things, his listen¬
er said, more wonderful than he ever played before
or after. And while he played all the dream-children
of his beautiful songs came and gathered round him
in the shadowy room. He seemed to SEE them all.
And it was for them he played the new, strange' music.
He spoke to them in a confidential voice saying: ‘This
is for you, Little Boy Blue;’ and then turning to where
Wynken and Blynken and Nod stood together, he
would say: ‘And now this is for you—just for you
three alone.’ And the wonderful music went on. One
after another all the children of his songs came to
him—the little girl whose doll was broken, and the
.little boy who got up at night—and each of them he
welcomed with smiles and gentle words, and to each
he gave the gift of music, new and sweet.
_ “The only witness of the scene wrote; ‘I, who was
listening as he played to them and talked with them,
was so awed, I held my breath. I realized for that
space of time that Ethelbert was not of this earth
at all. There seemed to be a pale light round his
head. His face was so spiritualized I should not have
been surprised if he had vanished then.’
"When the ghostly concert was finished he went to
his room and did not leave it for many days. Then
.came the night passed ‘with departed spirits.’ The next
morning he sent for his physician, Doctor W. H. Bald¬
win of the Vi!lino Rubio. They had a long conver¬
sation. There is a trace of it in a note Doctor Baldwin
wrote a few weeks later:
“ T am very sorry I missed your visit to-day. Among
other things I wanted to make a note of your extraor¬
dinary fancies, which could have occurred only in a
poet’s brain. It seemed to me that one might attribute
those rainbow visions to the effect of influenza; would
you, could you, jot down a sketch of them for me?’
“Thus spoke science, solving the unsolvable; and
Nevin wrote:
“ ‘I know I have given a great deal of pleasure to
others in this world. When my summons comes to
join the caravan I shall be quite ready. I shall not
be sorry or glad. I shall simply accept it. Without
those very nerves that caused me suffering, I could not
write a tune that would be worth listening to.’ ”
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By Hazel Victoria Goodwin

The Germans have a term called “Klaviermassig
which has no real counterpart in English, for the word
pianistic does not specifically mean that a piece is
peculiarly adapted to the piano rather than any other
instrument. Such a piece as the Chopin Nocturne in.G
is essentially “klaviermassig.” It has a vocabulary of its
own peculiar to the piano; arrange it for the violin,
the organ or the orchestra and it loses its delightful
flavor.
As the pianist advances he finds that piano music
demands certain hand groupings, certain characteristic
sequences of notes that make up what amounts to a
vocabulary. When the average pianist comes home
with new pieces he sits down at the piano and starts to
run them over. Indiscriminately his hands rock up and
down over the passages until of a sudden he resolves
to “get every note good and right.” He then proceeds
to poke each note out of the chromatic passages and
scales as though that note were the only one in the
entire composition. No reference is made to the group
that with each note forms the hand span. For, believe
it, one could no more play one note properly without
knowing what the next one or two or more are than
one could know whether to sound “s” in the French
.“vous” before knowing whether the next word is “avez”
or “jouez.”
And what means have we of forming these queer
“piano-words” formed by the hand? We remember that
the hand in respect' to its freedom of movement is
considered the most intricate and astounding feature
in the animal kingdom. Let Us glance at some of its
resources. When I lay my arm at full length across the
table with the hand palm down and protruding beyond
the table edge, I have a good position for finding out
some facts. When I make the angle at the knuckle

joints as sharp (acute) as I can, I find that the finger
tips are forced so close together that they overlap.
When, on the other hand, I invert the angle by swing’
ing the fingers back about the knuckle joints and draw,
ing them back as far as possible, I observe that the
fingers are compelled not only to maintain a curve but
to separate from each other. By no will of mine can
I bring their tips to come together.
With proper adjustings of these angles the hand can
shape itself to fit all sorts of chords, arpeggio and run
passages. The main point is that the hand should shape
itself. It must have its own “little heating plant and
storehouse,” so to speak. It must manage its own
affairs—recognize, its own problems and supply its own
solutions. It must not be dictated to or sent about
according to what we, as masters, can judge by looking
at it, for goodness! who could judge a fatal fraction
of an inch by means of the eye! The only clew we
have to the needs working in our hands and fingers is
what the tiny nerve “ganglia” or “little brains” lying
there tell us. And we would be in the same predica¬
ment in attempting to describe the difference between
the combination of knuckle elevations when striking
the triad “f a d” and the combination when striking
“f b d” as we would be in trying to explain the exact
mechanical difference in the use of the speaking organs
between sounding the letter “P” and the letter “B.”
And so we see the hand must learn combinations of
half-steps, whole-steps and greater steps, so that at the
mere sight of any chord it will instantaneously arrange
its lingers to fit that chord whether one chances to be
at the piano or not. And as there are only a certain
number of combinations possible to the hand, the advan¬
tage of beginning to learn them early is immense.

First Steps in Sight-Reading

Many persons there are who have been able, as long
as they can remember, to play ordinary pieces decently
at first glance; these do not realize the need for regular
training in this work. But the majority of students are
not “born” sight-players, but must be “made” to attain
fluency, surety and rapidity in their reading.
This latter class should each day perform carefully
and intelligently some new compositions. The pieces
selected should be somewhat easier technically than
those to which the student is accustomed. The first
aim should be accuracy; pay no attention to the signs
of expression, give no thought as to the character of
the piece, and let the tempo go hang! The work must
be .played quietly, very slowly, in well-marked rhythm
and above all correctly. Pauses before notes or difficult
places should not be tolerated, and mistakes which
slip in should under no circumstances be corrected If
a false note enters do not stop for it, but continue to
play at strict metronomic pace, never missing a single
Look ahead continually, for the unexpected is always
“turning up” The notes of an entire measure should
be taken in by the mind before they are played. The

Don’t!

eyes of good sight readers are sometimes two or three
measures in advance of their fingers.
This sort of practice should be indulged in for fifteen
minutes daily, until the student has attained a tolerable
accuracy in slow playing; and then he should attempt,
at the same time with mere note playing, to follow
carefully the directions for shading and gradation. It
is advisable at all times to count aloud. Proficiency in
rapid playing at sight comes only with systematic, con¬
centrated practice.
In difficult reading the student should first glance at
the general outlines of the left-hand portion of the
measure, later adding to it as many of the right-hand
notes as it is possible to play. Expert readers find it
ot much assistance to grasp the general harmonic
c lerneof a short passage, leaving the printed notes
iL u i
m’ aft?rward- The aim of the pianist
• ,
Te
ge* an intelligent idea of a work at first
tIncidentally, of course, it ought to sound well
to the listener, and it ought to be as nearly correct
do weini6’ ,BiUt ,the. would-be-expert sight-player will
SstToi S Wh,,e„he
he adheres to one sugmatter 1 °,V?. a '
Don’t stop for anything, and no
matter what “turns up,” keep going!

Don’t! Don’t!

By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
Don’t conclude that the teacher is ignorant because
she cannot give nine thousand definitions at a moment’s
warning; she does not pretend to be a walking encyclo'-

Don’t have your child practice an hour just before
the lesson; even children become weary sometimes.

i{

moDre mnid SUrpn'scd
*e children of others mak<
to miss 1
PrOSrSS ,kan your chi,d> if you allow hiit
to miss lessons for trivial reasons.
efforts tfmm'*‘Se
131,1 encourage by praising hi!
efforts from time to time; be interested in his work.

Don’t ask the teacher to wait for her pay a couole
USe theFe arC S° many things: y°u want

teacher’s parience

y°"-

satisfaction witr^rtoT5'
Don’t suppose that a lot of half-learned music will
make a finished performer of your child; be content
if he takes fewer pages and plays them well.
Don’t allow the child to practice an hour at one sit
ting, especially after a day at school.
t_
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assist the cli?H
c°-°Pcrate with the teacher, and
assist the child between lessons as much as you can.
teacher f, t0
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The Pianist’s Vocabulary

to buy\
I onl-y wish I could impress upon every friend of
music, and on great men in particular, the same deep
musical sympathy and profound appreciation which I
myself feel for Mozart’s inimitable music; then nations
would vie with each other to possess such a jewel
within their frontiers.—Franz Josef Haydn.
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loria rodwell looked
over the cur¬
tained rail of the
choir loft, through the
dusty windows to the little
rural church yard. It was
raining dismally; raining
on
Christmas Sunday.
There were tiny pools all
along the gravel path, in
which * the big drops
splashed until they looked
like
miniature oceans.
Now and then the wind
drove the fain against the
southern windows and the
long green shutters flapped
to and fro with a bang.
The scrawny bunches of
holly,
emphasized with
crimson paper bells, which the Ladies’ Aid had hung
around the square white-painted gallery, made a feeble
bid for the Christmas festival spirit. From where
Gloria sat the Christmas greens framed a very disrfial
Hjcture indeed. Now and then she peered through the
window watching the unceasing downpour until she
wondered which was more gloomy, the rain and sleet
without or the petrified faces of the congregation
below.
What divine fire of genius could withstand a de¬
pressing Christmas rain that had already lasted nearly
four days ? What -divine fire would not be quenched
by such a congregation as Gloria had sung to, ever
since someone told the minister that Gloria had a
voice? 'Was she wrong? Gloria wondered, or were
they wrong? or was the whole world wrong? Gloria
could not tell.
There in the other corner of the choir loft sat Bessie
Duncan, radiantly and stupidly happy so long as the
very erect blond book-keeper of the bank (who con¬
fessed to a tenor on Sundays) did not take his eyes
off her. “Oh, how could people be con¬
tent with the brainless, ‘juiceless’ daily
life of Walshtown?” thought Gloria.
If she lived a thousand years she could
never be another Bessie Duncan, and that
was precisely what the whole Rodwell
family wanted to make of her. There
they sat, boxed in the third pew, Gloria’s
uncle and Gloria’s aunt, very respectable
and very conscious of their respectability.
There they had come, and there their
father and mother before them had come
for years and years and years. Now and
then the women folk varied the styles
of their headgear and now and then the
men changed the cut of their whiskers,
although Gloria’s uncle still clung to the
fashion of General Burnside, as a part of
his respectability. Would Gloria be there
twenty years hence as one of the neces¬
sary cogs in the ecclesiastical machinery?
Would the Rodwclls never understand
why her father had run away from home?
Why he had sought the color and warmth
and light of Rio? Ahl Rio, with
great harbor, and the ships coming and
going, and the music in the parks, and the
happy voices and the opera and all the
unforgetable dreams of her short child¬
hood in Latin-America. Could the Rodwells never understand why her father
had taken to wed Senorita Elena Gloria
Theressa Carmelita Comignos y Bagninos, daughter of
Don Miguel Placide de Comignos y Bagninos, Grandee
of Spain, decorated with the order of the Cross of
Seville, distant cousin to her Majesty’s prime Minister,
etc., etc.
The Rodwells had been kind to her—too kind. If it
had not been for that she, too, would have run away,
as did her father long ago. Everything she had and
owned had been paid for by Uncle David, who now sat
challenging every sentence which came from the lips
of the old clergyman. Every waking hour she had been
haunted by the devoted care of her Aunt Hannah, now
nodding gently, with every fresh period from the pul¬
pit. If the minister had chosen h;s sermon to suit the
weather rather than the day he could not have done
better. His Christmas sermon had been preached . on
Christmas Day. Now, with the most hopeful of texts,
he tacked on every pessimistic reference imaginable.
Every now and then he would repeat the text itself

with emphasis: "The race is not to the swift, nor the
battle to the strong, but chance happeneth unto all."
“Chance,” thought Gloria to herself. “CHANCE 1”
When would her chance ever come ? How much more
good she could he to the world if she were out among the
great masses of people instead of doling out draggy
Ijymns once a week. The sermon came to an end at
last and the parson commenced upon one of his alarm¬
ingly long prayers, in which he invoked the divine wel¬
fare for all the rulers of tha world, collectively and
individually. Gloria was devoted- to the old clergyman.
She knew of all of the good that he was doing through
the week and forgave him for his deadening sermons
on Sunday. She often thought that if he had been able
to preach half as well as he lived he would have been
a renowned pulpit orator. Why should such a very
good man spoil his week’s labor with a dreary show of
pedantry on the Sabbath? As these thoughts leaped
through her mind the organist behind her was letting
his fingers pass over the keys in preparation for the
closing anthem. As luck would have it he pressed one

key, the one key of all that was out of order. Instantly
the pipe in the organ spoke, or rather squawked, as only
an old oboe pipe can squawk. It had all the piercing
thrill of a back-yard cat. Gloria stood it as long as
she could and then burst into a loud, merry laugh that
brought the rector’s prayer to an end some four min¬
utes before the appointed time.
When the congregation raised its head she thought
she had never seen such horrified faces except on that
day when her father had brought her and her mother
home to Walshtown for the first time after his ten
years in the nowhere. The Rodwells were Scotch in
descent and so were most of the congregation. Their
respect for the church and its ritual was above every¬
thing. When Martin Rodwell took his Spanish wife
back to the Sunny South and left little Gloria at home
to be educated in English she felt as though, the great
light had been extinguished in her little soul. When
the liner with both of her parents sunk off thq Guineas

in seventy fathoms, Gloria
knew that she was sen¬
tenced for life. All the
insistent kindnesses of her
relatives and their friends
were wasted. When she
cried herself to sleep at
night she prayed to the
Virgin for. light and
warmth and flowers and
music. Her father’s fam¬
ily at once put her down
as “queer,” particularly
when she drew her little
mantilla
around
her
shoulders and said with
shivers, “I shall freeze in
your gray North land. I
freezing, take me
away.”
Never had Gloria felt
colder than when she looked down on the faces of that
congregation on the fateful Sunday morning. . Horror,
condemnation, disgust and retribution were on the
countenances of all who gave vent to any expression
whatever. Her only sympathetic response came from
a ten-year-old boy in the last peW, who smiled back
as though saying, “I heard it, too—wasn’t it funny?”
On the way home from church uncle and aunt said
nothing. Reaching the house Gloria went directly to
her room and waited there some forty minutes before
the expected visit from her aunt took place. Hannah
Rodwell, a kindly spinster of fifty or sixty, had evi¬
dently followed her usual plan of executing the will
of her sterner brother, rather than doing very much
thinking or planning for herself.
She entered the room and sat still for some moments.
Finally she moistened her lips with her tongue and said:
“Well, Gloria, what are we going to dp about it?”
Gloria’s answer was a torrent of tears. The dismal
day, the long, dull sermon and the dreadful shame that
had come to her was too much. Never in the seventeen
years she had spent at Walshtown had
she felt the spirit of rebellion more than
at that moment. The decision to get out
meant simply one little twist of her mind,
one little resolve. Yet it took great will
power to make that resolve when she
had no other means of support but the
funds left to her by her father, funds
that were jealously guarded by her uncle.
Nevertheless she felt that she could win
hre w.ay in the world if she could keep
her nerve with her. Her determination
grew stronger every moment and she was
upon the point of declaring it when her
aunt said:
“Your uncle and I, Hannah, have made
up our minds that Walshtown isn’t the
proper place for you.”
“It has come at last,” thought Gloria,
crowding her long, dark curls over her
eyes, “they are actually going to put me
out.”
“Your uncle thinks, and I think, too,
that the best thing is to have your voice
trained as you always wanted us to do.
We are going to send'you to the city.
We are going to send you next week.
Your uncle has a hanking friend in the
city. You remember him? Mr. Alton
Pitman, tall man, with a gray mustache,
that came out West here three years
back. He will probably see to getting
you a teacher and a hoarding place. Well, your uncle
is going to let you have all your allowance, and if you
come out a grand singer some day all this that hap¬
pened at the church may be forgotten.”
•Gloria’s tears, turned to laughter, and she rushed to
her aunt and kissed her with a fervor and enthusiasm
that was so disturbing to that frigid relative that all she
said in return was:
“Really, Gloria, you must learn to control yourself.
What will anyone think of you in the city?”

There is a proverb that the people under the shadow
of the Himalayas say to each other, “Time and money
pass swiftly in great cities.” Three years came and
went so fleetly that Gloria could not believe that they
had gone. As the precious days slipped by Gloria’s
little bank account sank dismally, and at the end of
thirty months. Uncle David wrote that six months
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more would bring Gloria’s means to an end. The con¬
servatory programs that she had sent home to her uncle
meant nothing to him. When she found out through
her aunt that he had never even heard of Carmen she
knew that it was useless for her to hope for aid from
him. She dared not tell him that she had been one of
dozens of applicants that the famous impresario of the
opera house had passed aside with “Voce magnifi, ma
senza the experience, Diabolo 1 Come e possible nella
opera without any experience at all. Bah! you
American girls make me crazy. You come heere and
seeng like angels, but that ees not opera. Because a
man has a pot of paint does it make heem a painter?
You rmis’ act, non e vero, you mus’ know, the beesness. Who should teech you that? Me? My dear. I
am not everybody. Please don’t cry. Is it my fault
that you study three years? Go to Italy. There eet is
no disgrace to seeng in the chorus or in small role till
you get everything.”
Italy! Gloria knew that Italy was three thousand
miles, and worse yet three thousand dollars away. That
night she went home to her boarding house and sat
before the piano in the parlor thinking of plan after
plan. The great city was filled with musicians who
had fled from the war capitals of Europe. To try to
teach in the face of such competition would be mad¬
ness. If she went to a concert manager he would
expect a huge sum to pass over his desk before he
would attempt to exploit her. She had seen far too
many undisguised pitfalls in comic opera even to want
to venture in that field without strong friends. As
she turned the music in front of her automatically her
eyes stopped upon the Seguidilla from Carmen. In a
moment she was singing it. In a moment she was
again a rebel. Why should she give up when dozens
of other American girls had succeeded? Her brilliant,
flexible voice rang out pure and clear through the
house. The defiance of Carmen filled her from tip
to toe. Go back to Walshtown where the Seguidilla
would be a dirge for her career? Not much.
Before many minutes at least ten of the boarders
came into the room and when Gloria turned from the
keyboard she was greeted with a round of wildly
enthusiastic applause.
“Good for you, Gloria,” said one of the girls; “the
landlady said that you were blue, but that doesn’t
sound like it.”
“Isn’t Mrs. Hartley an angel,” said Gloria. .
“La, child,” said the smiling landlady coming into
the room, “If I’m an angel I’m going to be an Italian
angel to-night. Catch me spending my birthday helping
to get a meal of victuals for anybody. We’re all going
to Marioni’s for eats to-night. Nothing extra, just
their regular forty-cent table d’hote, but me for the
spaghetti and the fromagio and plenty of it. Come on,
everybody; unless we watch out all the seats will be
gone. Can that grand opera for a bit, Gloria, dear,
and let’s all have a real good time on Yours Truly,
Amelia Hartley. You know one doesn’t have a chance
to celebrate one’s thirty-third birthday every week.”
Mrs. Hartley had been having thirty-third birthdays
for the last twenty years, but they never seemed to
make her very much older. Every boarder—and they
were for the most part young men—made himself a
part of Mrs. Hartley's family or he didn’t stay long
under her roof-tree. The good old woman who resided
in a shoe could not have had many more children in
her time than had Mrs. Hartley. “Her boys” and "her
girls” were a great deal closer to her than are many
children to their parents. Her house was the envy of
all the boarding-house keepers in the long block devoted
almost wholly to that industry.
It was a party of sixteen that went out to Mrs.
Hartley’s birthday celebration and no one was younger
and happier than Mrs. Hartley herself. She walked
down the street with Gloria arm in arm. Now and
then she whispered in her ear:
“Cheer up, Gloria, girl, don’t let any of ’em see you
was double-crossed. It’s all going to come out all right
anyhow.
Stick to ‘Ma’ Hartley and you’ll wear
diamonds.”
The dinner was a huge success from Antepasta to
Frutta. Mrs. Hartley was rich in her advice and “the
boys” had seen too many successes come from her
wisdom not to respect everything she said.
“You see,” said she when a great steaming bowl of
minestra had been brought upon the table after an
annoying delay, “you see it always pays to be patient.
The fellow that looks to get everything at once is going
to get left. Ain’t it funny how when a young man with
more money than brains starts in business the first
thing he buys is a steel safe as big as a piano, when
he ain’t likely to earn enough money the first year to
fill a pill box? Start easy and go slow. Now what’s
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the matter with Gloria here is that she wanted to be
a prima donna too quick. It don’t pay to take a cake
out of the oven before it's done. Nobody wants to eat
dough. And-”
♦ The piano and violin which had been scraping out
ugly ragtime songs now started to playing something
which broke off Mrs. Hartley’s soliloquy abruptly.
“Sing it, Gloria,” said one of the “boys” who long
since had passed the thirty mark.
“Go on, Gloria,” smiled Mrs. Hartley, “there ain’t
more than a half a dozen people here. Let out a little
and see how it goes.”
In a moment Gloria was singing the Carmen
"Seguidilla”*in a way that brought many of the waiters
rushing back. The violinist was old and short and
bald. He pressed his chin so heavily down upon his
fiddle that it was necessary for him to turn his whole
body around to see the singer. The pianist was young
and tall. His long dark hair was combed, back from a
forehead worthy of a Dante. So deep was the impres¬
sion of the music upon him that he did not even turn
to see the singer. He seemed to be looking with his
ears rather than his eyes. With the last notes he
bounded from his seat and ran to the little party.
“Who was singing here?” he almost commanded.
Gloria smiled.
“Signorina” he said, bowing deeply, “you are one
great singer. I shall make you the greatest Carmen
in the opera. You no believe because I play here in
thees cheap resteraunt. Bah. I am Enrico Caffierello.
I have conduct fifty, fifty operas in Italy, Russia,
Rio Janeiro,-■”
Gloria stood and gasped.
“You have been to Rio Janeiro?"
“Yes, signorina—that is the, upon my word, most
beautiful place I have seen."
“I was born in Rio Janeiro,” said Gloria.
“Signorina,” stammered the pianist, “you have the
temperament, the voice, the strength, everything. I
will make you so great that nobody will believe it.”
“Look here,” yelled a loud-voiced man with a decided
county Monaghan brogue. “When I bought out this
Guiney restaurant the other fellow warned me about
you talkin’ to the customers, I told you to quit it three
tfo.es-now and this is the last time—get me? You arc
fired.’.’
“Fired,” gasped the pianist. “Me, Enrico Caffierello,
del’ conservatorio di'Milano, fired? You fire me like
a waiter. Bah! I show you what fired is.”
Caffierello grasped a plate in each hand and threw
them with all possible force at the head of the
proprietor. The Irishman dodged, and instead of living
up to the noble traditions of his race ran toward the
telephone and shouted in the receiver.
“Give me the Sixteenth Precinct Station.”
“Ha, ha,” laughed the pianist putting on his hat and
coat, “and when you get it what is it you will do?
Call the police to arrest me. Molto bene. To-morrow
every waiter in thees restaurant will strike.”
An ominous mumble from the waiters made the
proprietor drop the receiver and say:
“Well, get out now, and there won’t be no trouble.”
“My dear, sir,” answered the pianist, unconsciously
acting the cavalier before the eyes of Gloria, “I will
accept myself your hospitality until I am good and
ready to go. Signorina, let us forget this beast,
this pork, and remember Carmen. Ah, Carmen bef¬
its simo.”
Caffierello’s eyes flashed as he wafted an ecstatic
kiss at the prancing cupids on the ceiling,
“Ain’t he got high spirits?" whispered Mrs. Hartley
to Gloria.
Signorina,” said the pianist, “my card. Maestro
Enrico Caffierello. teacher of bel canto. This night

good fortune moves the stars for us. You must excuse me. I am excited. This beast he has, what you
call it, fired me. But not until I have met my Car,ne„.
I shall make you great and you shall make famous
How do I know? Wait, next week, next month, next
year. It will come, Signorina. I am your servant. I
shall teach you. Write me to this number and I will
come. I shall cost you nothing. My friends, I bid
you all good-night.”
Maestro Caffierello made a low bow to Gloria and
a low bow to Mrs. Hartley, shook hands with all the
“boys” and stalked out of the door like Hamlet.on the
castle wall.
The “boys” all agreed that the Maestro was “the
real thing.”
III.
On the following morning Maestro Caffierello found
that being §red was not quite such a joke as he had
thought it. He was too proud even to go back to
Marioni’s and demand his pay for two days. After
visiting many restaurants and agencies, only to find that
every available position was filled, he went discon¬
solately home to a hall bedroom and counted up his
resources. There was exactly seven dollars, and seven
dollars was a small barrier against want for the
musician in a city filled to overflowing with musician?.
On the third day after his discharge from the
Tratoria Marioni he began to have misgivings about
womankind.
The girl for whom he had cast aside
steady employment was very beautiful it was true, and
she had the voice celestial, but like all other women
she was faithless. Carmen herself, was faithless. All
the world was faithless. It was a bitter admission for
the light-hearted Maestro to make, but then one must
face the truth and not live on ideals. That was his
mistake. He, Enrico Caffierello, had lived on ideals—
and now, where had they brought him? Ideals had
stolen his bread and butter. Henceforth he would have
no more of——
A knock came upon the Maestro’s door. He went
cautiously to open it. None but a bill collector would
climb those five flights of dark stairs so early in the
morning to knock on his door. As he peeped out
through the crack Enrico made out in the dim light the
laughing face of Mrs. Hartley trying to get her breath.
“La me.” panted Mrs. Hartley, “you musicians do
live up high in the world—and the garlic—oh, the garlic.
Say, young man, this smells like a garlic factory.”
"Enter, Madam,” said the Maestro, forgetting the
allusion to the garlic. “Will you be good enough to
sit down. Here is but one chair, so I shall sit upon
the bed. In Italy everything was different. Madam.
My father, his house—but I cannot think about it.”
“Anybody to see you could tell you was from one
of them swell families. I told that to Gloria, and Tm
come here to tell you that you can come and teach her
if you want to. That other teacher of hers dropped
all interest when he found that she hadn’t any more
money. Now, look here, young man, I take it that
if you haven t a steady job the thing that’s worrying
you most is food. Suppose you let me pay for them
,e®f°nsJby R'.vtng you three square meals a day.”
Madam, it is too much.”
Now don’t start in thankin’ me,” protested Mrs.
Hartley
‘That girl is goin’ to earn it all back some
™s!™y. guess. What do you think she went
done.
She joined the chorus at the great opera
coming'in8” S° tkat sbe coul<* have a little money
Madam, she gets more than money—she
we shaneIeeI!”e~Wait another w«k-another year. Then
(This story will be concluded in the next issue.)

Giving Greater Value
By Grace
Read the advertising in any magazine and you will
find that m most competitive lines the advertisers are all
struggling to say in the most forceful terms, “We are
giving greater value than our rival.” This is particu¬
larly the case with automobile advertisers. All claim
that they are giving the best quality roadster, the finest
j- engines, the toughest tires, the most enduring finish the
smartest styles, and the man on the outlook for an auto¬
mobile will usually buy the one which he thinks comes
the nearest to doing this.
Apply this_ to the business of music teaching. Are
you really giving your pupils more than does anv of
your competitors? At the lesson do you give them
something besides notes, reading and a few expression
marks thrown in like salt out of a salt shaker ? Are you
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Popular Musical Mis-coriceptions
Some Musical Conventions Which Should be Exploded
By Frederick Corder
Professor of Musical Composition at the Royal Academy of Music, London

A certain French essayist has affirmed that every
generally accepted convention is “une sottise”—or, as we
should say, twaddle—because it is the view of the ma¬
jority. This is a more delicate way of expressing Car¬
lyle’s celebrated phrase. It is only-too certain that gen¬
eralizations are of slender value, because the dissentient
can always quote exceptions which do not prove the
rule. This is particularly the case when music is written
about by literary persons or critics who are amateurs,
devoid of technical knowledge. I propose to point out
the fallaciousness of a few of the musical conventions
most cherished by these persons, not with a view of
inducing them to change their views—which would be a
hopeless task—but with the object of dispelling the false
ideas they may have instilled into the minds of their
unreflecting readers.
Firstly, as to the idea of Time, it is a prevalent
notion that a sense of time is a gift and
that if you have it not you can never
acquire it. It is an instinct and is not
influenced in any way by reason. If this
be true will anyone tell me why the lack
of this sense is so very much more com¬
mon in women than in men? This is a
fact patent to every teacher; but since
the female mind works by instinct and
the male by reason the difference ought
to be just the other way about. As a
matter of fact (I am sure all good
teachers will confirm me in this), a sense
of time, if a gift at all, is a rare one: all
children can be made to acquire it with
tolerable ease; but any person who once
permits the execution of music by finger or
voice to go uncontrolled by time has a
harder task to regain that control than
has the habitual stammerer to check his
nervous spasms. The music schools turn
out annually a large number of students
who have patiently and with- great diffi• culty acquired a sense of time and a
much smaller number who, either from
beginning too old or from lack of patient
endeavor, have failed to master it. But
there are other false ideas connected with
time. One is that the older music is the
e rigidly
“in time” it must be played. Bach, especially, should
be played as though to the accompaniment of a
metronome. I do not know how this idea has sur¬
vived so long in the face of the fact that all great
performers (I have heard all the greatest of the
past fifty years) have always indulged in as much
freedom of time as ever they chose. The difference
between the dry performance of an unmusical per¬
son and the plastic performance of a genuine artist
is chiefly in this very point. It is curious that singers,
however, have always been granted total exemption
from time when singing to a pianoforte accompani¬
ment, but when with the orchestra they used—until
recently—to be compelled to preserve some semblance
of time. The old composers, as you know, used to leave
the cadence bar blank, in order to let the singer disport
him- or herself untrammelled; but what the modern
conductor has to endure in trying to keep his voices
anywhere near the music in a Wagner opera you would
never believe.
Next to singers ’cellists are allowed most freedom in
time: Save in those “tiddle-diddle” pieces in doublebowed notes that are supposed to be so fascinating one
can rarely tell what time a ’cellist is playing in. In a

concerto his one aim seems to be to disconcert the
orchestra. Yet you never heard a critic accuse a ’cellist,
of playing out of time.
Performers have their conventions, too. Organists,
who have more to do with their hands than pianists,
rarely play, as these always do, from memory. It is not
considered correct to have anyone to turn over for
them, so when they git to the bottom of a page they
calmly hang on to the last chord while they turn over,
or change the stops, making the effect of a pause on a
weak beat, sometimes of a bar’s duration. But nobody
minds.
I am old enough to remember when orchestral works
used to be played through as if by a musical box, and
the newspapers of half a century ago will tell you what,
was thought of Wagner when he took the second sub¬
ject of Weber’s Freischiits Overture a little slower than
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the rest of the work. To-day our Woods and Nikisches
play the most astounding tricks (technically called
“readings”) when the orchestras know a work, and
everybody is delighted. Must we conclude, then, that
the critics have ceased to cultivate a sense of time?
Veneration and Violations
Another convention is that which forbids the slightest
alteration, even qf an obviously wrong note in “the
classics,” but sees nothing wrong in the wholesale re¬
arrangement, abbreviation, or other maltreatment of
works not included in this category.
Pianists are greatly reproved for adding octaves in
the bars in a Beethoven Sonata (where probably the
composer cursed the limited compass of his instrument)
but if a poor writer of today succeeds in getting a
piece played or sung the performer would think he (.or
she) had failed in his duty if he did not insist Upon
something being altered.
A convention, entirely ignored by the critics, has
grown up of late years among violinists of modifying
—and generally improving—all the standard works of
their repertory. Since nine-tenths of violin music is
display-music surely they have a right to do this, and
still more have pianists the right to make Weber, or

even Chopin, more brilliant, if they can—where the in¬
tention of the composer is to be as brilliant- as possible.
There is a curious convention of musical form that I
have done my humble utmost to overthrow. A Sonata,
a Symphony or a Quartet must have four movements,
and there must be Allegro, Andante, Scherzo and Al¬
legro. Any departure from this scheme is “not classi¬
cal” and consequently contemptible. Although one
points out that Beethoven, midway in his career, saw
the needlessness of this restriction and thenceforward
gained his best effects by disregarding it, minor com¬
posers' and students cling to it as though it offered them
certain salvation instead of the other thing and are
panic-stricken at the idea of being branded as “not class¬
ical.” Yet it is painfully obvious that four large move¬
ments, each exhibiting all the elaboration of modern
methods, tend to kill interest instead of stimulating it.
I suppose it is of no consequence that
after the preposterous conventions of
opera had been overthrown by Wagner,
who formulated an altogether noble type,
that his successors, despairing of rivalling
him, set up a convention far more de¬
grading than that of the old Italian
school. Operas arc now not composed
at all, they are extemporized.
The
Italians extemporize fatuous two-bar
phrases of melody, the French extem¬
porize two-bar phrases of rhythm, the
German extemporize two-bar phrases
of harmony and the English are not
allowed to do either—thank goodness!
But critics and writers on music still
talk glibly of “opera” and do not seem
to realize that anything unusual has hap¬
pened.
The Infinite Pains of Genius
This brings me to the most, foolish
convention of all; that of Genius. The
popular conception of a Genius is a per¬
son who achieves great results without
any labor. It is easy to perceive why this
myth (for total myth it is) should be so
dear to the heart of the amateur. He
himself is the Weary Willy of art and therefore de¬
spises the honest toiler in its fields. Although history
tells him that Liszt, Paganini, Jenny Lind, Mozart even,
toiled gigantically for.their gigantic results, he ignores
facts and tells you that “Talent does only what it cangenius what it must,” and twaddle of that sort, laying
the flattering unction to his soul that if Heaven would
only send him the right kind of inspiration he would
raise his head among the great ones of this earth. This
longing to be a Genius is a very natural and proper am¬
bition—one of the most common there is ; but the man
who ignores Goethe’s pithy definition—that of “a capa¬
city for taking infinite pains"— is likely to be more fitly
described in a depreciatory epithet of three letters. For,
just as the theological doctrine of predestination is apt
to generate a supine fatalism, so this belief in “gifts”
and “genius” leads to a spiritless indolence on the part
of those who deem themselves not of the elect. It is a
mere lazy excuse for slackness, the falsity of which is
seen in the results of all schools and universities. The
brilliant and facile student may become a distinguished
man hut he rarely does. The undistinguished plodder,
if he is only earnest enough, is bound to get to the top
of the tree. Even amongst the very greatest this is seen
to be the case: Mozart and Mendelssohn were certainly
infant prodigies, but Bach and Wagner were not;
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Joachim was and Paganini not; Patti had a perfect
voice at fifteen, Jenny Lind none at all at twenty, and so
on. ad infinitum.
Genius Must Be Trained
*
But everyone clings to the conventional belief that the
world consists of two separate classes, the geniuses, who
need no tuition and who can do no wrong, and the
common herd, who can do no good, however much they
may be taught. People just love to look at results and
ignore all that leads up to them; they believe that
actors on tlje. stage are not drilled in every tone and
gesture—they babble about their "spontaneity” and “re¬
freshing naturalness”—they hear a singer gurgle and
tremble and think she is putting quite a lot of “soul” in
her performance, when the poor thing is only trying her
hardest to remember where her teacher has told her
to take breath. If she does exactly what and how she
was taught it is “an inspired rendering” (it is—but
in another serfse) while if she follows her instincts she
probably makes a ghastly mess of it, however talented
she. may be.
I am afraid you will dislike me for teljing all these

unpleasant truths, but there is one more that I must not
pass over. Music—whether printed or performed—falls
into two very distinct classes, spoken of by ordinary
folk as “classical” and .‘‘popular.’! There is no harm in
this, the same happens in all the artsy But why^does the
superior or “classical” musician pretend that ‘‘popular
musjc” has no existence? It is not that he does not
like it; he may sometimes be heard humming a musichall refrain or be seen at a comic opera, but if he writes
or speaks about his art he ignores the fact that “popular
music” and its votaries form quite 90 per cent, of the
musical world; he will not admit that they exist at all.
You cannot get him to face the fact. ‘ He speaks with
reverence of the great composers of the past (putting
Auber, Flotow, Bellini and Offenbach among them) but
anyone who is now making money by music is unmen¬
tionable to ears polite and the earnest music-lover is
afraid even to recognize the merit of Elgar's immortal
Carillon because it gets encored at every performance.
But this is a subject that really demands a paper to
itself, this terror of admirin‘g the wrong thing that
possesses conventional folk.

Why Study Harmony?
Those who find harmony a difficult and unpromising
study will find an answer to their question, “Why
study harmony?” in the following quotation from
Music and Culture by Carl Merz:
“Some of the direct and practical everyday uses of
harmony are: It teaches the student to estimate music
more at its real .value, so that he will think the divine
art something more than a mere fancy. It will help
him to study good frorrt poor music. His taste will be
on a solid foundation, and not an indefinable emotion.
Music will be real to him, and not some ethereal thing
dropped from the clouds. It gives ability to correct
misprints found in every piece of music, thus saving
the performer many a pitfall. It teaches scales and
keys, an important bit of knowledge too often neglected,
for the performer should know in what key he is per¬
forming, and should recognize the modulations in his
piece as he passes them. The more we understand a
piece the better we enjoy it. It fosters confidence and
repose to know all about what one is playing. Harmony
is an indispensable help in reading and playing scales,
chords and arpeggios; it teaches how to modulate from
one key to another, and how to make interludes.
We all more or less play church music, and harmony
fully prepares us for it. It is a great help in memoriz¬
ing; for it classifies in groups what otherwise would
be a hopeless mess of notes. It is easier to commit
what is understood, and to classify chords makes short
work of a long subject, for music is made up of scales,
chords, arpeggios, and these harmony teaches, so that
we can recognize the common forms at a glance. To
the teacher of music it is a necessity, for he must be
able to explain, and to give reasons for his opinions
and statements, and surely he should be able to talk
about music in a common sense way. His opinions
and judgments will be sought by friends and pupils

•because of his theoretical knowledge, his ready and cor¬
rect answers, and thus he will increase his power, his
reputation and popularity. A teacher of music cannot
maintain a position in the profession without a working
knowledge of his subject, for he must be able to teach
it to his pupils, and here comes in the direct money
value of his knowledge. Hdrmony is a great aid in
aiding us to accompany the voice in song. It enables
one to transpose pieces to other and more desirable
keys, and this is often indispensable to a singer or
accompanist. Not the least of its advantages is the
continual use one is obliged to make of harmony in
the use of the pedals, and to use them correctly in a
higher grade of music is indispensably necessary.
In order that we , may sing or play intelligently,
whether as teacher or pupil, the study of harmony is
needed. Whether you will become composers or not,
it is a delight to any musician to note down his ideas.
The skill to do this you acquire in the study of musical
composition, and the knowledge of forms and rules
that underlie a tone poem again enables you better to
perform the works of the masters. Moreover, no one
can learn to improvize in correct style without a
thorough knowledge of both harmony and composition.
In fact the mastery of these branches makes you a
skillful musician, a master in your art as player and
teacher. Of course, studying harmony will not impart
to you the gift of authorship, for that is inborn, but it
enables you to develop and to use what gifts you may
possess, and many students, after studying these
branches, discover greater talents than they supposed
they possessed. At any rate you may accept it as a
fact, that in these days of musical progress you cannot
dispense, as teachers, with a knowledge of these two

The Relation of Ear Training to Technique
By R. Buchanan Morton
It may be stated that the ability to hear and to
listen correctly, attentively and with discrimination is
the foundation of all instrumental and vocal technique.
“But how can this be.” one may ask, “Is it not con¬
trary to all experience? Do we not know that mary
people have musical ideas, but few have the necessary
technical ability to carry them out?”
Let us watch an artist making a sketch. The sketch
may consist only of a few lines; but every line is in
the right place and is exactly the right shape to convey
the artist's meaning. As we watch the artist drawing
in these lines, which mean so much to the conception,
we realize that the artist accurately judges of each
line before it is put down. So also it is only by prehearing exactly what we mean to play that our playing
can carry with it artistic conviction or have any value
whatsoever. Without a pre-estimating of the quality
and quantity of each tone, pitch and rhythm, it is im¬
possible to make artistic gradations of tone between
pianissimo and fortissimo; it is impossible to make good
crescendos and diminuendos; to execute brilliant pas¬
sage work with ease and precision, rightly to execute
passage work in broken chords, to keep a rhythmic
swing, and, above all else it is impossible to give a
balanced interpretation. Without having first realized
the music in all its details, the mind cannot direct the
fingers. . For music the ear is the doorway of the
mind, and in order that it may be able to fulfill its
duties it must be trained by a thorough course of in¬
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struction. Relative pitch is not difficult of acquirement
and should he the possession of every pianist of tech¬
nical ambitions. Every pianist should know harmony,
not that harmony which consists of the writing down
of a few chords according to a set of rules, without
in the-least knowing how these chords sound, but the
harmony that will enable the student to write chords
to dictation, to name any chord he hears and to follow
the course of modulation by ear. This is the pianist’s
harmony and it is included in ear-training. He must
also know thoroughly form in composition and be abie
to follow the form and modulations of any work he
hears for the first time. All this is the foundation and
ground-work of his piano technique
Let US-think this over. Take brilliancy in passage
work. Brilliancy is the result of accurately placing
each note in its correct rhythmic place and also of
evenly grading the tone. Both of these qualities are
dependent on the fine sensibility of the performer’s ear
It is the ear which has to guide the fingers in correctly
timing each note to sound, and it is only an ear trained
lharcanndoerd ^onceive subtle rhythmic pulsations,
that can do so. When playing the piano the ear must
gmde the fingers. If the ear has been trained welHn
idat've pitch it will unconsciously guide the fingers to
the right notes. Rhythmic performance, which is the
?heyear
T”Ce
COmltS’ is only Possible • when
the ear can direct the fingers in the correct accentuation
and the. correct proportions of the music
entUatlon

The Origin of Some Famous Patriotic
Songs •
The national song of the French, the Marseillaise
was composed by Rouget de Lisle,* a captain of en¬
gineers, who was quartered at Strasburg when the
volunteer^ of the Bas Rhin received orders to join
Luckner’s army. They had no music, but at the sug¬
gestion of Dietrich, the mayor of Strasburg. De Lis]e
composed this song on the night of April 24, 1792. It
was subsequently sung in Marseilles with, immense suc¬
cess, hence its name. De Lisle’s right to the author¬
ship of the words is undisputed, but not so with the
music. Similar melodies to this ilndoubtedly exist, and
De Lisle was possibly influenced by something he had
previously heard, as amateur composers, almost invari¬
ably are. Nevertheless, he produced it in its present
form on his violin, and the song as it stands is the
greatest revolutionary hymn in the world. The French
government recently transferred the body of Rouget
de Lisle (who suffered imprisonment for his revolu¬
tionary opinions during his lifetime) to the Palace des
Jnvalides with great pomp and ceremony.
The music of Ddhtschland iiber alles was written by
Haydn in 1797. The present words, however, were not
written until 1841, by Hoffman von Fallefsleben. At
that time Germany was not united into an empire as it
is today.
The Wacht am Rhein was written by Max Scheckenberger, an obscure Swabian merchant, and the music
was by Carl Wilhelm. The song became popular during
the Franco-German War.
The national hymn of Austria was composed by
Franz Haydn and is known as the Emperor's Hymn.
It appears also as a theme for variations in one of his
string quartets.
The words of the Star-Spangled Banner were written
by Francis Scott Key, an American prisoner on a
British man-o’-war during the bombardment of Fort
McHenry in 1814. The melody is an old English drink¬
ing song.
The words of Yankee Doodle were probably written
by a Dr. Shuckburgh, a surgeon in the French and
Indian Wars. The music is very old. Halliday. the
antiquarian and musical scholar, asserts the melody is
derived from a chan.t used in the Italian churches of
the twelfth century. It is well known that the song
was a vintage song in France and Spain, and a song of
the reapers in Holland. It is also said to be founded
on a jig of 1745, known as Kitty Fisher’s Jig. The
Cavaliers are said to have used it in ridicule of Crom¬
well, just as the British used it against the Americans.
The origin of America—the tune of God Save the
Kmg in England and Heil dir ini Sieges Kran: in Ger!Tany~'s 'n doubt, though it is often ascribed to Dr.
John Bull, who, as his name suggests, was an English¬
man. It is also ascribed to Henry Carey.
The Russian national anthem. Cod Protect the C:ar.
is one of the most majestic of hymns. It was com¬
posed by Colonel Alexis, an officer in the Russian
army m 1832, to words by the poet Jonkowsky. It is
probably the only inspired na(ionaI song ever “written
to order.”
f ’.
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The Value of Music History to Musicians
By the Eminent Critic and Author
W. J. HENDERSON
Students of music do not reveal much eagerness to
study the history of their art. Those .teachers who are
familiar with conservatory* work will quickly realize that
this is by no means astonishing. The piano student
wishes to learn to play the piano, and is reluctant to
give his attention to anything else. The voice student
loudly disputes all his instructor’s arguments in favor
of a sound general musical training. He responds with
an invitation to consider the ways of. opera singers and
be wise. “They toil not, neither do they spin,” declares
the student, “yet, I say unto you, Albrechtsberger in all
his glory was not paid like one of these.”
Indeed, it is lamentably true that almost all aspirants
for musical glory are seeking for a short cut and their
goal is public popularity and the pecuniary rewards that
come to it. The art is hopelessly commercialized. Theo¬
retical studies are all regarded as scholastic superfluities.
History is viewed askance as contributing nothing to
public success. Yet day unto day uttereth speech on
this same text, for every truly great artist known to
the world of music rejoices in the possession of a
sound general musical culture. Opera singers are often
absolutely without it; yet even the number of these is
less than the typical music student believes. The intel¬
lectual giants of the operatic stage are often scholars
of high order. Let any music student who desires tes¬
timony on this point read Victor Maurel’s brochure on
Don Giovanni. Let instrumental students read the ad¬
mirable essays of M. Saint-Saens, the writings of Schu¬
mann and Berlioz, the scholarly productions of William
Wallace, Cecil Forsyth or Sir Hubert Parry.
Force and Breadth in Musical History
Two points should be laid before the student as indi¬
cating the importance of a knowledge of the history of
music. The first is its vital force in the development of
style and the second its broadening of the imagination.
Style may be and too often is laboriously acquired with
the assistance of a teacher or a coach, but such style
is wanting in the compelling note of personality. To
play Mozart with deadly correctness after the manner
of a child repeating a lesson is one thing; to play him
with Mozartian elegance, finish and repose is quite
another. To play him with the light of Mozart’s own
glorious musical optimism is rarest of all.
The student who has gone beneath the surface of
things will know that the piano style of Mozart' was not
exclusively the outcome of the man’s individuality, but
partly and largely of the possibilities of his instrument
and also of the stock of harmonic materials acquired
by the musical world in the latter half of the. eighteenth
century. The student of musical history possesses a
treasury of information which enables him to discern
the aim, the direction and the achievement of Mozart’s
art. Thus equipped he will surely seek to translate
tastefully the melodic speech of the composer into the
large utterance of the modern pianoforte. He will
discern the broad, elemental character of the master’s
harmonic plans, their relation to the forms in which he
compos,.-, and to the development of his ideas.
Every lover of the music of the period of polished
taste, that of which Haydn proclaimed Mozart to be the
foremost master, has suffered from the distortions of
style in performance caused by inability to grasp the
inner nature of the music, and from an erroneous
attempt to reconstruct it, not according to the knowl¬
edge of its Awn time, but that of ours. Many of Mo-

zart’s modulations, for instance, look extremely simple
to the contemporaneous pianist, and for this reason are
treated without that emphasis essential to the disclosure
of their place in the structural scheme of the composi¬
tion. I am firmly convinced that Mozart’s piano music
suffers oftener from a want of this entphasis than from
an exaggeration qf it.
Monteverde and the Dominant Seventh
Monteverde, the first geniu. of Italian opera, was cen¬
sured for introducing the chord of the dominant sev¬
enth unprepared. This ought to inform us that such an
unprepared chord should be treated with special sig¬
nificance in a performance of Monteverde’s music, and
not passed by as if it were a modern matter of no
moment. The same rule applies to the interpretation
of Mozart or any other master. If one errs by injec¬
ting explosive treatment of consonants into the recita¬
tive of operas of the Handelian era, one errs equally
by neglecting to lay stress on the liquid character of
the melodies. Mozart himself tells us that he is opposed
to all exaggerated modifications of tempi and that in
piano playing he desires a restful position of the hand
and a smooth flowing style. But while he says nothing
about giving artistic prominence to the features of his
compositions new to his time, it is inconceivable that he
did not cherish for them such an affection as to make
him throw them into high light. Listening to a per¬
formance of a Mozart composition by such an artist as
Harold Bauer ought to be a beneficial lesson to any
student, for Mr. Bauer’s fine musical instinct is united
with a scholarship of. ripe finish, and he owes it to this
combination that' he invariably is described by members
of the profession as a thoroughly “musical” player.
Again let the student consider how much knowledge
he may gain in regard to the correct interpretation of
Bach by steeping himself in the history of music. The
fact that Bach himself was the creator of an epoch
in the history of the art serves only to intensify the
necessity of such knowledge. The complaint that the
music of this composer is too often played pedantically
is well founded, but on the other hand many of those
who endeavor to avoid dry pedagogic methods too often
fall into the mistake of treating Bach sentimentally.
If the student has an acquaintance with musical his¬
tory which will enable him to trace the development of
the polyphonic style of composition from the funda¬
mental works of the Netherlanders through the great
a capella compositions of Palestrina and Orlando Lasso,
to the time when the mechanics of the structure were
gradually transferred to the organ and thus led the
way to the great North German fugue, he should obtain
a grip on the true significance of Bach’s organ works,,
which exercised a dominant influence over his entire

[Editor's Note.—Mr. William James Eenderson,
music critic of the New York “Sun,/’ and formerly
of the New York “Times/’ has through his many
scholarly musical books gained a wide reputation in
America and in Europe as well. Ur. Henderson
was born in Newark, New Jersey. He graduated from
Princeton University in 1876. He is mostly self-taught
in music, but studied the piano with Carl Langiotz
and voice with various teachers. He has also written
librettos for several operettas.
His best known
musical works are “What is Good Music t” “How
Music Developed/’ “The Orchestra and Orchestral
’
--- -exceptionally

instrumental style. These compositions are assuredly
not without emotional force; but it is not the lower
human passions which they strive to express. They
dwell in the region of religious emotion; and in a cer¬
tain sense they are but newer embodiments of the ideal
which led the ancient Egyptian to carol jubilant praises
of his gods in passages of florid vocal music without
words.
A Real Understanding of Beethoven
In the music of some of the later masters one must
search for the results not only of the thought of the
period, but also for those of the writer’s individuality.
Perhaps in the case of Beethoven this demand is pre¬
dominately strong. Beethoven was, like Bach, the cre¬
ator of an epoch, and his gospel is preached as elo¬
quently in his piano sonatas as in his- symphonies. But
if Beethoven had lived in the day of the harpsichord
and before Bach had disclosed the possibilities of the
equally tempered scale, it is certain that the soaring
spirit of the master would have beaten its wings hope¬
lessly against the cage of its environment. Without
the studies of Clementi in the possibilities of the heav¬
ily strung English piano and without Bach’s demonstra¬
tion of the fact that a keyboard instrument could be
tuned so that it could modulate through the entire series
of tonalities, the Sonata Appassionato and its com¬
peers could not have been written.
Here again the student must scrupulously examine
Beethoven’s pages before attempting to interpret them
with all the resources of the modern piano and its tech¬
nic. It is undeniable, indeed, it is more, it is a matter
for rejoicing, that these compositions lend themselves
so readily to the employment of mechanics of which
their creator had no knowledge. Liszt, with all his
acquisition of later technic, was not too largely equipped
for their performance. ‘But it is certain that even he
did not bring to them certain features of touch and ped¬
alling which he employed in filling his own works with
brilliant tone color. The rugged grandeur and soulsearching tenderness of Beethoven never sought for
more of the effeminate in utterance than must be found
in the eternal womanly in the mightiest of souls.
What has been said should suggest to the student that
it is not enough to analyze the materials of a composi¬
tion. In order to arouse in the mind the spirit essential
to a vital interpretation one must widen the scope of
his inquiry He must ask whence came the characteris¬
tics which he finds in the work. Were they all the ex¬
pression of an individuality or were they the products
of a slow and irresistible musical development? In
what way are they related to the general musical
thought of their time, and in what manner would a
musician of their period have regarded them? How
might he have, played this music, if he had possessed
such an instrument as ours? There is no intelligent
student who cannot benefit by such knowledge. Indeed
it can safely be said that one of the things which raises
the real interpreter above the mere virtuoso is breadth
of view. And the great pianists do not have to sacri¬
fice their own individualities to the teachings of his¬
tory. Rather do they find in them guidance toward a
larger and more influential expression of themselves,
because by welding personality together with scholarship
they come nearer to artistic truth.
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At this point we stand ready to ^discern the power
of historical knowledge td enliven the imagination. Such
knowledge miist go farther than mere cataloguing of
facts exclusively mUsical or biographical. Every artist
is a child of his time, and if we would rightly under¬
stand and interpret his message, we must see him as a
living person in his day and place.
The study of musical history as we have already
noted, is too often confined to tracing the development
of forms. It should seek to reach far beyond this into
the causes of the development. These cannot be found
in any period exclusively in the technical materials of
music itself. The man who creates music may shut
himself up within himself as closely as he can; he may
lead the life of an artistic hermit, if he will; but while
he may thus fail completely to sing the thought of his
time, he will not wholly elude its influence.
Musical Art Reflects General History
The radical difference between the opera of Mantua
in the dawn of the seventeenth century and that of
Venice in the middle of the same cycle was not the prod¬
uct of the thought of composers as much as of influ¬
ences lying beyond their control. Peri and Caccini ad¬
dressed themselves to the most highly cultured audience
the world has yet known, the society of Florentine
nobles, scholars) artists and potentates. Second only
to this audience was the intellectual group consti¬
tuting the court of Mantua, before which Monteverde
ushered in the era of the genuine Italian opera. But
when this lofty and idealistic lyric drama could no
longer restrict its glories to the contemplation of a thor¬
oughly competent and exclusive society, but was led
into the broad glare of publicity with the opening of the
San Cassiano Theatre in Venice, it fell under the imper¬
ious domination of the masses and its descent into sheer
spectacle and vocal juggling became inevitable.
To grasp the conditions fully, one should know some¬
thing of the character of Florence and Venice at this
period. Both throbbed with what Symonds has hap¬
pily called the “passionate sensualism’’ of the Italian
mind, but Florence was indisputably touched more
deeply by thought than Venice. A historian of paint¬
ing would invite our attention to the fundamental dif¬
ference between the schools of the two cities, the Flor¬
entines leaning to loftiness of composition or perhaps
rather to skill in drawing, while the Venetians gloried
in splendors of color. And Venice herself, with her
magnificence of architecture, her climate and her won¬
drous skies, her luxury and vice, her passions and her
intrigues, was fit mother to her musical child, the opera
of scenic wonders and vocal amazements. There is no
period in the history of music when the influence of
general thought upon the art can be traced more clearly
than in the downward movement of opera toward the
close of the seventeenth century. At the same time one
finds himself in the presence of that exhaustive devel¬
opment of vocal techhic which pavcj the way for the
achievements of the singers of the golden age of bel
canto. But there is no sufficient body of material for
the study of the personalities of the composers. What
may.have been their ideals or their, possible comprehen¬
sion of the conditions by which they were surrounded
we do not know. If any of them made efforts to rise
above the general level of easily obtained popularity we
must seek the only evidence of it in their scores.
'

A Scholarly Study of the Scarlattis
With the advent of Alessandro Scarlatti we find our¬
selves upon firmer ground. We begin to discern the
man in his supteme individuality. Thanks to the fine
scholarship and patient research of Edward Dent, of
Cambridge University, we possess a comprehensive and
highly enlightening biography of the great father of the
Neapolitan school of composers,, the school which deter¬
mined the entire trend of modern Italian opera down to
the time of Verdi, and whose influence is still discern¬
ible in the singularly vocal character of all Italian lyric
dramas.
Alessandro Scarlatti was the father of Domenico
Scarlatti, the famous harpsichordist and composer of
sonatas. The musical style of the son cannot properly
be understood without a study of that of the father,
nor can the aesthetic principles embodied in the com¬
positions of either bp clearly recognized and rightly esti¬
mated without a knowledge of the Italian mind of the
time and the social ahd political conditions which insen¬
sibly operated upon the two geniuses. It is without
question true that a pianist can play a Scarlatti sonata
fluently, musically and admirably without any acquaint¬
ance with the life and tithes of the composer; but it is
indisputable that he will play it with mote affection,
more enthusiasm and more communicative eloquence if
he is saturated with the thought of Scarlatti himself.
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’ Acquiring the Habrt of Practice

To become thus saturated means more than a com¬
plete absorption of the content of the work. It means
By Edwin Hall Pierce
to bring one’s self into a state of mind closely akin to
that of Scarlatti when he composed the work. This
state of mind can be attained only by a livening of the
That most unique novelist, Jean Paul Richter, whose
imagination. Fired thus, the productive powers of the
works, by the way, were a great favorite with Roberl
mind enter into that so-called creative state which
Schumann, has somewhere remarked:
“There an
results in originality. The students of the human intel¬
three stages to every oft-repeated action—at first it ;s
lect long ago laid dowfi the laws of the imagination
new and interesting, then it becomes common and
and showed us that it was a re-creative rather than
a creative faculty. Man combines and constructs^ tedious, and lastly it grows to be neither new nor
tedious, but simply habitual.”
in astonishing ways, but, say these philosophers, he
It is the second stage of the process where the
cannot actually create somethittg previously non-exist¬
danger lies, and at this point one stands in need of
ent. We may content ourselves for the moment by
asserting that if this he true, at atiy rate music, which
great - will-power, or, in the case of a child, of the
has no prototype in nature but is the absolute product kindly but firm oversight of some older person. Once
of the human mind, comes closer to genuine creation
the habit is firmly fixed, however, there will be So
than any other art. It has its birth—by what¬
further trouble, as it will then seem as uncomfortable
ever method of combination or construction you will
in the intellect of man. The interpreting musician, who to go without one’s daily practice as it would to forego
is the high priest of the art, should seek always to be the customary meals. In order to form the habit of
creative. It is the proper pride of the performer that he practice, it is almost an essential condition to stick to
absorbs and assimilates the thought of the great master one certain time or times of day. I do not mean to
and reissues it to the world through the medium of his
say that a person picking up his music at a dozen or
own personality. To do this adequately he must publish
so different odd times in the course of the day will,
the emotion and the thought of the composer. To put
on that account, fail of making satisfactory progresshimself in the condition essential to this understanding
quite the contrary—but he will run the risk of develop¬
he must be able to enter, as it were, into the very soul
of the writer whose Work he will interpret. This bejng ing a sort of mental dyspepsia, and soon finding himself
excessively bored by music. On the other hand, if a
true, how vitalizing will be a large and sympathetic
regular daily habit is formed, each day one will come
grasp of the history of the master’s life and of the time
which made his environment. He who thus enters into to the practice-hour with freshness and interest.
the inner shrine of musical genius will experience an in¬
While it is impossible to lay down any universal
describable joy in the publication of his glorious dis¬
rule, because of the great diversity in occupation and
coveries, and those who sit under his ministrations will
duties,, where possible the ideal practice-time is in the
thrill with a vivid realization of the message of the
morning, directly after a very light breakfast, and again
master.
in the late afternoon or early evening. I recall several
student boarding-houses in Leipsic where it was a rule
History and Genius
of the house to allow no practicing between the noon¬
Genius has been inadequately described as- an infinite
day dinner and the after-dinner coffee (which was
capacity for taking pains. The world, however, con¬
served not at the conclusion of the meal, but between
tinues to believe that it consists in the existence of cer¬
three and four o’clock). After ten o’clock at night, also,
tain special powers, not vouchsafed to the typical man.
industry can never supply the place of inspiration, and
no practicing was allowed.
the musical genius of a Beethoven is not to be explained
As regards the length of time that should be devoted
by reference to his thematic note books. But no genius
to the practice-hour opinion differs. Personally I would
marches triumphant without knowledge.
Michael
consider that for the very youngest children half an
Angelo and Raphael had to learn how to paint;
hour a day, for school children f rom ten to sixteen an
Beethoven had to study counterpoint. So, too, the in¬
hour a day, for children of that age during school
terpretative musician may have genius, as Liszt and
vacation two hours a day, and for those devoting all
Paganini undoubtedly had; but, like them, their suc¬
their time to music four hours a day would he about
cessors must possess keen penetrative analysis, based on
sufficient. One hears of would-be young artists prac¬
knowledge. The wider and deeper this knowledge, the
more Serviceable it will be. Liszt had a masterful, if ticing six, eight or even ten hours a day, but the
results are seldom proportionate to the labor involved,
not exhaustive, asquaintance with the history of his
and such excessive practice subjects one to great danger
art. When he embarked upon his exploration of the
resources of the piano, he knew whence he was starting,
of a nervous breakdown sooner or later. Even where
and, like a second Columbus, he might guess where he
one’s physique is strong enough to resist this Unfor¬
was likely to arrive. The interpreting musician who has tunate outcome of affairs, the result is often merely a
a complete technic, an impeccable taste, genuine temper¬
proficiency in technique, pure and simple, at the expense
ament and a lively imagination, together with a sound
of a certain unintelligence and lack of magnetism. It
theoretical groundwork, is still insufficient' if he lacks
is far better to put but four hours a day on the
that broad and inspiring view which is to be obtained
practice of an instrument, two hours a day on the
. from the illumining historical retrospect.
study of theory, and two hours a day on some depart¬
ments of general education, as, for instance, the study
of one or more languages.
There is still another point to be considered even if
Good Judgment in Teaching
ones chief aim is the mere technical attainment. It
is not hours that count but results. It ii a proven
fact that ideas acquired when the body and brain are
By Peter F. Biehl
in a wearied and depressed condition are soon for¬
gotten, consequently to get the full benefit of practice
Good judgment is vital in all arts. In some it de¬
one should come to it fresh and well rested, and should
mands great quickness of thought. In music teaching,
leave off before extreme fatigue renders one’s attention
however, the teacher has no excuse for not giving suf¬
dull and wandering. (That does not mean, however,
ficient preparation in advance of the lesson. This is
that you should stop as soon as you feel just a little
particularly the case in the selection of pieces. There
tired.)
is no reason for leaving that matter until the time of
Lastly, time for gradual growth is one most essential
the lesson. One piece may be an excellent one for one
pupil and a ruinous one for another. This is entirely element of success, and this is a lesson that we Ameri¬
cans, I fear, have been very reluctant to learn. Ac¬
too important a matter to be passed off with a snap
cording to the well-known rules of arithmetic, if one
judgment just -as the pupil is leaving the studio. It
can accomplish a given task in two years, working font
should all be arranged in advance. The best plan is for
the teacher to keep as complete a library of pieces on hours a day, he can accomplish the same in one year
hand as possible. Go over these pieces regularly, and
working eight hours a day. That works out all right
make notes as to their suitability for certain grades and
m digging ditches or sawing wood, but fails utterly to
certain pupils. This is not too much to expect of the hold good when applied to the subtle and complex task
teacher, as any good professional man in any other occu¬
of developing the powers of one’s own brain, nerves
pation would take quite as much care in making up his
alid muscles. We must allow Nature time to work
mind upon what to do. The doctor, the lawyer, the
with its in the actual growth of new brain-cells. As a
engineer do not charge for what they give at the’very
certain author has well remarked, “Time will respect
moment they are with their patrons, but rather for
no work in the execution of which Time has not had
what they have prepared in their work hours alone.
his fair share.”

Weight and Pressure as Essentials of Pianoforte Playing
Especially in Reference to Legato Octave arid Octave Chord Playing

By J. FRANK LEVE
A science that can be developed to a high degree of
efficiency, representing to perfection the mechanical
effects employed and based on scientific principles cor¬
rectly applied is a powerful attribute in the art of inter¬
pretation for dynamic effects and aesthetically beautiful
results in music.
In order to awaken a mental stimulus in the student
so the mechanical control of technic will be better
understood it is necessary to present a method which
will bring out all the various shades of.totte in the
art of playing and enable the student to recognize the
beautiful and know what is really aesthetic in music.
When the basic principle is thoroughly comprehended
uhe intense enjoyment and keen appreciation of
students, so trained mentally and technically, well com¬
pensates them for their pains in acquiring it.
The aesthetic principles in music are based upon
emotional feelings controlled by intellectual sympathy.
If lacking in technical and mechanical control, the
student is handicapped in giving vent to his emotional
feelings and his power of musical expression is re¬
tarded.
In this article I will endeavor to explain the different
means used to obtain mechanical control, showing the
necessity for employing hand, arm and elbow, with the
assistance of the shoulder at times, to produce a pres¬
sure and weight in connection with legato octaves’ and
octave chords for dynamic purposes and for finesse
in chord playing with singing tones.
Deppe was the first teacher to advocate weight play¬
ing, recognizing the value of it when he observed the
mechanical means employed by Liszt in performing his
concertos and rhapsodies. Deppe saw that Liszt used
his arms ahd shoulders to exert great strength in
bravura passages and still maintained a well-balaneed
poise. Deppe conceived the idea of developing a
method of weight playing and did form the founda¬
tions of one. Other pedagogs that followed raised the
idea to a higher standard by developing a touch for
tone production, bravura and “climax playing.”
Theo. Kullak accepted these principles in explaining
his legato octave and chord octave stroke in his
School of Octave Playing. Edmund Neupert had also
recognized the principle, having obtained various forms
of weight playing from Theo. Kullak, and thus estab¬
lished a tremendous factor in developing a touch for
mechanical control.
Sustained octave chords are best produced by a pres¬
sure against the keys, assisted by the weight of the
hand with a rigid wrist and arm. The weight of the
fingers alone does not sufficiently depress the keys. The
curving of the fingers is essential to increase muscular
strength as well as to develop an even balance of tone
distributed throughout the octave chord and at the
same time preserving a beautiful velvety tone.

The above example by Chopin from his Rain Drop
Prelude is alt illustration containing in “A” slurred
octave chords with notes in the middle register of
longer duration than the octaves and requiring noaccentuation. “B” shows the necessity of curved fin¬
gers to secure the muscular strength to make the half
notes sing out above the octaves in sympathy with the
legato slurs, thus demonstrating the necessity of the
use of weight and pressure.
The justified procedure in following the principle of
playing from the shoulder employing arm weight
should be recognized. Eminent pianists have done so
unknowingly. Deppe recognized it by observing Liszt
in the opening chord of his E Flat Concerto.

one tone apart, otherwise the hand with an elevation
and depression of the wrist should glide from a black
key to a white key and vice versa in a glissando man¬
ner. Thus it has been shown that weight and pressure
induced by mechanical control are the mediums that
produce either pp or the extreme opposite ff with the
various tone shades intervening.

In this example the chord is struck with the weight
of the arm from the shoulder, with the swing princi¬
ple in leaping to the following octaves, coming down
on the keys with a great weight and then sustaining
it until the fortissimo chord is played by the orchestra.
This produces a tremendous volume of tone enhancing
the wondrous opening for the piano. A similar exam¬
ple of the rigid arm weight stroke, but without the
assistance of the shoulders, is contained in Liszt’s
prelude from Etude No. i.
•
Presto, crescendo ed accelerando.

The above excerpt from Cappriccio Brillante, Men¬
delssohn, Opus 22, is an excellent example of pressure
chord playing with a slight weight of the hand pro¬
duced by a mechanical control of the .finger that lays
over the upper note, giving it a greater pressure than
the lower notes so that it will sing out and melt into
the next upper note of the following chord, merely
breathing out, so. to speak, the other notes of the chord
by playing the tones short. This illustrates the finer
shades and finesse of artistic playing, demonstrating to
the student the value of technical control.
An analysis of the various examples submitted will
awaken a comprehension of the beauty and balance of
the structural Unity utilized in expressing and. reveal¬
ing through musical composition the ideas of the
composer.
The greatest gratification to the teachef is to be
able to unlock for the student the mysteries of artistic
To produce these ff staccato chords with great force
playing by penetrating the depths of musical composi¬
and to secure the extremely rapid tempo as marked it
tion and showing the various moods and contrasts and
is necessary to remove the hands instantly after each
by teaching the art through mental training based on
chord is struck, so as to have the hands in place for
scientific principles.
the next chord, utilizing an economy of motion by not
Ideas which express beauty and emotion belong to
raising the hands too high over the keyboard and
the realm of creative thought. To give utterance to
thus securing the proper effect by means of rapidity' these thoughts in artistic interpretation is the high
and weight. The above example demonstrates the
ideal that should be attained by students, in piano
necessity of mechanical control ahd of perfection in
playing.
the mechanism of effect to secure efficiency in the
Efficiency both in technic and in the art of phrasing
dynamics of pianoforte playing.
has made reputations for celebrities in the world of
The following example by Edmund Neupert is a | musical art and this efficiency is only acquired by pro¬
legato Octave passage for the right hand produced by
found research, practice and up-to-date methods, prov¬
a light weight pressure of the fingers, assisted by the
ing that the evolution of music in all its. branches
hands, without any perceptible break between the legato • goes on.
tones. This can be accomplished by an exchange of
s The slogan of young students should be; “Never
fingers on the same key if the intervals are more than
stand still.”
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Keeping Up Practice

Music Mindedness

By Lydia A. Casey

By Thomas Tapper

Lyceum Work, or Teach ?
“I am a piano post graduate of a Chicago musical
institution and would like to study two more years,
but money conditions compel me to go to work. I
had expected to teach, but a lyceum manager ad*
which would you advise?”

e

°

&E. G.

Not knowing personally your ability, temperament,
business ability, etc., I can only answer in a general
way. My observation of those who go on the lyceum
platform, except in the case of lecturers, is that they
eventually abandon it and settle down to teach. The
peripatetic existence becomes irksome and the voice
eventually gives out, although that need not necessarily,
if properly trained, trouble you for twenty-five years
to come. Your lyceum manager “advises,” but will he
guarantee that, after you have changed all your plans
in a life career and spent the time to prepare for
voice work on the platform, he will provide you with
engagements? If not, you might find yourself in an
unpleasant predicament after all your pains and ex¬
penditure of time and money. To build up a class
requires time and money of itself, and any very radical
change of plans in a career would suggest caution.
There is one important consideration which must
necessarily have its bearing with everyone planning to
embark on a career. The average human being is so
constituted that he is very much impressed by prestige.
In musical matters very few of them seem to be able
to form an intelligent judgment along any line. The
problem with the joung teacher just planning to open a
studio is how to secure that prestige that will cause
people to look up to them, and feel confidence in their
ability to do good work. Many have to start right in
and work out their own salvation gradually. Others
go to Europe and study under a famous teacher, and
return with the desired prestige, although in many
cases they have not a tithe of the ability of some
teacher who has been quietly working at home. Mean¬
while should you adopt the lyceum platform, when you
come to settle down, you will have acquired a good
deal of prestige if successful. The public will look
upon your press notices as a guarantee of ability on
your part. From this standpoint, if not too great a
sacrifice, your lyceum experience might prove valuable
to you.
Feeling and Judgment
“1. What course shall I follow with a pupil who
Is over-temperamental ana plays without judgment?
Also,^ one who plays Intelligently, hut without
“2. How shall I manage with a pupil who has
long, tapering lingers, with the first joints curving
outward? Also, those with short stubbv fingers
and rigid wrists?"—L. H.
1. It is practically impossible to have pupils without
those representing each of the foregoing classes. Those
who are over-temperamental’should have a good course
of Bach, although they may have a tendency to dislike
his music. A preponderance of the music of the older
so-called classical composers will help to hold them in
check, although they will much prefer the modern
romantic type of composition. So far as judgment is
concerned you will have to supply it for the time being,
gradually developing that faculty in your pupil as much
as you can. The opposite treatment should be observed
in the case of th.e coldly calculating player. Try and
develop the romantic side of his nature, both in his
reading and in his music. Give him a great deal of
Chopin and the moderns, if advanced enough. If not,
select that type of composition.
2. There is no way in which you can change the
physical formation of hands or fingers. About the
only thing you can do is to see. that such a pupil holds
his fingers in a well rounded position and the points '
close to the keys. It is difficult for such fingers to be
brought into control. Rigid wrists should practice the
hand touch with the up and down wrist motion a
great deal, so as to superinduce a flexible condition.
Five finger running exercises with a strict finger mo¬

tion, and an undulating motion of the lyrist, will also
help much. The short stubby fingers cannot be raised
much above the level of the back of the hand, and
sometimes none at all. An attempt to make them' do so
.only results in the stiff conditions you mention. Ar¬
range such a hand in playing position over the keys,
rounded fingers touching the ivory. Now lift the hand
about a half-inch, and you will find that there is a
downward play of the fingers on the joints sufficient to
depress the keys. This is the motion allowed by nature
for such hands, and the one you must cultivate. I
have known many brilliant players with such hands,
apparently so hard to work with.

sonally of no others. It requires first of all a natural
talentfor music, particularly with the harmonic as well
as the melodic sense. The three common chords must
have become second nature, by playing cadences in them
in accompaniment figures, and then by constant practice
with someone playing simple melodies (a second player
at the piano playing the melody an octave higher than
usual, if nothing else is available), learn to supply
these chords by ear to their correct places in the melo¬
dies. Not possessing the harmonic instinct, 'the task
would seem rather an impossible one to me, but by
giving the boy a great deal of practice along this line
you may be able to develop this sense gradually, and
thereby improve his musical sense all along the line.

Scale Inequality
“1. I have an advanced pupil wbo finds It Impos¬
sible to plav the scales with both hands. He
plays them with the right hand with ease. How
can I teach him to play them with both hands ?
Also, suggest a few pieces of the fifth grade that
do not use scales in both hands.
“2.- What would you suggest for the study of
the pedals?

Bach
Will you tell me in wliat order Bach's Inventions
should be studied or taught? Also his Well-Tem¬
pered Clavichordf
B. P.
The Two-Part Inventions may be taken up in the
following order, omitting those whose numbers do not
appear, 8, 13, 14, 6, 1, 10, 12, 3, 4, 2.
The Three-Part Inventions, 1, 2, 7, 10, 12 and IS.
The "Well-Tempered Clavichord” may be taken in
the following order, although teachers by no means
agree on the order with either Inventions or Fugues.
Book I, 10, 6, 5, 2, 17, 11, 9, 21, 23, 13, 8, 7, 1, IS, 3.

"3. Kindly mention a few pieces in the 7th and
8th grades, including concertos.”—K. J.
Undoubtedly your pupil needs to take up a thorough
and systematic practice of the scales with accents.
Practicing with accents will equalize the two hands.
Procure a copy of Cooke’s Mastering the Scales and
Arpeggios, and you will find full and explicit direc¬
tions. In the fifth grade you will find the following
interesting: Chopin, Polonaise, Op. 26, No. I; Schu¬
mann, Novelette, Op. 2T, No. i; Reinecke, The
Troubadour, Op. 266, No. 4; Saint-Saens, First
Masurka, Op. 21; Brahms-Philipp, Hungarian Dance
No. 7.
2. You will find the Pedals of the Pianoforte, by
Hans Schmitt, invaluable.
3. Seventh grade: Beethoven, Sonata in C minor.
Op. 10, No. 1; Sonata in F] Op. 10, No. 2; Chopin, Im¬
promptu, Op. 29; Nocturne, Op. 15, No. 1; Nocturne,
Op. 48, No. 2; MacDowell, Witches’ Dance; Bakgiel,
Marcia Fantastica; Chopin-Liszt, Maiden’s Wish;
Sinding, Rustle of Spring; Raff, La Fileuse; W. G.
Smith, Laughing Waters. Eighth grade: Beethoven,
Sonata in C minor, Op. 13; Sonata in A flat. Op. 26;
Brassin, Nocturne, Op. 17; Schubert-Liszt, My Sweet
Repose; Sibelius, Romance, Op. 24, No. 9; Rubinstein,
Kammenoi-Ostrow, Op. 10, No. 22; Mason, Silver
Spring; Rubinstein, False Caprice in E flat; Sinding,
Marche Grotesque. I would recommend that you defer
the practice of concertos until a little later. Beethoven’s
first concerto is about the easiest, unless you try some
of those by Mozart.
Vamping
. “Will you offer some suggestions for teaching a
boy of fifteen how to vamp ? He has no knowledge
of harmony and his musical hearing is not of tho
best. He hass studied
sLuuiea since he
ne was seven, mostly i
England, butt he
lie onrmnlcannot rlfctlntriiicu
dlstinguh
suisu intervals, 11.1
the2
difference1" between1" two Vand^threeb ’ £either the
Yet lie is very anxious to learn to vamp!”
P*! ' '
This is the. substance of a letter recently received.
From it one would not be led to believe there was much
prospect of the boy being able to accomplish his desire.
I have found that the meaning of the word vamp is
Greek to most people, except as the upper part of a
shoe. But in music it simply means to improvise an
accompaniment to a voice or another instrument. I
well remember my astonishment when a boy of sixteen
at seeing a very ordinary player vamp accompaniments’
for a vio.mist at a country dance. I learned afterwards
that it was as much a knack as an art, and could only
be acquired by actual experience. Players who can do
this acquire a feeling for the tonic, dominant and sub¬
dominant chords with simple melodies. Beyond this
point they rarely go. I knew a virtuoso pianist and
violinist who used to mutually improvise together for
their own amusement, and with surprising results,' both
rhythmically and harmonically, but I have known per¬

Even the casual consideration of a few types will
convince one that a particular form of mindedness, that
of the ear for example, does not imply a like degree of
receptive and expressive power over all the phenomena
involved.
For example, a certain musician of unusual endow¬
ment is rapidly earminded as to music, receiving it
spontaneously; but he is so slowly earminded as to
speech that it is almost pathetic to observe his effort to
receive and interpret words by translating them into
mental images.
I have noted another case of a man fond of music
in a degree who receives it slowly; that is, as if he
could not handle it without stopping to consider and
examine before he accepted it. But on the other hand,
I10 receives words through the ear, resolves them im¬
mediately into their images and all without betraying
any interregnum between sensation and comprehen¬
sion. From what has gone before, the reader will be
able to deduce this fact from the two preceding cases:
The first of the two men referred to is not primarily
eyeminded, while the second one is.
Build the Weaker Faculty Through the Stronger
The following fact seems to be true; An eyeminded
person strives to make visible symbols audible. That
is, an eyeminded person will learn to read music at
sight readily, but he may be very slow and inefficient in
music dictation; while an earminded person may be
skillful at dictation and yet have much trouble not only
with sight reading but with visualizing a staff picture
of tones easily grasped by the ear.
It seems to be true for music students that the way
to build up the weaker faculty is through the stronger.
For example, the following phrase may be sensed in
many different ways, that is, it may be reached out for
by one of several tentacles:

Three Points
1. Would f
_ _ that the w__
tained therein
ould be beneficial ?
2. Hoi
uersoii determine whether or not
to connect the ___
___„_„
and beginning of
two successive phrase marks? Should there al1 slight break?
3. What -vould you suggest for the pupil who
wishes to 1< rn to play "simply for __
_
his
ment?”
....
B. £'
1. When a pupil has taken a violent dislike to a piece
he will profit but slowly from it. There are certain
temperaments that suffer much when their dislikes are
forced upon them. Under such conditions it is better
to try to find something that will accomplish the same
results and at the same time not be offensive. There
are some pupils however, who are so whimsical that
they dislike everything after practicing over a few
times. To these you will have to teach thoroughness,
and make them feel that tasks begun and left unfinished
react damagingly upon one’s own character. Study your
pupils’ natures carefully and learn to differentiate be¬
tween them, and thus determine under what conditions
j. >s necessary to make pupils continue upon pieces they
dislike. The whimsical class will soon learn to take
advantage of your leniency in letting them drop haltlearned pieces, and so you will need to'be constantly
on the watch.
2. I suspect your confusion is caused by the many
editions of music in which there are many slurs used
ni 'Ve n° rt- f crence to phrasing. When I was a
child it was always said that the slurs indicated that
one should play smoothly, and phrasing was hardly
known except among great artists. In reliable editions
°t to-day, however, the phrase marks indicate where
punctuation should be made in your playing as dismet y as voice inflection when you read aloud. Someltncs a new phrase is indicated to the listener by an
tllan an-v distinct break.
, ' 'he aim of a Person who wishes to be able to
ft,/u °r- • °Wn p,easure is perfectly legitimate. At
*1.U vnnm? y°U can hard,y do differently than to
teach h,m along regulation lines. He will need to
knowhow to manage his hands and fingers, and to leant
lancef W °Ughu SCale? and arp^gios. As he *
iri rVer’Jhe.may rot desire to push resolutely
tinn tr, i” ni!’e deta'!s °f technic, but give more attendifficultv ?arn\n?, tc| interpret music of the grade of
such mv -1° 7 ll<;h 1e rnay have advanced. Sometimes
than
1T °P an interest that leads them farther
mav havJ at xrSt expected- An inspirational teacher
may have much to do with this.

For example:
1. A pianist may receive it purely along the tactual
line. As he looks at the notes he will move the fingers
upon an imaginary keyboard as he strives to secure the
audible impression.
2. An eyeminded singer will hum the phrase through
and by that act build up the tone message as the read¬
ing proceeds. That is, he may not (and generally does
not) perceive it as a whole before he begins to read.
3. An earminded person, let us say without technical
skill, might find the notation of this phrase more or
less of a puzzle and would require that some one pass
the tones to him, so to speak, by means he himself can¬
not command. This accounts for the rapidity with
which the boy of the street appropriates, and generally
perfectly, the melody and rhythm of the latest popular
song.
These are by no means the only ways by which human
beings translate music notation into actual vital music.
But they will suffice to show us that unless we are “all
around” minded in music there is much land fqr us to
possess.
The Need for Dictation Exercises
Again, for example: The pianist who invariably moves
the fingers on an imaginary keyboard when looking
over a new composition, may be eye- or earminded or
both. If he is neither to any considerable degree, the
involuntary play of the fingers represents his tentaclegroping for something on which to lay hold. He per¬
ceives that in his fingers there has been built up a ten¬
dency which actually unlocks sound for him.
The pianist with this habit should read music with the
voice (even humming it will suffice) until he eliminates
the finger motion or joins to it the ability to make the
visible sign become the audible effect.
The earminded person who is a slow or poor sight
reader should sound or play such little tone groups as
these and then immediately close the eyes to visualize
the written expression in association with the audible:—

This is ideally supplied as training in music dictation.
Many people are quite convinced that they have the
gift of composition but being unable to write down the
classics that surge through the brain, they are as if hid
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under a bushel. The hand and eye do not come to the
assistance of the creative faculty that manifests through
the sense of hearing. But let them cheer up for their
light may be brought out. into the open. They must
visualize the staff, must choose a given starting
point, say second line G, and actually see it, not neces¬
sarily as a note but as a staff degree. Then they must
improvise melodies, visualizing the staff as they select
its pirches. In brief they must learn to improvise on
the staff visible to them as a mental image just as they
often do perhaps improvise on the piano keyboard, vis¬
ible or invisible, real or imaginary.
II.
On Page 560 of The Etude for August, 1915, I em¬
ployed the expression, "trunk motor minded.” This re¬
fers to the way in which the indwelling self handles
the whole body, easily and efficiently, or awkwardly and
to small purpose; it means that the self is free or that it
is lost in its own body. Lack of control over the physi¬
cal mechanism is the cause of much inadequate expres¬
sion. In music this results in those timorous singers
who have no command of the physical instrument and
who do nothing more than squeak a little in the throat.
Their efforts are about as intelligent as mine would be
if I broke off l/16th of an inch of lead from the pencil
I am now using and should attempt to go on writing
with it clutched in my fingers.
And so we have in like kind, the pianist who is not
trunk motor minded but merely finger minded. It is he
who always objectifies the piano, sitting down to it as
if it were his enemy. So long as this is his attitude the
pianist cannot master the instrument. He is missing the
bond of connection. Piano and player must be one just
as this pencil and my hand (and the whole physical
self) are one as I write.
To repeat, instrument and player must be one. The
instrument simply tends to make the player more com¬
plete. It shapes him. It amplifies the physical mechan¬
ism and permits him the means for expression. The
trunk motor minded pianist literally puts on the piano
just as a lady puts on a pair of gloves and the identity
of object merges into that of the person. But it is no
unusual experience to come upon a pianist who is
afraid of the instrument upon which he is to perform.
He does not literally put it on because he knows it is
not his fit. Such a person may be a music lover, may
be as earminded as necessary, but so long as he lacks
trunk motor mindedness he can never arrive as a per¬
former. ~
Particular Cases
Sometimes we meet with people who are strongly
“minded” in a particular way but who may not be ade¬
quately physically equipped to convey the message.
Here is a case in point, a young woman who is trunk
motor minded, handles her body admirably. It is al¬
ways obedient, always graceful and never in the way.
She is both eye and ear minded and in a high degree.
Her talent for music and piano playing is unusually
great. She is fingerminded. But she has not piano
fingers. They are short and stubby and the hand is
hopelessly narrow. And yet through persistent prac¬
tice she has driven herself out through these inadequate
fingers until she has positively overcome their limita¬
tions. She plays the piano beautifully but it has come
about only through her treating the hands and fingers
from the point of view of their limitations and giving
them such training as will permit her to do the most
with them through an individual built up technic. She
has adopted, or her teacher adopted for her a technical
training based on her hand as a standard; and not based
on the contents of Czerny. Kullak & Co.
This case shows that whatever our limitations, if the
indwelling spirit insists on finding its way out, it will
discover means to overcome conditions however inade¬
quate nature may have been as a provider.

The work of Mozart, penetrated as it is with mind
and thought, represents a solved problem, a balance
struck between aspiration and executive capacity, the
sovereignty of a grace which is always mistress of
itself, marvelous harmony and perfect unity. ... In
Beethoven’s, on the other hand, a spirit of tragic irony
paints for you the mad tumult of existence as it dances
forever above the threatening abyss of the infinite. No
more Unity, no more satisfaction, no more serenity 1—
Amiel’s Journal, translated by Mrs. Humphry Ward.

The girl who enters a business office usually .thinks
of her position as a “stop-gap” until she meets the
right man and marries. She does not realize that
she is kept from making a success of her work because
of this attitude of mind. Likewise, many a girl who
“takes” music lessons and can’t wait until she is able
to play the latest “rag” or popular song for her “best
young man” does not think any further than to enter¬
tain this one person.
Many times before I was married I went with other
young people to spend the evening at the home of some
member of our “set” who hid married. It was the
usual thing after we had all done our part toward the
musical entertainment that the hostess was asked to
favor us. In many cases the reply to the request was,
“I’d rather not. One of you girls do my playing for
me. You know I haven’t kept up my practice, and I
don’t remember one piece, and-I-am-so-busy-that-Inever-have-time-to-practice. Please excuse.”
This kind of a reply was always received either with
some embarrassment by the young unmarried people,
or the hostess was “joshed” into “doing her best,” as
she apologetically put it. I made a vow to myself that
if I were married “a hundred times,” I would never,
never make that confession.
I have never refused to play for my friends when
they come, “because I haven’t time to practice.” I
take time! What if some of the housework has to
be “slid” over? The music makes it easier to do when
I do begin it, and I am much the happier for the
change in my program of washing dishes and doing
the work that two babies require! My babies are better
babies and happier ones for the very pleasure of hear¬
ing the music. Not only does it make them happy, but'
they are developing great interest in “trying” to play
and sing. The music opens a way for little story tell¬
ing woven around the pieces that educates them and
helps them to think about and appreciate music.
My husband’s work keeps him at home, and he
doesn’t know how I enjoy hearing him whistle about
his work—after I have left the piano to go hack to
my dishes. For several years I have subscribed to a
number of magazines, but as I became busier with the
children I found that I could not take the time to read
all of them. The one magazine, however, which I did
not give up was a musical one.

The Artistic Value of Memorizing
By Grace Busenbark
Imagine going to a play where the actors and
actresses, book in hand, read their lines from the
printed page! Everyone knows that an actor’s words
are not original, that they are only an interpretation of
another’s—the author’s ideas. Yet this interpretation
requires two things: 1. The ability to keep the con¬
tent of the original faithfully and 2. To give it out
plus whatever talent for idealizing the authors message
the interpreter may possess.
What we consider in a play is the manner of the
actor’s expression of his subject. There are many
glib Hamlets who have no difficulty in learning lines,
but few like Forbes-Robertson, who so interprets
Shakespeare that he is Hamlet for us.
He has so
absorbed, not only the words, hut the ideas behind
them, the essence of the play, that the author and his
interpreter seem welded into one personality; so far
above the prosaic foundations of memorizing do the
beautifully wrought pinnacles of artistry lie.
The basis of all method of dramatic expression is
analysis. With the actor, analysis reaches a fine point.
The greater the actor the more indefatigable is he in
his analysis. Each word, each syllable is studied not
only for itself, but for its content—the meaning it is
to convey. Every inflection is carefully considered
for the most effective rendering possible.
What the literary sentence is to the actor, the
musical sentence is, or should be, to the musician.
Artistry in music, as in any other -art, means artistic
effort, which is nothing more or less than thorough¬
ness and great attention to detail.
Michelangelo was one day explaining to a visitor at
his studio what he had been doing at a statue since
a previous visit. “I have retouched this part, polished
that—softened this feature, brought out that muscle.”
“But these are trifles,” remarked the visitor. “But
trifles make perfection,” answered Michelangelo.
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A LA JEUNESSE
Three Etude Prize Winners
ARCHIE A. MUMMA

DR. REINHARD W. GEBHARDT

As is so often the case
with musicians, Mr. Mumma
showed strong musical pro¬
clivities almost in infancy,
and commenced his musical
education at the age of
eight, in Dayton, Ohio, where
he was born, 1887. In ad¬
dition to this he also re¬
ceived a good general educa¬
tion. After completing his
studies he went to East
Aurora, in the summer of
1908, to give a series of re¬
citals at the Roycroft Con¬
vention. Here he met Elbert
Archie A. Mumma.
Hubbard, who greatly ap¬
preciated his gifts.
In Berlin, Germany, Mr. Mumma studied with the
Spanish teacher, J. Joachim Nin, and admits that he
owes much to this master, not merely in a technical
way, but in the development of his artistic ideals and
ambitions. As a composer Mr. Mumma wrote many
songs of a somewhat ambitious type to begin with, but
now confines himself more strictly to pianoforte music.
He has a gift of melody, which is well displayed in the
piece with which he won the first prize in Class II of
the recent Contest. The Pilgrims is a sonorous chord
study richly harmonized in the modern manner.

Born at Arnholt, Ger¬
many, April 23, 1858, Dr.
Gebhardt comes of a very
musical family. He first
studied with his father, who
was a pupil of Mendelssohn
and a musician of distinc¬
tion. The family moving
to Holland, the child there
received a good general
education, not neglecting
his musical studies. Later
came study in Leipzig with
Meyroos
(violin),
Rief
(organ), and piano with
Hans von Biilow and Carl
Heymann
(the
teacher
of
Dr. REINHARD W. Gebha'r
MacDowell). He then re¬
turned to Holland, but shortly afterwards went on tour
in Holland, Belgium and Germany.
Dr. Gebhardt eventually came to America and was
extremely successful as a teacher in New York. A
breakdown in health brought on from overwork
obliged him to go South, to Paris, Texas. Three times
in succession lie has won first prizes in Class I and II of
The Etude Contests. The present piece, entitled Polo¬
naise in F is a fine addition to Dr. Gebhardt’s splendid
list of works. It is a solid and brilliant concert number.
This composition was awarded the first prize in Class I
of the recent Contest.

EDUARD SCHUTT
CARLO MORA

Mr, Carlo Mora was born
at Norara, Piedmont, Italy,
and his parent^ were noted
singers in their day. He
came to America when a
child, but later returned to
Italy to complete his musi¬
cal education at the Royal
Conservatory, Milan. After¬
wards he studied with Cavaliere Matzucato, and later
still with Sir Julius Benedict
in London. His public ca¬
reer commenced in England,
in 1877, at an English proKA'
vincial festival,
years of concert work Signor Mora
After :
entered the piano business with well-known firms, but
finally returned to his more directly musical work. He
has been director of several prominent music schools,
and is at present Director of the Hargrove School of
Music, at Key West, Florida. As winner of the second
prize in The Etude Contest in the second class Mr.
Mora contributes a charming salon piece, in which
melodious themes are happily contrasted. The many
admirers of his In Confidence will be glad to welcome
this new piece, entitled Fclicila. This should prove a
very successful recital number.

Educational Notes on Etude Music
By Preston Ware Crem
A LA JEUNESSE—E. SCHUTT
It is a source of great gratification ■ to be able to
present this splendid new False by Edouard Schiitt. It
is our judgment that it is destined to rival, if not sur¬
pass, his celebrated A La Bien Aimce, to which it is a
companion piece. The composer himself speaks thus
of his A La Jcunesse:
“Judging from the high praise with which this piece
is received wherever I play it, I think it will prove a
very great success. It seems to have the desirable qual¬
ities of melody and brilliant effect, and it is not too
difficult.”
The principal theme is one of those lingering melodies
which will be hummed ovhr by the listener after a
single hearing. The treatment of this theme and of
the following contras! ing themes strikes us as being
in the composer’s happiest vein. The work is truly
pianistic throughout, and although it lies in an ad¬
vanced grade of difficulty, it nevertheless lies well under
the hands. It will amply repay the most painstaking
study. Grade 7.
As we have the utmost confidence in the ultimate
popularity of this piece, we have decided to make the
following offer:
Between now and January first we will send a free
copy of the sheet music edition of this piece, without
any expense, to every teacher who will promise to place
it upon a recital program.
LOVE IN MAY—W. ROLFE
Mr. Walter Rolfe’s new composition Love in May is
a decidedly original effort. It is in the nature of a
song without words, and it flows and ripples along in
a delightfully characteristic manner. The themes are
all good and well contrasted. It should he played in
a light and delicate manner throughout, due attention
being given to absolute evenness in the left hand.
Grade 4.
ALBUM LEAF-H. R. WARD
Mr. Herbert Ralph Ward is an American composer
of promise and originality. His Album Leaf is a
melodious and graceful number which will require a
careful interpretation. The melodies must stand out
well throughout in the singing style and the arpeggiated
accompaniments he duly subordinated. Grade 4..

SERENADE—C. W. ZECKWER
An artistic miniature in modern style with an en¬
trancing principal theme. The singing style of touch
should he used throughout. Grade 4.
HUNGARIAN CZARDAS—P. BROUNOFF
This is a typical Hungarian Dance number with the
true swing and snap, which should be played in a
vigorous manner and with strict accentuation.” Grade 3.
FOR YOU—C. W. KERN
This is a melodious drawing-room piece in the
popular modern style, with the principal theme in a
major key and the contrasting second theme in the
relative minor. It should be played in an appreciative
manner and in the singing style. Grade 3.
SILVER WAVES—M. LOEB-EVANS
Silver Waves is a light and running waltz movement
with interesting themes. The middle section is par¬
ticularly taking. This piece should be played at a
brisk rate of speed in order to give it as brilliant effect
as possible. Grade 3.
•VILLAGE ECHOES—P. RENARD
This number has the .rhythms both of the Mazurka.
and of the Tyrolean. It represents a sort of village
merrymaking. This is an excellent intermediate grade
teaching or recital piece, and it is useful both as a
study in rhythm and in touch. Grade 2|.
TAMBOURINE AND CASTANETS-W W SMITH
This is a charming Air de Ballet in the Spanish
style. The middle section of this piece in A major is
particularly taking. This will require a light staccato
touch and well accentuated rhythm. Grade 3.

theme is that taken from the Trio of the original com¬
position and effectively arranged for four hands by
Mr. A. Sartorio.
Carl Wolf’s A Lady of Quality is a dignified minuet
movement in the old style. It should not be taken too
fast, and a rather strong accentuation is desirable.
MELODIE DU COEUR (VIOLIN AND PIANO)A. W. KETELBEY
This is an original composition for violin (or ’cello)
by a well known British composer who has won prizes
m many competitions. Violinists who delight in the
singing and expressive style of playing will find this
number just to their liking.
MINUET IN D (PIPE ORGAN)—
MOZART-FRYSINGER
Mozart’s Minuets are all delightful. This one in
particular lias proven a great success as played by
™
' Wt' kviolinists. It makes an effective
ties
°r
’' r)c'la* us‘‘. offering opporttini° as eful registration and a variety of touches.
nr t ™ THE V°CAL NUMBERS
Mr I.. Plogsted’s The Star of Bethlehem is a new
tells’tl^aSi S° ° rW!',<:v
manner!
* °f thc

comnasilfon7 l,°WC Sho,Icy’s Waiting is his very latest

,0 mak-e u/a
mention^ nifaSC

DANISH PEASANT DANCE-E. F. CHRISTTANI
In this characteristic movement Mr. Christiani has
used an original folk theme. This composition will
prove particularly useful in recitals where original
Scandinavian material is called for. Grade 3
THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS
Weber’s Invitation to the Dance is the precursor of
nil the idealized waltzes. This composition still holds
its original popularity. Possibly the most seductive

I,rovc verv popular. It
a <««"*<* ye’t pleasing

M
^le new wa^tz W Edouard Schutt

copye,:nhenXrd January firsi - win send a free
an? expens! tn tLTT J,i,ion of ,his ')iece- without
upon a recital program
^
Pr°miSC *° P'aCC
thenk0ervder;nn8afdr^H~pi.eos % wiI,J’e "pessary to specify
s°ng appears in^The Etuur
’"J' flat’ 35 ‘',C
E Hat. in C. and
Rfl, V” a,so
published in
in the bass def
’ ‘,1C la,tcr with the '
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Prize Composition
Etude Contest

A Characteristic Prelude
Onward, ever onward they go,
With sturdy strength and hearts aglow,
Led by the voice of conscience clear
And a steadfast faith that knows no fear;
While up to heaven a mighty song
Bursts from the throats of the rapturous throng!

Quietly, dreamily
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HARRY ROWE SHELLEY
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ipartg CHjnistmais iitBlpa to AU
Stub? Eeafors
For oyer thirty Christmases THE ETUDE has had
the privilege of wishing the compliments of the
season to its many loyal readers.
Are you a new ETUDE reader > Is this the first
copy of our journal you have ever seen ? Then we
hope we may have you with us for many Christmases
to come.
Are you one of the many who have been with us
for years in the past ? Then you will be glad to know
that you are one of a veritable army; that you have
our warmest Christmas wishes and gratitude, and that
we are always glad to do everything in our power to
make THE ETUDE all that you would want it to be.

S|f|vTlayer Qrand PIANO
Music’s

Price $1,250
(F.O. B. New York)

CROWNING Achievement

All the richness of tone, all the musical values that have
established the pre-eminence of the 50-year-old Kranich &
Bach Grand Piano are embodied in this new instrument—
the only Player Grand that satisfies the cultured musician’s
demand for tonal beauty and artistic playing possibilities,
and that also gives to the novice
the fascinating joy of playing
t practice;
ood music w
Write for full description.
Kranich

&

bach

The Glory of Musical Understanding
No American musician is
better
equipped to speak of the wonders of a
complicated modern score than Peter
Christian Lutkin, Dean of Northwestern
University School of Music, Evanston,
Ill. The following is extracted from an
article of his that appeared in The Clef:
“It is certainly a marvelous art that can
give to one and the same tone a feeling
of brightness, a feeling of sadness, a feeling of stability, a feeling of instability, a
tendency to ascend, a tendency to descend,
a sense of close, a Sense of progress, a
Sense of repose, a sense of restlessness,
Moreover, through the subtle power of
harmony, this same tone may receive emo-

“But this is only part of the function
of harmony. An orator can express but
one thought at a time. If a second
speaker .interpose another idea or the
same idea in other words, confusion re¬
sults. Music has the peculiar quality of
it coherently, definitely
of presenting
idea in
transformatic
taneously. A musical motive n
in innumerable torn
key or mode, thro ..
other scale degrees by n
tation, diminution, expar
inversion or shift of h;

“To look at th
choral work giv
quate idea of ■
music. In such a
given under m;
staves v
tonal eq
did duty for more than one instrument or
part. To follow the order of the full orchestral score there were parts for four
flutes, four clarinets, four oboes, four
bassoons, eight French horns, three trumpets, three trombones, one tuba, three
kettle-drums, a bass drum a long drum,
a snare drum, cymbals, triangle, tarnbourine, two sets of hells, celeste, zylo-

first -violins, second violins, violas, ’cellos
and double-basses.
Even the doublebasses were subdivided on occasion and
the other strings subdivided at times into
two, three and four parts. At no time
was this imposing array, of musical forces
used all together, although nearly all were
employed in the climaxes. To write two
solid hours of music for such an outfit
and to have every phrase of' every instru¬
ment a necessary and an artistically inte¬
gral part cf the whole is certainly a
herculean task. The oratorio made a deep
1 on the more susceptible audiit was the conductor, and the
who had any adequate
he many delicate shades
of meaning and the inexorable logic
which carried it t*

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS Mik ENGRAVERS
Send for Itemized Price List and Samples

COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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How to Choose a Piano

Department for Singers

By E. H. Pierce

To recommend any piano makes by
name, in an article of this .kind, would
be considered as trespassing on the busi¬
ness of the advertising columns, but even
were full permission allowed me, I would
hesitate to do so, for the reason that
there is now a multitude of excellent
makes of pianos, and occasionally some,
of little more than local reputation (pos¬
sibly even unknown to this writer), ap¬
proach very closely to the quality of cer¬
tain world-famous makes.
But without mentioning the names of
any makers, there are certain little hints
which may be given as a guide to intel¬
ligent choice.
First, there are two or three leading
makes whose reputation has stood un¬
challenged for several generations. If
you have plenty of money to invest, you
cannot do better than to buy one or
another of these, but you will pay from
$50 to $100 of their price merely for
the name.
Second, there are very high-grade
pianos made by less known firms, at a
somewhat lower price—a sound invest-

The Cupid Grand
The first small grand piano ever made was the
product of Sohmer. That was over twentynine years ago. In this over a quarter of a
century we have been constantly striving to
perfect this type of instrument. The result is
a piano without an equal among diminutive
grands in which tone isinnomanner sacrificed
to architectural requirements. Length 5ft. 4",
width 4ft. 5"—price $675. Terms arranged.
Send for illustrated catalog and full information.

315 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Third, there are medium-grade pianos
at a still lower price, but yet excellent
in many respects.
Fourth, there are low-grade pianos at a
lower price still, usually deficient in wear¬
ing qualities, but as good as the makes
whose name honestly appears on the front
board or cover can afford to give for the
price.
Fifth, there are - so-called “stencil”
pianos, whose manufacturer’s name does
not appear on the instrument, but which
are instead given some fancy name, often
that of some great musician. (A very
doubtful compliment, by the way). Avoid
all such instruments as you would the
plague.
They are of inferior quality,
and if they break down, there is often
no responsible party to make good the
guarantee.
Sixth, there are pianos made to order
in quantities for some well-established
and responsible dealer, whose name, and

Choice by Tone
Between different pianos of the same
grade, even of the same make, there is
often quite a choice in the matter of
tone, but before you can judge rightly
between two or more they should be af
the same pitch—preferably the standard
pitch A-435.
A tuner who uses a variety of pitch,
or a dealer who employs him to do so,
is either careless, ignorant or tricky.
There is no excuse in these days for
anything other than standard pitch.
Choose a piano which when new has
a slightly muffled or veiled tone. It will
improve with use. One which has an
exceedingly clear and brilliant tone will
later on get terribly harsh and tinny.
Do not buy a particular make of piano
just because you have heard some one
play well on one. I knew an excellent
pianist in a theater-orchestra who un¬
known to himself, was the cause of
several purchases of pianos of the same
make as that provided for him, which
was a most miserably inferior instrument
and broke down entirely in four years’
On the other hand, if you know of
some piano which has stood hard usage
for a number of years, and still retains
good musical qualities, you will be reason¬
ably safe in purchasing that make, pro¬
vided you like the tone.

The Initial Napkin Holder
makes an ideal gift for any
member of the family or any
friend old or young.
It is a constant reminder of
the donor. This is the very
latest thing in napkin holders.
Itis beautiful, serviceable and
inexpensive. Made in all ten.

THE GEORGIAN COMPANY, Inc.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
SALEM, MASS.

Please mention THE ETUDE -when addressing
onr advertisers.

The bond of union which existed be¬
tween Liszt and Wagner is one of the
most remarkable things in musical history.
Search the pages on which the story of
music is written and you will search in
vain for a parallel between musicians of
such eminence. Liszt the all-powerful
and Wagner the suppliant; thus it was
for many years. Only after long years
did Wagner achieve the rank and posi¬
tion to which his genius entitled him,
while Liszt, thanks to his phenomenal
piano-playing, had the world at his feet
from the time he played as a boy for
Beethoven himself. A vivid light is shed
upon this aspect of affairs by the two
following letters, the first from Wagner
to Liszt, April 21, 1850, and the second
from Liszt to Wagner:
“Dear friend,” wrote Wagner, “I have
just been looking through the score of
my Lohengrin. I very seldom read my
own works, but an immense desire has
sprung up in me to have this work per¬
formed. I address this wish, to your
heart: Perform my Lohengrin! You are
the only one to whom I can address this
prayer. To no one but you should 1 en. trust the creation of this opera; to you
I surrender it with perfect and joyous
confidence.”,

An Excellent
Home Piano
Ease in getting beautiful effects must
be a characteristic of the piano which

Beautiful effects depend on a beauti¬
ful tone. For ease in securing these
effects a responsive action is necessary.
To an unusual degree the HAD¬
DORFF Piano possesses both these
merits. Thoroughly well made, of
choice materials, and having a deli¬
cately responsive action, it is notably
excellent in the purity, sweetness and
sustaining power of its tone. But
above everything else the HADDORFF
tone is rich. Whether in soft or loud
passages, there is a tonal wealth which
gives an unusual charm to all HAD¬
DORFF music. This ease with which
delightful music can be produced
makes the HADDORFF the ideal
home piano.
Write for valuable catalog.

Haddorff Piano Co.
J GRANDS • UPRIGHTS • PLAYERS

ixmrio]
peal from one whom he recoginized as ai
immortal among musicians. He set tin
wheels working and in due course wa
able to send the following reply to th<
composer who craved the living sound o
his own masterpiece:
Your Lohengrin will be given unde
exceptional conditions, which are mos
favorable for its success. The manage
ment for this occasion will spend abou
2,000 thalers, a thing that has not bee
done in Weimar within the memory o
man
The press will not be forgotten
suitable and seriously written articles wi
appear successively in several papers A
the personnel will be placed on its mettl,
The number of violins will be slight 1
increased (from 16 to 18) and a bas
clarinet has been procured.
Nothin
essential will be wanting in the music;
material or design. I superintend all th
rehearsals w.th pianoforte, chorus, string
and orchestra. Genast will follow you
dictions for the mise-en-scene with ze;
and energy. It is understood that w
-shal not cut a note, not an iota, of yov
work, and that we shall give it in i,
absolute beauty so far as lies in or
power.”

SCHILLING’S LATEST PUBLICATIONS
The Upper Tenor Tones and How Every Tenor
Them to high “c” v‘ ’
and scientific exerci
$1.00: third part $1.00.
Tho Upper Soprano Tones and How Every Soprano
Acquire Them to high *‘c” and above, without strai
effort by unique and scientific exercises £1.00.
i the fixed High Chest
Diaphragmatic Breathi
Easy and Natural Method of Sight-Singing, 50 cents.
Ear Training. Invaluable to Singers, Students of String Inruments and Musicians in General. Sample copies 10c.
Voice Placing for Singers and Speakers. Published
larch, 1915. These exercises have been used from
d developing a fine
*. bPrril“fotcm“!le f°rWald 31
W. P. SCHILLING, Voc
1 7?“ New York

Specialists in the Vocal Field

I 125 Ethel Street, Rockford, III.

Wagner, Liszt and “Lohengrin”

A GIFT for EVERYONE

Editor for December, the Noted Voice Specialist
PERLEY DUNN ALDRICH
The Department for January will be Edited by Madame Yvonne de Treville

not that of the manufacturer, appears
on the nameplate. These are not ex¬
actly to he classed as “stencil’ pianos,
but are usually of a rather low grade.
I do not utterly condemn them, but own
to a certain prejudice in favor of know¬
ing the real maker’s name.
Seventh, there are pianos with mutes,
mandolin attachments and other, eccen¬
tricities intended to attract customers. If
you are the sort of person that likes
these things, why then these things are
just the sort of thing you will like, but
if you are a real musician, you will pass
by'all such clap-traps as unworthy your
serious notice.
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Every ETUDE Reader should 01

The Book of
Musical Knowledge!

BY ARTHUR ELSON
HIS unique book is a whole library
in itself. It contains a complete
history of music and biographies of
composers and performers, explains
musical forms and terms; describes in¬
struments, conducting, acoustics, etc.;
tells how to read music and outlines a
course of study. Complete, readable,
accurate and fully indexed, it is in
every way the perfect reading and
reference book for the student of
music or for the home.
i
600 page*, handsomely bound and
fully illustrated. Price, *3.50 net.
At all bookstores, or bo mail,
postpaid, from the publUhen
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO.,4 Part

T

PAPA or MAMA

f'-nd aleii'd

rFull

little"FOLKsT y Dept.'Er’ViiemTMan
Please mention THE ETUDE whei
“r advertisers.

The specialist in the vocal field is a
modern invention and a necessity. Form¬
erly the young singer went to a singing
master and stayed with him until his
voice had developed and he had learned
a few operatic roles. Then he went out*
to sing trusting to his natural talent and
the complaisance of the public' to make
a success of the dramatic side of his
roles. What lessons he had in dramatic
action, if, indeed, he had any at all, were
obtained at the few rehearsals ‘of the
opera jjust preceding the performance.
So much more attention was given to
singing than to' dramatic interpretation
that it was not necessary for the singer to
trouble himself seriously about anything
else. If he sang well the public was quite
satisfied and worried very little about the
subtleties of dramatic interpretation. The
operas were invariably given in Italian so
that the difficulty of singing in foreign
tongues was reduced to a minimum. Con¬
cert singing consisted of a few operatic*
arias in Italian and ballads in our native
tongue. Song recitals were practically
unheard of and no singer was supposed
to be able to sing in four languages as
they now do.
All this has now changed and the strug¬
gle for supremecy in the vocal field is
stronger today than at any time in the
past and more is required of the singer.
This has brought about a change in the
profession of teaching singing. The sing¬
ing master in the past was amply equipped
if he knew the voice, Italian, and the
regular routine of operas that his pupils
were likely to sing. He did not even
need to play the piano, for an accompan¬
ist could always be hired for a small price.
Now his pupils must learn more or less
of four languages and be able to sing
them with passable diction. If they are
to sing in opera they must learn the stage
routine from a teacher of stage work.
This state of affairs has led to the developement of specialists in the vocal field.
Of course it is not to be expected that
one person will be able to teach French,
German, Italian and English with a cor¬
rect accent and, besides, have at his finger
tips a reporter of German Lieder, Mod¬
ern French compositions of the Debussy
school, Italian, French and German
operas, oratorio, etc. The young singer,
therefore, must go, to the different speci¬
alists to acquire special knowledge. In
fact, many teachers associate with them,
the specialist of French diction, stage
work, etci, and are thus able to keep the
pupils under their own eyes, as it were.
The difficulty has been that these speci¬
alists have sometimes stepped out of their
own field and encroached upon that of
the vocal instructor to the sad detriment
of the pupils. Finding it easy to persuade
the young singer to try new ways of sing¬
ing they proceed to give regular sing¬
ing lessons although they never have been
able to sing one decent note themselves.
I have known of a number of ex¬
cellent musicians who have taken up
the teaching of singing without so far

as I know, -ever having taken a summer time to see that his voice was
lesson in singing. Why young singers still perfect. There is an old saying: “One
are so stupid as to trust their voices to must go to Italy to learn to sing the songs
persons who have never studied singing of Germany.” This is another way of
is a mystery that I have never been able saying that one must learn to sing well if
to comprehend. They would never think one would interpret the compositions of
of going to a pianist who could not play the great masters.
There is a distinct field for the special¬
or to a fiddler who had never fiddled, but
ist in these modern times and the young
they cheerfully entrust their voices to a
singer does well to make use of them.
person who cannot and who never has
To study French diction with a teacher
been able to play a single decerft note on
who does nothing else, and to do his stage
his own voice. These wiseacres defend
work with a teacher of dramatic action.
themselves with the argument that al¬ But when these teachers begin to per¬
though they cannot lay an egg they know suade him to let them teach" him how to
a good one when they eat it. If there use his voice it is time for him to back
ever was .any humor in this remark it water. Let him remember that if he
has evaporated long ago.
wishes a long and honorable career as a
singer he must keep his voice in good
form by a good' school of singing. Surely
he is not going to acquire this from a
person who has never had one. It can
only be learned from a master who. has
mastered his own voice although that
may have been entirely insufficient for a
career as a singer.

The Singer’s Bible

Perley Dunn Aldrich.
The younger singer should seek out
a teacher who understands the voice
and then add the services of the teacher
of diction, stage work, etc., keeping in
constant touch with his singing master
to see that his voice is properly produced.
The great Planqon, perhaps the greatest
singer of his epoch, returned for seven
years to my old master, Sbriglia, in the
Mr. Perley Dunn Aldrich, the editor of
the Voice Department of The Etude for
the present month, has had an unusually
broad musical training. He studied first
at the New England Conservatory, where
his teachers were Dr. Louis Maas, Stephen
Emery, George Whiting and W. H. Daniell.
Deciding on a career as a vocalist, how¬
ever, he went abroad, studying with Wil¬
liam Shakespeare and George Henschell in
London, and Trabadello in Paris. Finally,
while in Paris, he became a pupil of
Sbriglia, the celebrated teacher of Jean de
Reszkc and others. His relations with
Sbriglia were extremely close—in fact Mr.
Aldrich actually lived with Sbriglia and
acted as his assistant and accompanist.
Mr. Aldrich has a fine, rich, high baritone
voice and at one time appeared constantly
in concert and oratorio. His devotion to
teaching, however, has led him from the
public platform to his own studio in Phila¬
delphia, where he is extremely successful
as a vocal instructor.—Editor of The

In the mad rush of these later days
for a “big noise” in the world of singers,
wc have passed by Mozart and almost
forgotten his existence. But the serious
vocal teacher and the few remaining
great artists of the old school are' still
preaching—“get back to Mozart.” “Who¬
soever can sing Mozart well is a great
singer.” Mozart is the singer’s Bible.
Even so great an aggregation of artists
as the' Metropolitan finds it difficult to do
a Mozart opera, as they lack the singers
capable of singing the legato school.
Singers are so accustomed to a more de¬
clamatory style that they have never ac¬
quired the finish necessary for the sing¬
ing of Mozart’s beautiful melodies. A
voice that is accustomed to singing with
a high pressure declamatory style, can no
longer command the delicate touch that
is absolutely necessary for the Mozart
style.
Planqon, the great bass, told a pupil' of
mine that he sang an aria from the
Magic Flute every day of his life. A
tenor from the Berlin Opera told me
that when they were trying out a lyric
tenor in the opera houses in Germany,
they always asked for the aria, O Cara
Imagine from the Magic Flute, and Lilli
Lehmann in her wondesful book, My
Pathway Through Life, says: “Mozart’s
genius is healthy, and what he has given
us is untainted. Mozart blesses and
soothes without ignoring sorrow and
tears, which he has portrayed in his
greatness so simply and sublimely. Never
had I forgotten, with all my enthusiasm,
all my love for the great and the new, to
recognize him as the supreme benefactor
of singers and musicians. And this con¬
viction Wagner could not shut dut from
himself,- or why did he, over and over
again, come back in his conversations to
Mozart? He was the guide, whom my
mother had taught me to follow from
childhood, and he led me, also, past other
grdat and strong forces where I would

“Guiding Thoughts for
Singers”
By George Chadwick Stock
“It is Excellent!”
-DAVID BISPHAM
$1.00, POSTAGE PREPAID
A Dollar Bill will come through Safely
ADDRESS
GEORGE CHADWICK STOCK
VOICE STUDIO, Y. M. C. A. BUILDING
NEW HAVEN
::
CONNECTICUT

NEW VOCAL MUSIC “ON SALE”
mlf package's' ofnew mJ°ic ON 1 ALEXdng

they say it is most convenient to have 8 or 10 new
compositions coming along from time to time. We
send piano, vocal, octavo, violin and organ music
in this way; any or all to responsible persons,
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

WALTER L. BOGERT
President National Association Teachers of Singing.
President of N.Y. State Music Teachers'Ass’n, 1913.
Member of Examining Committee.

TEACHER OF SINGING
No. 114 West 72nd St., NEW YORK CITY

E. PRESS0N MILLER
TEACHER OF

SINGING
82G Carnegie Hall

New York City

RIESLING’S TEACHING

PIECES

KIESLING, Composer, 1035 Gates Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

i SHEA- OF PARIS
TO SING
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Author of “Acting in Opera” (Schirmer’s)
545 W. 111th Street, NEW YORK
“ The Physiology of Voice” upon request

D. A. CL1PP1NGER
AUTHOR OF
Systematic Voice Training
And Other Books on the Voice

The Solution of the HEAD VOICE
414-415 KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Hugh A. Clarke. Mus, doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL
In Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition
4618 CHESTER AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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gladly have lingered, Who attracted me
by their power and their expression,
OF INTEREST TO EDUCATORS
teathing me by their very excesses to
BACH ALBUM. For Intermediate Grades.
discover my own soul and life.
But
Compiled, edited and fingered bythey could never estrange me from
Allen Spencer, 50 cents
MR. & MRS. FRANK G. DOSSERT
Mozart, and they should—if my wishes,
Most teachers would use more Bach in the In¬
rooted aa'-'-i-'
deep within
Fdrmerly of ParU-Now in New York
termediate grades if the material were not so scat¬
that aic; iuuicu
>»*“*“* me,
—> are
— ful■ i _!X„1,1 detered. In answer to this longfelt need, Mr. Spencer has
filled—do him service a thousandfold,
Suite 1204-1205 Carnegie Hall
termining me to teach further in his
volume, which just fills the gap between the’elemenResidence Studio
spirit what I have acquired through them.
taty collections and t*e larger works.of Bach. The
I may still set for myself .tasks of the
No. 2 West 88th St.
many have not been given in their entirety- (yet are not
highest sacrifice, which, far removed from
simplified), in order to more particularly fit the grade.
Scholarship created by His Excel¬
egotism and party strife, may be of value
lency Count von Bernstorff, German
CLAlYTON f. SUMMY CO.
to his pure art alone.”
Ambassador.
Publishers
So it really is not sUch a wide stretch
B4 EAST VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO
of the imagination to call Mozart’s arias
“the Singer’s Bible.” For the most part
THE PRETTIEST MEDITATION NUMBER ON THE MARKET hfc arias are written in a most sane man¬
ner for the voice. He supports the voice
REFLECTION (A meditation)
FRANCES msclure
with a natural and normal accompani¬
ment, and the compass is, for the most
part, easy and natural.
Some of his ^
greatest arias contain no extraordinary
notes and, so far as the compass is con¬
cerned, they can be sung by an ordinary
voice. There are occasional parts like
those of. the Queen of the Night in the
Magic Flute, Osmin in The Escape from
the Seraglio, Blonde in the same opera,
etc., which demand an extraordinary
compass. This was occasioned by the fact
that Mozart wrote most of his operas for
a definitely specified set of singers who
Voice Production and Singing in English werp employed by the opera house for
(Oratorio and Concert)
which he wrote, and some of them had
voices of extraordinary compass. The
606 Pierce Building, Copley Square, BOSTON
WITH A
role of The Queen of the Night was first
sung by his sister-in-law, Madam Hofer,
who evidently had an extremely high
voice. So* Mozart had no hesitancy in
writing the followiilg passages for her: .

l ordinary tenor; its compass is”

An Appreciation of Lilli Lehmann

DOSSERT
VOCAL STUDIOS
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A GIFT SUGGESTION

FOR SMALL
This dainty upright is especially de¬
signed for studios, bungalows, apartments,
and wherever space and price count, yet
quality is demanded. Musically it is so
superior that, after examining all the
leading makes, a prominent college bought
27 of these pianos.
Our new catalogue describes this and
other attractive uprights* grands and
players: Write for it.

Gross

Mo -

- gul

are acknowledged leaders in the high-grade
field. Their sterling integrity of construc¬
tion, delightful tone and tasteful designs
have made them the choice of over 400
Educational Institutions and nearly 60,000
American homes.

How to Buy
MuItum-in-Parvo Binding Tape

™ Musical Leader

732 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Puritan
Model

Ivers & Pond
PIANOS

Your Music Is Torn!

If your music dealer does not carry it, send to
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PRICE $30.00
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F. W. WODELL

Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue

Equipped with Universal Motor.
Extremely low clearance gives
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So Mozart has no hesitancy in writing*
passages like the following:

The part of Blonde in the same opera
was written for a high soprano, Therese
Teyber, who had “all the charm and fresh¬
ness of youth.” She must have had a
voice of wide compass, for Mozart wrote
for her the following:

MUSICIANS DOUBLE INCOME
Learn Piano Tuning at the Original School
today for catalogue.
POLK’S PIANO TRADE SCHOOL, Valpara

Arranging and Correction of Mss.
A SPECIALTY

A. W.BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Two Booklet Calendars
Gift calendars for music lovers.
Spaces' fc
Size, 10x5X inches, 24 pages each.
The Music Lovers’ Calendar

W. A. WILDE COMPANY
Rand-McNally Bldg., Chicago 120 Boylsion St., Bostt
when addressing our advertisers.

Nevertheless someone wrote of Madam
Hofer: “A very uhpleasing singer; her
voice is not high enough for the part and
she squeals it, besides which she opens her
mouth with a gape like Stephannie.” (A
well-known tenor.)
The part of Osmin in The Escape from
the Seraglio was written for a bass named
Fischer, of whom Simeone wrote: “He is
an excellent bass singer, his voice has the
depth of a violoncello, and the height of

These, of course, were exceptional cases,
and the ordinary singer should not expect
to sing these notes. As a suggestion for
singers of ordinary compass I have ap¬
pended a list of a few of the simpler of
the Mozart arias for each voice:
Soprano—
Deh vieni non tardar.Figaro
Porgi Armor.Figaro
Voi che sapete.Figaro
Alto—
The Violet, in E flat.(Song)
Tenor—
Cara imagine.Magic Flute
Baritone—
Colomba, Otortorella.Magic Flute
Bass—
Isis and Osiris.Magic Flute
Within This Sacred Dwelling,
Magic Flute

Mozart the Man
“As a man, barring perhaps his im¬
providence,” observes Cuthbert Hadden in
his excellent Master Musicians, “Mozart
was wholly admirable, though with
Schubert he has suffered from the charge
of being dissipated. Considering that in
hts short life he produced the prodigious
total of 749 compositions, ranging from
the very largest to the simplest song
forms, his failings in this direction must
have been very venial. His portraits show
him to have been a handsome man, though
of ’slight build, with an ample forehead
regular features, cleft chin, dreamy eyes
and well-arched brows.
His hair of
which he was rather vain, is of course
powdered and in a tie; and he wears
the high-collared, large-buttoned coat
plain neck-cloth, and wide frilled shirt
of the period. He was always pale and
he had a pleasant though not striking
face. Under excitement his eyes lost their languid look.
“One who was present at the rehearsal
of Figaro wrote: ‘1 shall never forget
Mozarts little countenance when lighted
up with the g owing rays of genius. It
is as impossible to describe as it would
be to Pamt sunbeams.’ In some rem_

in'iscences his widow said that he loved
all the arts and possessed a taste for most
of them. He could draw and v
cellent dancer. His voice was a light
tenor; his speaking tone gentle, unless
when directing music, when he became
loud and energetic—would even stamp
with his feet and might be heard at a
considerable distance. His hands were
very small and delicate.
His favorite
amusements were bowls and billiards.’
To all this the enthusiastic widow added:
"He was an angel, and is one in heaven
now.’
“Mozart was very particular about his
clothes, and wore a good deal of em¬
broidery and jewelry. On the whole he
was perhaps insignificant-looking, but he
did not like to be made aware of the
fact, or to have his small stature com¬
mented on. It should perhaps be stated
that he had a peculiarly-shaped ear
passage, much smaller than usual, which
may or may not have had a bearing on
his musical sensibility. The lobe of the
left ear was thicker than that of the
right, a peculiarity also possessed by
Haydn.”
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Once in a very long time a singer wiil dictum of the Italian masters that the
leave such an impress upon the art of singer should have voice, andthen voice,
singing that her reputation lasts rtiany and then voice. Of course Voice is es¬
years after she has ceased to, charm sential but very often those With the best
the public with her singing. There are voices succeed very little and someone
two kinds of singers that can rise to these with great intelligence and less voice sur¬
heights. Firstly, one with a phenomenal passes them by. perseverance and intelli¬
voice, like Patti, whose voice was of gent effort.
such rare purity and texture that it will
Lehmann’s,book shows iis her life from
linger forever in the memories of those the very beginning, when she had such a
who heard her; and, secondly, a singer weak voice that it was with difficulty that
who is preeminent for her thorough knowl¬ she could get anything to do. For years
edge of the musical art in all its phases she was a colorature soprano, singing the
and who leaves in the public mind a mem¬ very highest roles but never attempting
ory of authority and deep insight into the great roles for which she became
the singer’s art rather from her intelli¬ famous. It was not until she was thirtygence than from mere beauty of voice. five that she began to siiig dramatic roles
Such a singer was Lilli Lehmann. The and by that tirh* her voice had gained
rjusical public is practically unanimous its fullness and power through her judi¬
in declaring her to have been the greatest cious use of it. She was then able to do
dramatic soprano of her time, but how justice to the dramatic roles, not only be¬
little the public knows what she went cause she had developed her voice but
through to arrive at this eminence. How because she had the mature thought to
little the public understands that, usually, apply to the interpretation of the dramatic
great singers arrive at their zenith side. And how site worked! During her
through hard work and determination very first year away from home, at Dan¬
coupled with the knowledge of how to zig, she learned twenty-five roles during
use their resources.to the Utmost. When the winter besides all of her public ap¬
a singer with a good voice has laid a pearances. (I wander* by the Way, if we
firm foundation of a good musical edu- will ever have stock opera companies in
• cation with a good school of singing and America where oUr gifted singers can ac¬
is blessed with good health* perseverance quire stage experience and routine.) She
and hard study will wotk miracles. This gives most interesting accounts of her
was the case with Lehmann. 8he began operatic life at Leipzig, Berlin and Bay¬
with a voice that was decidedly weak but reuth and the young singer can draw
with her understanding of the laws of many a good lesson from her persever¬
singing and the good foundation laid by ance and energy. Many interesting details
her devoted mother she was able to climb are given throughout the book of "her
the ladder of fame rung by rung until relations with well known singers and
she reached the very top. This is all musicians of her time, especially Wagner,
thrilliiigly set forth in her book My Path and the Whole book is written with such
Through Life. I cannot remember ever an earnestness that I cahnot understand
having read a book that gave me so much how anyone can fail to enjoy it. But tlie
pleasure. It seemed such a wonderful greatest lesson by far in the book for the
lesson for all young singers that I have singer is the opportunity of learning that
been passing it around among my pupils the young singer must not yell and
and insisting that they read it. So many screech for the first few years in the vain
youfig singers seem to think that a fine hope to be a dramatic soprano when it is
natural voice is the one requisite of a only time and a good method of singing
great sltiger and they point to the old that will yield the result
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The Mental Attitude of the Singer

HOLIDAY
BOXES

Does the mind affect the singer’s voice?
It certainly does: There can be no doubt
that some singers succeed almost entirely
upon their mental attitude, perhaps one
might call it “nerve.” A pupil ohee re¬
marked to me that his first teacher told
him that however well he sang some one
would rtot like it and no matter how bad¬
ly he sang spmeone would like it “So,”
lie said, “I just go ahead and sing and
I usually hit some one.” I once asked a
pupil if he sang much in the evening
when he Was out in company. “Well,
yes,” he said, “I figure I can stand it if
they caii.” This is rather a niefry way
of putting it perhaps," but it is certainly
true that the singer who is constantly
wondering what Mr. A or Mrs. B down in
the audience is saying about his singing
is very liable to become self-conscious and
Uneasy. The first thing a singer has to
learn is that he must not care a whit
about what people think and say so long
as he makes every effort to do his very
best. I have known people who would
not walk across the street to hear Melba
sing hut I imagine Melba never lost a
moment’s sleep over theif bad taste. Of
course it is pleasanter to have people like
one’s singing and the singer must, like
Lehmann, use every bit of intelligence
and energy she possesses to perfect her¬
self in the vocal art and when she has
done her best she knows that angels could
do no better. Of course I do not mean
that the singer must assume a “don’t
care” attitude on the platform for that

would at once repel the audience. On
the contrary she must do everything she
can by dressing well and assuming the
most gracious attitude on the platform to
assure the public that she is anxious to
please; but she must be so sure of her
attitude towards the very best in the vocal
art that she will not be Upset if someone
prefers another kind of singing.
There are so many trying situations in
the life of a singer that it requires a
steady nerve and a very optimistic nature
to surmount them. I suppose this is why
so many artists have been attracted to
Christian Science, New Thought, etc. It
gives them a strong grasp oh their mental
attitude toward life in all its phases and
on their own success and artistic growth
in particular. Unquestionably this optomistic attitude gives the singer a better
chance with an audience for he walks up¬
on the stage with poise and assurance in¬
stead of apology and uncertainty. The
singer should be complete master of him¬
self and display neither the timidity that
comes of self-conciousness nor the impu¬
dent conceit of a “know it all.” Nor
should he forget that his mastery is
brought about by acquiring a thorough
knowledge of his vocal resources and
having a genuine iove of the best in the
vocal art. He should be constantly on
the alert to beautify his singing in every
possible way and then face both his disap¬
pointments and his Opportunities with a
calm mind. The singer who is thoroughly
soaked‘in optimism is well on the road
to success.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addresslm
our advertisers.
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CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Manual and Pedal Scale Practice in Organ Playing
To the uninitiated the greatest difficulty case of scales capable of being played
in organ playing would probably appear through two octaves on the pedal hoard, it
to be the employment, especially in rapid might be well to take each octave seppassages, of the pedals. But a compara- arately, and then attack the longer form,
tively small amount of pedal practice soon Thus the scale of C might first be studied
convinces the novice tl^t rapid and appar- as shown in Ex. 1, then as in Ex. 2, and
ently complicated movements of the feet lastly as shown in Ex. 3.
,
alone are by no means difficult of attain¬
ment provided such movements be single
Ex. 2.
and not combined with accompanying or
opposing movements of the hands. Di¬
rectly the two are united the troubles of
the tyro commence. He finds himself at
once confronted by two obstacles, first
the natural tendency of the left hand to
follow the feet; and, secondly, by the hab¬
it,—formed perhaps- from years of piano¬
forte practice,—of taking the real bass of
a passage with the left hand. When Jhe
discovers that this part has to be assigned
to the feet, he,feels as though the foun¬
dations of his keyboard technique had
been undermined; and, in his effort to re¬
cover his equilibrium on the manuals, After the major scales have been carefully
lapses into the most elementary and dis- studied according to this formula, and in
tressing inaccuracies on the pedals. In- accordance with the pedaling which would
deed the music appears to him to have be shown in any reliable or recognized
Orlando A. Mansfield.
become temporarily elusive, resembling manual of pedal scales and arpeggios, the
nothing so much as the Irishman’s reputed st“4«at should find himself able to pedal inversions as wellas in their root pi
definition of a circle: a rope without any w‘*-h comparative ease and accuracy the tions, and in the upper and lower as v
bass of any ordinary hyi l tune.
t
. .
- as in two octaves in the case of such
In conjunction with tl
Of course the remedy that at once sug¬
maj°r *ca,es’ Peggios as can be played to the extent
gests.itself for this sad state of affairs is and prior to attacking the minor forms, two complete octaves.
_
,
constant and conscientious practice of the it is most desirable that the arpeggios of meaning clearer we will illustrate
best types of organ music, even if the he major tnads should receive careful whole series of arpeggios of C £ Se ,
latter be of limited difficulty.
_ be studied along position: —
attention. These- should
But progress would be made much more t,le Iines already laid down,—with hands
rapidly and the ultimate goal reached and feet separately at first but afterwards
much earlier were the study of the best in combination.
The arpeggios should
organ music with a really independent aIso be studied in their first and second
pedal part preceded by diligent scale and
Ex.
3.
arpeggio practice for manuals and pedals
in contrary motion, i. e., the hands moving
in contrary motion to the feet.
This
species of technical exercise should first
—
of all be practiced as shown in Ex. 1.
%+TlEx. I.
—m_A
A

--

Here, it will be observed, the hands are
at the distance of an octave apart, pro¬
ceeding in similiar motion with each other
but in contrary motion to the bass. This
method of study not only materially as¬
sists the student in the acquiring of inde¬
pendence of hands and feet, but it ensures
his acquaintance with the correct finger¬
ing of the various scales and arpeggios
Latest Approved Methods. Highest
hest ]
studied, without which fingering certainty
Grade Only.Established
1827 |
_1827
of manual execution in legitimate organ
music
is practically unattainable.
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With the completion of the study of
the manual and pedal major scales and
major triad arpeggios the student may
be considered to have mastered one of the
most important steps in elementary organ
playing. Remembering that these scales
are not for- a day but for all time he will
continue practicing them daily or at every
possible opportunity and committing them
carefully to memory as he proceeds. He
should then advance to the minor scaies
and arpeggios, taking the former in both
harmonic and melodic forms. Here it
should be scarcely necessary to remind
him that the arpeggios of F sharp major
and D sharp minor can only be played
legato by repeated changing of the feet on
the shorter pedal keys. Consequently the
legato employment or introduction of
these arpeggios into carefully written
• organ music is extremely rare and their
practice correspondingly unnecessary.
Upon the completion of the course thus
far sketched the diligent student will be
anxious to carry his technical studies still
further in order to increase the advan¬
tages he has already obtained. In this
case he could gratify his technical ambi¬
tions by adding to the arpeggios already
studied those of the dominant and dimin¬
ished 7ths. He could also master the chro¬
matic scale, and pedal scales in double
octaves. In all these cases the manual
parts, as before, would be in _ contrary
motion to the pedal part but in similiar
motion to each other, each hand being an
octave apart. Still greater freedom and
independence of hands and feet could be
secured by practicing the scales in 3rds
and 6ths, first with the left hand com¬
mencing on the 3rd of the scale, in simi¬
liar motion with the feet, and with the
right and commencing on the key note, in
contrary motion to the left hand and the
feet; as shown in Ex. 7; or, secondly,
with the hands playing the ordinary scale
in 3rds, in contrary motion to the feet,
as shown in Ex. 8.
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Similiarly, scales in 6ths may be practiced
I;v commencing in every case on the 3rd
of the scale in the pedals; and, firstly,
with the left hand on the tonic in simi¬
lar motion with the feet, and with the

Ex. 8.

Austin Organs
Leopold Stokowski writes that
the Portland, Me., organ
“must be the most
wonderful organ in the

right hand also commencing pn
but' in contrary motion to the
secondly, as in the case of the
3rds, the hands may play the
scale in 6ths, both moving in
motion to the feet, i. g..

the tonic
feet; or,
scales in
ordinary
contrary

Ex. 9.
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Indeed the intelligent student can discover
for himself many other ways of combin¬
ing these scale passages as well as many
other methods of practicing them. All
will help him to acquire that independence
of hands and feet which he feds it so im¬
portant to obtain; and without which he
will soon discover that the higher organ
classics are as inaccessible as books
“sealed with seven seals.” Only in all this
technical effort each scale or arpeggio
should, as we have already suggested, be
committed to memory as studied; and
there must be no glancing either at hands
or feet, if possible not even in the most
elementary efforts. For in the realm of
organ playing, as in the kingdom which is
not of this world, “we walk by faith, not
by sight.”

The Prevention of Flattening in Choral Performances
When confronted with a choir addicted
to flattening, or when accompanying
a choral performance in which the danger
of flattening is present or imminent, the
organist or choirmaster can do a great
deal to ward off disaster. The constant
practice of unaccompanied singing under
the direction of a competent choirmaster
is an excellent preventive, but this is a
counsel of perfection, inasmuch as it can
only be put into practice before and not
during a public performance. At the latter
the organist is the only one outside of the
choir itself who can bring relief. This
he can do by a variety of methods but^
especially by avoiding the use of 16ft.
stops on the manuals, and by employing
abundance of bright flute stops, especially
those of 4ft. and 2ft. pitch. Reeds are of
no use to remedy flat singing, and equally
valueless is the indulgence in a long con¬

Gordon Balch Nevin of
Cleveland:
“You have achieved if
not the ultimate in
console design, at least
the very best console
now in use. It is the
greatest advance since
invention of combina¬
tion pistons.”

tinued forte. But an occasional outburst
will often awaken a choir to a sense of
its defects, and for the purpose a sud¬
den sforzaio is preferable to a sustained
fortissimo. The playing of the melody in
octaves, or on a prominent solo stop or
combination, will often help to arrest flat¬
tening in the people’s part, but the most
effective device we know of is to sustain
a holding ndte above the motion of the
other parts, e. g., in Henry Smart’s Lan¬
cashire
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The occasionala employment of a manual
accompaniment without pedals affords re¬
lief and draws the attention of the choir
to deviation from correct pitch, as does
even the sounding of a note or chord
very slightly in advance of the voices. But
all these methods must be done as un¬
obtrusively as possible.
The artistic
organist desires to help, not to hinder his
choir, to hide rather than to disclose their
defects, and to encourage them to per¬
fection rather than to show them how far
they are front that goal. Lastly, the
transposition of a tune or chant into an¬
other key will frequently remove all ten¬
dency to flatten. The new key need not
always be a lower one. fndeed, unless
the music runs too high for the choir
this new key should, more frequently than
not, be a higher ond. The only proviso
is that it shall be a key producing a
brighter effect than the original key. Some
choirs manifest a strange tendency to
flatten when singing certain keys or when
singing certain musical progressions. Here
the watchful choirmaster will be on the
alert, and by careful training so as to

stepped on to the pedal-hoard, whereupon
the vast dome commenced to reverberate
with tbunderings which well-nigh terrified
the attentive members of the congrega¬
tion and decidedly startled the somnolent.
This in itself would not have been so had
had r.ot poor Goss, who was always of a
nervous and retiring disposition, com¬
pletely lost his presence of mind. At first
he seemed uncertain whether to advance or
retreat, but finally he did the worst possi¬
ble thing under the circumstances by tip¬
toeing over the whole breadth of the ped¬
al-board. When he had safely landed on
Stainer’s side the story goes (on Stainer’s
authority) that “he sat down in a nervous
perspiration and mopped his face while
the dome was still echoing with the deep
rolling sounds of his unpremeditated fan¬
tasia.” Organists who accidentally sound
a pedal note during service, drop hymnals
on the keys, or perform any other unto¬
ward tricks through nervousness should
take courage from this story. It will at
any rate afford them the consolation of
knowing that they are in most excellent
company.

Style in Organ Playing
By Roland Diggle
„
Ll,c exaggerated us
of tempo rubato.” While this is a mat
ter of individuality, great care shouli
be taken to see that it is not overdone
In this day and age, when the organis
is usually in full view of his audience, ;
calm and dignified demeanor is essential
all unnecessary movements not only g<
to spoil the mood of the audience, but ii
a number of cases ruin what would other
wise be a splendid recital.
In conclusion it is as well to keep th,
following axioms in mind:
Don’t make too many Full Organ cli
maxes ; they spoil one another.
Don’t use your Tremulant every tim<
you play softly; it gets monotonous
Don’t forget that rhythm has to be in
demmfied for the use of rubato
Don’t forget that the music’s the thing
not the variety of effects you get out of
the organ.
Don’t forget that it requires as much
trouble to play the Air from the Suite
m D as the Passacaglia in C minor, and
that each is as perfect a work of art as
the other.
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Publications
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Any of our works sent on inspection to teachers
upon request, at ^our usual large ^eoleaiiona
PIANO SOLO
Title
Composer Grade Pries
Carlotta..0. A. Quiros
Scotland.P. Lawson
Italy .P. Lawson 2
.25
Bavaria .P. Lawson 2
Ireland .P. Lawson 2
May Flower Waltz, Op.
319, No. 1..C. W, Kern 2
.25
Drifting and Dreamin" n319, No. 2. .0. W.
13329 Playful Waves, Op.
No. 3.C. W. Kern 2%
13191 In the Moonlight.A. Franz 3
13200 Woodland Blossoms,
H. Weyts 8
13202 Fragrant Flowers.H. Weyts 3
13204 The Ghost in the Chimney.
Op. 81, No. lO.Th. Kullak 8
13224 Why?.E. Krohn 3
13270 Dance of the Gnomes,
W. W. Smith 8
13310 Devotion, Op. 85,
A. L. Norris 3
13333 The Little Rope Dancer, Op.
81, No. 12. . .Th. Kullak 8
12618 Cradle Song,
W. H. Neidlinger 8%
13277 Gavotte a l'antique,
J. R. Gillette 3%
13282 Yvonne...E. H. Kittredge 3%
13326 Dream of the Shepherdess,
Op. 45 .A. Labitzky 3% .35
13354 The Nightingale in the
Garden, Op. 81, No. 8.
Th. Kullak 8%
13234 Theme with Variations in 0,
J. Haydn 4
13272 Lovely May.. .F. L. Hatch 4
13287 Exaltation.R. Ferber 4
13293 Narche Religieuse.
J. R. Gillette 4
3301 Funeral March_H. Weil 4
3319 Sighing Wlnds.C. M. Arthur 4
3281 The Pilgrims. A. A. Mumma 5
.3283 Valse de Concert.. I. Berge 5
PIANO, FOUR HANDS
13312 Jolly Darkies..K. Beehter 2
13311 Minuet from Op. 31, No. 3,
L. van Beethoven 4
VIOLIN AND PIANO
13334 Shepherd Girl’s Sunday,
Ole Bull 8
PIPE ORCAN
12736 Heimweh....H. R. Shelley 8
OCTAVO CHORUSES FOR MIXED
VOICES, SACRED
10630 Hark, Hark, My Sonl!
No.
13225
13256
13257
13258
13259
13327

10634 Judge Me.'0GidNe:dUneer 3
10691 Ten Thousand' Times''’Ifen 3
10751 Th?DTiSpa|a|d|£; 3

If I were asked what are the most im¬
portant requisites of good organ playing
I should say, clearness of style, precision
of touch and rhythmical feeling A good
organist will aim at absolute precision of
touch, both in attack and in release; the
SCHOMACKER PIANO CO. lighter the touch the more careful he
1020 S. 21st St., Philadelphia, Pa. must be. On no account should organ
touches be made lighter than those of the
piano.
At the same time clearness of style
will count for little if a strong feeling of
rhythm is not maintained. While it is
not
possible to make an accent by in¬
FOR THAT BOY OF YOURS!
creasing the pressure on the key it must
not be supposed that rhythmic feeling is
impossible on the organ.
One of the causes of so much out up
rhythm is stop changes. Such a change
must be effected with as little detriment
as possible to the music in every way,
care being taken that the change occurs
at exactly the right place, and if it can¬
not be made without interfering with the
rhythm, far better not make the change
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.
until later, when it can be done without
710 Main Street
Smethport, Pa. spoiling the flow of the music.
Fleas* mention THE ETUDE when addressing
onr advertisers.

A Merry Christmas

secure the familiarity which breeds con¬
tempt of difficulty in the latter case, and
by transposing into a key more suited to
the idiosyncrasies of his singers in the
former case, he will do much towards
avoiding disaster. We once had to do
with a choir who invariably flattened
when singing the well-known chant of Elvey in the orthodox key of D, but when
the same chant was .transposed into Elflat all flattening vanished as if by magic.
Unfortunately there is no accounting fdr
these things in some cases, but the organ¬
ist and choirmaster who knows his choir
and is known of them will lead them on
to musical victory where a stranger would
invite disaster and incur defeat. Perhaps
there is no department of choir training
and organ accompaniment in which the
resources of the choirmaster and organist
are so severely taxed *as in the mainten¬
ance of pitch. To be forewarned is to.be
forearmed. The true leader is he who real¬
izes where the greatest danger lies, and
because of that realization is “never want¬
ing there.”

A Story of Sir John Goss
Concerning the choirs and organ lofts
of the English cathedrals many good stor¬
ies are told. Of these some are un¬
doubtedly authentic, while others are men¬
dacious or, to say the least, misleading.
Here is one of the genuine order, re¬
lated by the late Sir John Stainer, who
succeeded Sir John Goss as organist of
St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, in 1872.
About 18SS or 1856 the Cathedral organ
was so located on the choir screen that
there was a space on each side of the con¬
sole with a curtained seat to which visitors
were sometimes invited. One Sunday af¬
ternoon Stainer, whose chorister days
were then drawing to a close, was occupy¬
ing one of the seats, and was asked by
Goss to cross to the other side in order to
make way for two ladies who had been
brought in by Arthur Sullivan, then a
chorister at the Chapel Royal. Stainer
adopted the only safe way of crossing
over when the pedal stops were drawn,
—wriggling along the organ stool. But
during the sermon Goss, who had then
taken a seat opposite to Stainer, wished to
speak to the latter; and, forgetting that
any stops were drawn, absent-mindedly
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10752 Magnificat and Nun^DlmiL
tis Eb.J. R. Gillette
s Deum Laudamus Eb,
10755 Grieve Not' th” Holy0 Spirit
of God.J. Stainer
10760 £ )d Shall Wipe Away All
Tears.j t Field
10761 Holy Art Thou.G.F. Handel
10742 Bread of the World,

3
8
3
3
3
8

10743 lift Up Your Heads,Pea8e 3
0715 Break, Ugh?^2'“' 8
0753 Hoi Every One WThat 4
„„„„ . Thirsteth...G. O. Martin 4
0763 And the Glory of the Lord,
G. F. Handel 4
OCTAVO CHORUSES FOR MIXED
VOICES, SECULAR
10749 I Saw Two Clouds at
invvn v ?*0r2ing. J w- Lerm*n 8
.1
10770 Fairy Song..A. Zimmerman 4
.(
OCTAVO CHORUSES FOR MEN’S
VOICES
10635 The Indian Serenade,
H- Neidlinger 3
.1
10637 Sweet Miss Mary,
W. H. Neidlinger 4
.1
OCTAVO CHORUSES FOR WOMEN’S
VOICES
10744 The Queen of My Heart
-0745 Strong0 fs^Mighty8^Waters 3

J'

10750 The Fairies'(Two
3
J. W. Lerman S

‘1‘
.1!

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

Charles Auguste de Beriot, Founder of the Modem
Franco-Belgian School
jys:
Arthur Hartmann says:
Few lives of great violinists furnish a
more nobie example to the violinist and
violin student than that of Charles
Auguste de Beriot. C^eat as a solo
violinist, as a composer of violin music
and as a teacher of the violin, De Beriot
won the glory of having given the keenest
pleasure to millions of his fellow-men by
his playing and compositions during his
lifetime, and of knowing that his compo¬
sitions, after his death, would give pleasure
to uncounted millions more. The life of
De Beriot should be studied by every seri¬
ous student of the violin, for no finer
model could be found in all the history of
the violin art, nor one more worthy of
emulation.
Charles Auguste de Beriot was born in
1802, of a noble Belgian family, at Lou¬
vain, the Belgian city which was all but
destroyed in the present European war.
Financial reverses overtook his family,
and he was left an orphan, practically
without fortune, at an early age. His
fine musical gifts had been noticed by a
local violin teacher named Tiby, who in¬
structed him and also became his guardian
after the death of his parents. Like prac¬
tically all great violinists De Beriot was
a “wonder child,” for we find him per¬
forming a concerto by Viotti, in public,
at the age of nine, with great success.
About this time he also had lessons from
Roberrechts, a noted pupil of Viotti.
De Beriot was naturally a youth of fine
moral character and poetical nature.
During his boyhood days "he had the good
fortune to attract the attention of a phil¬
osopher and scholar, named Jacotot, who
imbued him with principles of persever¬
ance and self-reliance, and gave him the
best possible advice in forming correct
habits of life and in the development of
his career. Two of the mottoes which
this philosopher never tired of instilling
into the mind of his young disciple were
that, “perseverance triumphs over all ob¬
stacles," and that, “we are not willing to
do all that we are able to do.” De Beriot
always ascribed the great success of his
career to the mental and moral training
which he received from this noble friend.
It is a striking fact in the lives of great
men in any calling that they have usually
enjoyed in early life the companionship
of great men in their particular profes¬
sion. A great scholar has said: “It is a
supreme privilege to the young to enjoy
association with a leader in his profes¬
sion.” De Beriot early enjoyed such
privileges, for we find him in Paris, at
the age of nineteen, enjoying the friend¬
ship and advice of Viotti and Baillot, two
of the most eminent violinists of their
day. . When De Beriot first played for
Viotti, the latter recognized tendencies
toward a new style in De Beriot’s play¬
ing, and said to him;
* Vou have a fine and original style.
Give yourself up to the business-of perfecting it. Hear all violinists of talent;
profit by everything, but imitate nothing.”
De Beriot studied hard in Paris, being
a
loj a few months under Baillot,
at the Paris Conservatoire, but later prac¬

ticing without a teacher. He soon began
to appear in public, where his original
talent was at once recognized. He had
especial success with his own violin com¬
positions, which were greatly admired for
their freshness and beauty. From this
time on, De Beriot gradually grew into a
great European reputation, with its ac¬
companiment of fame and fortune. His
London debut before the Philharmonic
Society in 1826, fiVe years before the first
English appearance of Paganjni, at once
established his reputation in Great Brit¬
ain, and he made frequent concert tours
in the British Isles from that time on.
De Beriot was also a great favorite in
Belgium, Germany, Italy and other Euro¬
pean countries, and his compositions for
violin soon came into vogue all over the
world.
During his lifetime De Beriot held
many positions of distinction. He was at
one time solo violinist to the King of the
Netherlands, and filled the post of pro¬
fessor of violin, playing at the Brussels
Conservatoire from 1843 to 1852, when
failing eyesight caused his retirement.
De Beriot was remarkably successful as
a teacher, and formed many fine pupils,
of whom the most famous was Vieuxtemps.
De Beriot’s Romance
A romantic page of the violinist’s life
was his deep attachment for Mme. Malibran, the great prima donna, with whom
he had appeared in concert in Italy. De
Beriot had fancied himself in love with
Sontag, another great prima donna, who
had rejected him, causing him deep de¬
spondency. This despondency, soon van¬
ished under the charms of Malibran, and
they were married in 1835, after Malibran
has succeeded in getting a divorce from
her first husband, who was a FrenchAmerican merchant. A few months of
ideal happiness followed, when Mme. De
Beriot was killed by a fall from her horse.
The violinist was frantic with grief, and
it was some years before he felt equal to
starting on another concert tour. His
second marriage to Mile. Huber, of
Vienna, occurred in 1841. De Beriot’s
death took place at his birthplace, Lou¬
vain, in 1870.
De Beriot’s violin playing was a mirror
of his charming personality. He was
known as the “exquisite” violinist, for
his playing was notable for its absolutely
perfect intonation, splendid command of
all bowing effects, and by its extreme
neatness, piquancy and grace. He was
fond of brilliant effects, left-hand pizzicati, harmonics, double stops, arpeggi, bi¬
zarre bowing effects, etc., a great many of
which he introduced into his compositions.
This was no doubt caused by the influ¬
ence of Paganini who was at that time
the reigning violinistic sensation in
Europe.
De Beriot enjoys the distinction of
having been the founder of the modern
Franco-Belgian schpol of violin playing,
as distinguished from the classical Baris
school, represented by Viotti, Kreutzer,
Rode and Baillot.

His compositions, while possessing no
great depth, are notable for their charm¬
ing, easy-flowing melodies, in which we
can trace the influence of the Italian
o^era, and for their thoroughly violinis¬
tic qualities. As musicians say, the tech¬
nical passages of his compositions “lay
well,” and show the capabilities of the
violin as a musical instrument in the
best possible manner.
None of De
Beriot’s compositions are at present used
for public performance by violinists of
the very first rank, but professionals of.
somewhat lower rank frequently use
them, and they still have a tremendous
vogue among students and amateurs. Few
violin Solo compositions have been more
extensively heard, or have become more
popular with the public than De Beriot’s
Scene de Ballet, a remarkably effective
composition for mixed audiences. Of his
nine concerti, the seventh is probably the
best musically, and the one most fre¬
quently heard. He wrote eleven airs
varies, of which the sixth is the best and
the one most used. His Violin School
contains much attractive material, but is
little used at the present day by the most
modern teachers. De Beriot also wrote
a number of studies, duets and trios, and
a number of effective miscellaneous com¬
positions, such as the “Tremolo on a
theme by Beethoven,” Reveuse, Op. 118, a
rondo, a Fantaisie Lyrique, Valse de Con¬
cert, Andante Caprice, Les Echos, Souve¬
nir de Weber, Twelve Italian Melodies
and others.
The compositions of De Beriot are ad¬
mirably adapted for teaching, purposes,
both technically and musically, and the
wise violin teacher uses a considerable
number of them.

Establishing Symphony
Orchestras
Steady work for the high-class violinist,
in the United States, is growing all the
time. This comes largely from the estab¬
lishing on a firm basis of the symphony
orchestras in our large cities. It is not
so long ago that there was only one
adequately endowed symphony orchestra
in the United States, the orchestra in Bos¬
ton. At the present time there is quite
a number, and the number is increasing
all the time. The latest to be placed on
a firm basis is that of Cincinnati, where
Miss Cora Dow, a retail druggist, has
just died, leaving an endowment for the
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra of $700,000, Miss Dow was a comparatively
young woman, who had become a million¬
aire, through the operation of a chain of
retail drug stores in Cincinnati. This
large sum places the Cincinnati organiza¬
tion on a firm basis, and makes possible
the engagement of the most eminent solo¬
ists, the highest type of orchestra musi¬
cians, and furnishes funds for many
plans for the betterment of the orchestra.
The time is not far distant when even
the smaller cities of the United States will
have their, symphony orchestras, which
will result in an enormous impetus to the
cause of music generally.

New York, February
Febrm 10th, 1915.
-YourWilliams’Patent Chin
.
id finest

lid, for from the soft rubber to the litt
under the Chin Rest (which as a
quence lift it from off the body.of the instru¬
ment) you have accomplished a harmonious
working together which abolishes all tight¬
ness, thereby materially aiding thefree vibra¬
tion of tone.
With it all, the Violin is securely held and
reach its downfall.
(Signed) Arthur Hartmann.
WILLIAMS’ PATENT

SOFT RUBBER
CHIN

No More
Sore Chins
indorsed by doctors. Don’t take chances .
ikin. Send for tins wonderful test today.
Ask uour dealer if he has it. If not write a:
$1.25 postpaid
Dealers write for our offer
The R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Limited
145 Yonge Street,
Toronto, Car

Ovide Musing VirtSf vioS?001
31 ence' Chaperonage
Open throughout the year. Singing with Mme.
Ovide Musin.^ Piano, Harmony and French, with
Special Correspondence Course
Write for catalogue.
REGISTRAR, 51 W.76th Street, New York City
Fleas* mention THE ETUDE when addressing
onr advertii*™
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By the time the present issue of The
Etude is in the hands of its readers the
country will be in the throes of holiday
shopping, and the great problem in every
household will be what to get for relatives and friends. For the violinist or
:hoice of approA violin,
violin a
a bow
priate gifts is available. A
bow,
a c?se or a complete outfit would9 form a9

REALOLDVIOLINS

in an excellent state of preservation,
fine varnish, and
WITH SUPERB TONE QUALITIES

Gemiinder Collection

Illustrated and ^scnptive^Catalogue 3(E)

ANY VIOLINIST who desires to purchase
obtain from one to“izo°d viol'nsTor'two weeW
trial and then become thoroughly satisfied.
AUGUST GEMUNDER S 50NS

I LEABARJAW MAUBFltTl’IlUm tl

NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

PIANO TUNING
D. O. BETZ, Director

Faust School of Tuning
The standard school of America.
Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe and Reed
Organ Courses. Year book free.
,
OLIVER C. FAUST, Principal.
7-29 Gamsboro St.,
Boston, Mass.

OUR “SPECIAL”

10 Tested Lengths, OC.r
25*ffi2
Silk Violin E, for***)'*
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue

MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO
60 Lagrange St., Boston, Mass.

I

most acceptable and useful gift. Violins
can be had for almost any price, from the
$5 factory fiddle, to the genuine Stradivarius or Guarnerius, at $10,000. A good,
genuine old violin, by a*maker of less
note than the great Italian masters, can
often be obtained for from $100 to $300.
Thesft violins are usually German, French
or . Italian copies of genuine Cremona
violins, and often have surprisingly good
tone qualities when selected by a good
judge of violins: The beauty of buying
" „„ ,
... ,
,
8
a good old violin from a rehaole dealer is
tha it can always be traded in if the.
customer prefers at any tune, for another violin, of different tope quality, or
higher price, the customer paying the
V*°^nS’
tbey a^e reaby
’ ?
, a >Permai’ent value like
chamonds, and are bought, sold, traded
and exchanged m the same manner. It
will be readily seen that new violins do
not possess this element of value. People
buying violins for their children to start
on usually make the mistake of getting
instruments which are crude and cheap,
They ought to recognize the fact that it
is impossible for the young violin student
to enjoy practice on a violin with a horribly harsh, rough tone. It is almost the
universal custom for people to buy highgrade pianos and low-grade violins when
it comes to buying instruments for their
children to start on. It would be better
to buy both instruments of good quality,
but if a cheaper grade must be bought, in
either case it should not be the violin
since the piano will deteriorate within a
very few years, while the violin will imvears oor
prove with good usage for 200 years

This is just about as sensible as it would
be to buy a magnificent carriage and a
couple of broken-down, spavined old
horses to draw it.
Cases
A good case makes an exceptionally
acceptable
gift- for
the violinist. Cases
—- <=-•
•
'i-c~«Tr>tcan be bought for anv
any nrice.
price, from
from one
one
dollar UP> but 14 certainly pays to uy a
Sood one, for the sake of the preserva4ion°f the violin> lf, for no othe/ reason'
In Eur°Pe 14 was 4he custom for ,many
ye*s 40 ,use beavy violin cases, substan4‘ally made of mahogany or rosewood, so
stronS 4hat a flat iron could b,e dropped
on 4he case without injury. These cases
are heavy clumsy and awkward to carry,
bu‘ have this advantage, that the violin
,wh‘ch 18 kept .‘V**
7
t0 harm’ aS ™gh4 be
case lfa .llght^
case was used. The American trade will
have none of these h
cases, as the
lighter cases of leather and
ier mach6
are preferred in this country, and, mn fact,
have been winning theic way ini Europe
;n the last few years.
The water-proof element should be
carefully looked after by the purchaser,
and no case should be bought which does
not possess a steel valance to protect the
violin against dust and rain. A fairly
satisfactory case of leather, lined with
velvet, can be bought at retail for from
$5 up. Cases de luxe, of alligator or
cowhide leather lined with plush, with
silver or gold-plated trimmings, can be
obtained at from $20 to $25 at retail, or
even more, if especially elaborate. Various novelties, such as pigskin and walrusSrairled leather. aree often used in making
Professional tiIo,,.*
players frequently
casescarry. cases made for two violins, with
places for four bows. Such cases can
be bought for from $6 to $20, according
o• quality,. and are
useful for
. , especially
, “ teadlers and for Professionals, who
£”7
<3 the-v wou,d
Jf £*folin
aCC'dent
Tt,!__e breaking of a string.
There are many occasions where another
violin in good order and strung up to
pitch would prove a godsend if one
should suffer an accident or a string
sbou!d break- A leather case opening
the end, for a single violin, is popular
nonn!
with many professionals.

The Bow
A
a good violin bow is a great help in
producing a good tone. Silver-mounted
Pernambucco bows can be procured at
from $5 up to $200 or more (the latter
in the case of genuine. Tourte bows). A
good bow of Pernambucco wood, of suffiIf a smaller
desired.
ciently good quality for the student, can ,11
smalIer gift
Sm should be desired,
be produced for $15 to $20, and it is u6 are.™al?y 4o choose from. A carved
money well spent to buy a bow of this eb°ny -tal\ p.iece or cbin rest would be
quality. Bows do not deteriorate if the appreciat.ed by- any violinist. However,
hair is loosened after playing and they
carving should be neat, and not too

Special Notices
CAXFS— Prr.frsBlor.al Want Nntlroo _

J. FRANK FHVSIXGER—Music Mss
corrected. University School of Music i
coin. Neb.__ ’ Li"'
WANTED. Used Claviers. In good~^T
ditlon. Address, Robt. A. Morrow lfisw
Oatg St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
0
^^
Mus, Bac., Lansdowne, Pa,
OCCULT INTERPRETATION of iwT
Lessons by correspondence. A. T. Ha vs i k‘„
Franklin St., Denver. Colo.
yS' 165b
$325. 12 ’Bard A ve., Mi 1 bourne. Pa.116’ Pri“
MUSIC WRITTEN to words. Manuscrito
corrected. Correspondence lessons In har
™iny'N yr' AIfre“ Wooler> composer, But

Richmond,

S. I„ N. Y. City.

TEACHER, ACCOMPANIST, Conserva¬
tory training, would teach piano ahd harmony In music school or locate In Middle
West. Address, Miss E. M„ care The BtcmI
FOR SALE—Account health must immedT
ately relinquish established piano and v,,i™
class averaging over thirty pupils. Southern

by correspondence in preparation for all exanimations. Editing and arranging. Dr
Howard Middleton, M.A., Mus. DocT, Director:
Jinothcr indication of the general betterment
of Trade conditions, Kranich & Bach reDort
a record-breaking sale of grands. From Mon¬
day, Oct. 4th to Friday, Oct. 8th, this wellknown firm received more orders for grand
pianos than in any other week in the hislorv
of their organization. The total does net
include either player-grand sales or local re^“:abU?ineSl' also most Sratifying. The In¬
dividual orders were mostly of one or two
instruments from Kranich' & Bach dealers
located in many different sections of the
country, and were not large orders from a
fP"
While some of it Is undoubtedly
the result of better trade conditions, it is
traceable Kranich & Bach believe, to the
widespread interest created by their recent
announcement 0f an Improv-ed “Style A
Grand, with new scale and plate, that have
even further enriched tile power and brilli¬
ancy of the beautiful Kranich & Bach tone

f

FINE OLD VIOLINS
On Easy Payments
^30 Days Free Trial

VIOLIN INSTRUCTION

LEOPOLD AUER
(Teacher of Elman, Zimbalist, Parlow, Eddy Brown)

Sole authorized exponent
VICTOR KUZDO, 560 Went End Ave , New York City
Once a week in Philadelphia

standard value, as is the case with nld f , 1 a
, ° gauge, a mute, a tuning
violins or dia^nds and other meciot!
fg
a
or soundslones. Dealers will buy, sell or exchange Sitiff S ^ f”S7,er ,Very WeI1 for a
them, just as picture" dealers do whh ^ viotSnVela"" ^ ‘°
°VCr
knLtWvtlini°s!saS

RARE OLD VIOLIN
FOR SALE
ustody of aTrust Company in Detroit. ‘Furtherparicuiars and photograph of the instrument on aDDlics
ion to Octavia Foals, 2302 W. Fort St., Detroit; Mich.

ltrhethi0lih-

selTT f^Is much ^ ^ tr ^

z
swt*

Th-blag„SSb;

The Business Manual
for Music Teachers

^

o,t'h

By G. C. BENDER

a:

Price, $1.00

by Tourte and other great bow makers wdl-ntsde liolin bSket
have probably increased as much.
„„
.

“

From the above it will be seen that vnricfv^f 7l°mCS t0 ■I"US.!c’ an irnrnettse
about all the possessor of a famous violin book of studL^a^ography3”3?A

• Please mention

crease rather
proper care is
pie make the
pensive violin

than decrease in value, if
taken of them. Many peomistake of buying an exand a cheap inferior bow.
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Hofn composkions l ^ * f°,i0 °f
book of sonatas for vJr°
^°nferto- a
a single
n
l
" a"d P’ano' or
woukTmake a pleas^gTemembrale!116"1

to collect old

''«Ronoencc, recitals, etc; now

if profitably and actajTC*y,<:mm-rkcted.^Onc
to pay for it a’hundredfold'.1"*' y°Ur >DC°me e”°U8h

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

O bring out a “clear tone. The fault
ne either with the violin or with you.
m either case the bad tone might be caused by
=n many different things, that it would be
• ,,ite impossible for me to tell you the source
trouble without examining the violin,- or
without bearing you play Your best course
would be to consult a good teacher who could
tell you where the trouble lies.
\ B.—A genuine Maggini violin Is worth
from $2,000 to $4,000, according to quality
and state of preservation. The fact that
your violin was recently re-varnished would
detract very much from its value—hundreds
uf dollars In fact. Connoiseurs in genuine old
art violins insist on having specimens with
the original varnish. The measurements you
send me are of no use in helping to form au
opinion as to whether the instrument is genu¬
ine or not, since any maker of imitation vio¬
lins can duplicate the measurements of an
original specimen.
E. C. V—The effect on the tone of a violin,
when a rubber band is used to keep the
shoulder cushion in place, would be so slight
ns to be negligible. This device is much used
>y women violin players, who cannot put the
cushion under the ci
IC.—In addition to the works you say you
have studied, you might get the Fiorillo
Caprices, the Wieniawski Etudes-Caprices
Op. 18, the Paganini Caprices, and the Bach
Sonatas for violin alone. For technic you
might get Schradieck’s Scale Studies, and
Sevcik’s School of Technic, Op. 1, Parts 3
and 4. You should also study the standard
violin concertos, such as those bv Beethoven,
Mozart, Mendelssohn, Brahms, Bruch, Sainthaens, and others.
W. W. McC.—The following works'would
be of great interest and value to you In your
work as violin maker and repairer:
The
Violin and Bow to Make it, by Honevman ;
Adjusting and Repairing Violins. Cello's, etc.,
by Broadley: Art of Fiddle Making, Broadhouse ; Measurements of the Strndirarius
Violin, by Aug. Riecbers; History and Conrriolin, by Foucher ; How to
".'
Jo Repair Vin.
. ....~.nent8, by Al¬
fred F. Common; Repairing and Restoration
Mas. H. A. C.—The translation of the label
in your three-quarter size violin, when
■ translated, would read, “From C. Pfretzschner’s Musical Instrument Store in
Neukirchen." The label is of no importance.
It simply gives the dealer’s name, and no
clue as to the maker’s name. However, the
vioim may be a good one. Very few of the
great makers made many three-quarter size
violins.
J. R.—I have known good solo violinists
to use a steel E string on rare occasions,
wlien the atmosphere was extremely warm
and damp, and a gut or silk string would
likely break or could not be made to stay
in tune on account of atmospheric conditions
and perspiration. Sometimes the performer
must play in the open air, or near the ocean,
or lakes during summer engagements. On
oecasmns like this during certain conditions
of the weather, the air will be so charged
with moisture that it is next to Impossible
to get gut and silk strings to stand. On
such occasions violinists are sometimes com¬
pelled to use steel strings. Traveling orches¬
tra leaders with theatrical combinations, who
use the violin in conducting the orchestra,
frequently use steel E strings altogether,
owing to the extreme inconvenience of having
a string break at an inopportune moment.
The vast majority of good violinists, both
soloists and orchestra players will use noth¬
ing but the best Italian gut E strings, since
these give the best, truest and most sympa¬
thetic tone, and make the violin sound at
its best. There is some little danger also
or the wire E strings breaking, and injuring
the players eyes. Sevcik, the famous violin
teacher, had one of his eyes put out by the
breaking of a wire E string. I would advise
lastUSe °t Wite s4rIngs only as an extreme
Sr. U. r. H.—In orchestral playing, when
a violinist has a long interval when he is not
playing, on account of rests in his part, he
would naturally take down his violin and hold
jt under his right arm until it came time to
begin again. If he was obliged to remain on
the stage, during a number in which he had
no part to play, he would either hold his
violin as above, or place It on the ledge of the
“usic rack. Many violinists also hang their
vtolms by the scroll from the ledge of the
tack during numbers on a program in
which there is nothing for the violin to do.
where such numbers are very long the orches¬
tra frequently leaves the stage.
—Your question is too indefinite. Please
send the passage, written on a piece of music
Paper, and I will explain it.
Mrs. F. R.— in such a great country as the
Si n3 States there is such a large number of
!*coe'’ent viulln teachers, representing the diferent schools of violin playing, that it would be
ao MSSl?Ie 4o sinS'c out any one special teacher
„ tee best. Besides, such a course would be
® .“aaifest injustice to our advertisers and
7nllcr7er3- Then< besides, in dll art matters,
uce there are so many conflicting opinions
3oPP0sing tastes, it necessarily follows that
tki„i.glr,eat artist has his own followers, who
“ink his methods and ideals the best.

„ k- E. S.—I doubt If you can get a really
good genuine old violin by a maker of any
d.7?uf0r m low as ^75> from a regular violin
dealei. there are occasional chances, however, to pick up such Instruments at compara¬
tively low prices from private parties who are
forced to part with them. The difficulty in
such cases is, that If you are not an expert
judge of violins, you might get a very inferior
instrument. Then again, you might have to
wait a long time before an opportunity to buy
a good old violin at a sacrifice presented itself.
In view of these facts it might be better for
you to purchase a new violin from a reputable
dealer, instead of trying to make a ‘•find” of a
valuable old violin at a third or a fourth of
its value from a private party.
I cannot pass on the merits of the violins
you mention, for The Etude, in justice to its
advertisers and subscribers, does not care to
recommend special makes of violins by modern
makers.
U. B.—If you have studied the works you
name thoroughly, and have also reviewed them
under a good teacher, you are already far
advanced. You should also study the Bach
bonatas for violin alone, the Etudes Caprices
by Wieniawski, •School of Technic by Sevcik,
Parts 3 and 4; Exercises in Thirds by Wilhelmj; Twelve Caprices by Rovelli; Artist
Studies, Op. 36, by Mazas; Twenty-four
Studies (Matinees) by Gavinigs; Six Concert
Studies, Op. 16, by Vieuxtemps; L’Ecole Moderne. Op. 10, by Wieniawski; Twenty-four
Caprices, by Paganini. At this stage you
ought to devote much of your time to studying
the standard violin concertos and miscellane¬
ous compositions for the violin. If you have
not perfected the Kreutzer, Fiorillo and Rode
studies, it would be best to review and re^
- played with a detached
stroke, the next two slurred, etc. In. such
passages the detached notes are played stac¬
cato, i. e„ very short, as if they had rests
between them. A good way to learn this de¬
tached stroke is to play scales in the following
manner slowly, afterwards increasing tho
tempo:

Harpistes- are in constant demand. Every Church
Service is rendered more beautiful and impressive by
the addition of Harp music.
It is hardly necessary to add that the Harp is a
necessity in every Orchestra.
The Lyon & Healy
Harp is used in the important orchestras of the world.
Lyon & Healy Harps, double action, are priced
from 3400 up.
Send for four brochures giving full information.

At first practice with the upper third or upper
halt of the bow, with a quick motion so as to
make the tone very short. Do not raise the
bow from the string. During the rest the bow
21-25 E. ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO
remains motionless on the string. Be sure not
to let the tone carry over into the rests. After
the short, sharp stroke of the bow it rests on
the string until it is time for Ibe next stroke.
2. The difference between the detached stroke
and what is technically known as the “stac¬
cato how” is that in the former one note is
played to each stroke, and in the staccato bow
several notes are played with the same stroke.
3. The Etude recently contained a lengthy
article on the “staccato bow,” giving the most
complete explanations of its nature and how
to acquire it. 4. I fear that it is quite impos¬
sible for you to acquire these various bowings
without the aid of a teacher, or at least withSr. A. M.—Berceuse is a French word signi¬
fying a cradle song or lullaby, from “berceau”
(a cradle). There are many beautiful works
of this tvpe written for the violin. They are
often played with the mute, and make very
effective compositions, especially for encore.
Well known works in this form are the Ber¬
ceuse from “Jocelyn.” l>y tlodard, Berceuse by
Hauser, Berceuse in G by Reuard, Berceuse,
Op. 20 No. 8 bv Cui, and also Op. 50 No. 5
by the same composer. Berceuse by A. Simon,
Berceuse by A. Tschetsehulin, Berceuse by G.
Pierne, and many others.
H. T.—It is a sign of very deficient talent
if your pupil is unable to hum or sing a simple
melody, or is unable to hum a tone at the
correct pitch after it is struck on the piano.
A good musical ear is an absolute necessity
Gives Violin a deep, soft tone; will fit any instru¬
for the study of the violin. It is possible for
a pupil of very poor talent to make some little
ment, easily adjusted, has three plys of wood, is
progress on an instrument, like the piano or
organ, where the pitch of the notes does not
depend on the performer, but not on the violin.
G. F. II.—To learn to play easy songs and
Will not twist. Try one. Sample postpaid, any¬
melodies on the violoncello, is not extremely
where, 50c, or 3 for $1.00. Get one Now.
difficult, if you have a good ear and a good
teacher. The tone of the ’cello is so noble and
ALEX. M. ULLERICH, Kenaston, Sask., Canada
beautiful that even the simplest melody with
a tastefully played piano accompaniment is
SPECIAL PROPOSITION TO AGENTS
sure to please any audience. It is a surprising
fact that so few music pupils take up the
study of the ’cello. There are probably twenty
violin pupils, on an average, to every ’cello For a Genteel and Payinq Professiors* I-—Epupil.
or as a Personal Pleasure
H’,, T,
T. F. B.—As a rule, mother-of-pearl in¬
laying, lettering on the back, pictures, the
name of the maker stamped on the back, etc.,
are signs of inferior violins. The purfling is
about the only bit of inlaying which is found AS THOROUGHLY TAUGHT BY MAIL-—*
on really good violins.
by MY PATENTED TUNE-A-PHONE METHOD
L. O. K.—Playing rag time compositions on
the violin is not so easy as you might think.
The bowing in some of the more difficult
“rags,” taken in fast tempo, is often quite
difficult, owing to the syncopated effects, and
peculiar rhythm.
G. F.—I am under the impression that Pag¬
KXTtft
furnish ouf patented Tuneanini’s favorite violin belongs to the city of
Genoa, in Italy, and is kept on exhibition
there. It is kept in a glass case, but occasion¬ Guaranteed or money refunded. W rite for Interesting Free booklet, that noloverof musRshould f^Uoread
ally great violinists who visit Genoa are al¬
lowed to play upon it for a few minutes.
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING, 10 Music Hall, Battle Creek, Mich., U. S. A.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Progressive Piano Student.
By Theodore Presser

Twenty-Seventh
Annual Holiday OfferOne of the most pleasing tasks that we
have for the year is the presentation of
our Annual Holiday Offer of masieal
works at special reduced rates. This year
the list is unusually rich and replete with
great variety and novelty. Year after
year these offers are becoming more and
more appreciated by our readers. The
undertaking is more of a semi-commereial
nature and it is only by offering those
tilings that are of positive worth that we
have gained the confidence of our readers.
Our offers have the confidence of our
readers generally because we have pre¬
sented to them ihe true facts in every
case, and there has been very little, if
any disappointment.
Head over what we have here spread
before you. We should he pleased indeed
to furnish anything at the price marked,
with the greatest dispatch. Our advice,
however, is to order early, as during the
Christmas rush there is such a bulk of
mail that there are delays especially in
reaching the far points. It takes about
five days usually for a package to reach
the Pacific Coast from Philadelphia, and
three days to Texas and the Mississippi
Valley. At Christmas time it is necessary
to give more time, about one third more
time, on all mail matter.
The safest plan is to order immediately
after receiving a copy of The Etude, so
as to be sure to have it filled on time. It
is expected that cash accompany these
orders, even from those who have accounts
with us. If any of these orders are
charged on the books, postage will be
added. If cash is sent the postage is free.

Year Book for
Music Teachers
A unique Memorandum Book, a Course
of Study, a Music Teacher's Calendar.
This might as well be called a “Day
Book,” because it contains dozens of things
which every teacher needs every day of
the year. In the first place there is a
convenient list of Desirable Teaching
Pieces so arranged that the teacher can
turn at once to the piece needed, with
space for personal additions. Then there
is atDaily Lesson Schedule, Practice Rules,
A Good Little Pronouncing Dictionary of
the names of famous composers, A Direc¬
tory of Pupils, A Calendar, in fact every¬
thing to keep the teacher’s business sys¬
tem in good shape. This little hook should
be in every teacher’s possession.
A copy of this book will be sent in
early December to all teachers having an
active account on our books. We will lie
glad to send a copy gratis to every active
teacher.

Christmas
Music
Long before the present issue of The
F.tude went to press the annual demand
for music for Christmas services was re¬
newed. Judging from the numerous or¬
ders and the quality of the music selected
for the occasion, nearly all churches will
present programs of unusual merit. The
Presser Catalog has been "enriched by the
addition of several new and effective
Christmas anthems which axe meeting with
special favor on the part of choir direc¬
tors; these new anthems, or in fact any of
cur Christmas music, including Solos,
Duets, Anthems, Cantatas and Sundayschool Services, will he sent for examin¬
ation on request. Complete list on the
third cover page.
We urge all interested to correspond
with us at once and thus obtain an early
selection, leaving ample time for necessary
rehearsals.

THE

ETUDE

Grove’s Dictionary of
Music and Musicians
Over Five Million Words of instruc¬
tion from noted musical authorities have
made tire great Grove Dictionary of Music
and Musicians the one outstanding series
of hooks which all music students and
teachers have aspired to have. Heretofore
many who have coveted this all-compre¬
hensive five-volume work have felt that
the price of $25.00 placed it beyond their
reach. Now by a fortunate arrangement
with the original publishers the work will
be issued hereafter in America exclu¬
sively by the Theodore Presser Co., at
$15.00 for the same’identical hooks (latest
revised edition) complete in every way,
with the addition of a far more attractive
binding. You save 40 per cent. Instead
of paying at the rate of $5.00 per volume
as thousands have done, you pay only $3.00
per volume.
(The books cannot he
bought singly. They mlist be bought in
the set of five.)
This monumental encyclopedic diction¬
ary demanded the work of over 184 re¬
nowned specialists during a period of
sixteen years. There is nothing superior
to it in any language. When you have
these five volumes in your music room you
can turn to them at once for any infor¬
mation upon Musical Biography, History,
Musical Theory, Aesthetics, Definitions,
Musical Science, Musical Industries, Musi¬
cal Instruments, etc. The biographies of
famous masters are virtually books in
themselves. Schubert, for instance, covers
over 50,000 words.
If you have always wanted to see a set
of “Grove” upon your music shelf, here
is a Christmas time opportunity. The size
of each of the 4,000 odd pages is six by
nine inches and the volumes are two and
one-half inches thick. There are twentyfour full page half-tone plate illustrations
and many illustrations in the text. The
five big books will make an exceedingly
attractive addition to your music room.

Earn a Set of Grove’s Diction¬
ary as an ETUDE Premium
Musicians everywhere will welcome the
opportunity to get ihe great Grove Dic¬
tionary at the price if $15.00 for the five
hooks complete, hut hundreds more will
take the opportunity to get the same
hooks as a premium for sending in only
fifteen subscriptions at $1.50 each.
Suppose fifteen pupils make up their
minds to give their teacher a Christmas
present that will last for years and not
some trifle that is forgotten in a few days.
Let these pupils club together and if they
have not enough subscriptions to make up
the fifteen, do a little inquiring among
their friends until the whole number is
made up. Remember they each have the
whole advantage of The Etude for one
year just as though they had subscribed
in the regular way and in addition the
teacher gets a set of books she will use
for a lifetime.
Get as many subscriptions as you can.
If you can’t get the whole fifteen we will
accept a reasonable amount of cash for
the balance and the hooks will be yours
to give or to keep.

Christmas
Cantatas
Choristers and organists who would like
to obtain a good, thoroughly musical can¬
tata for Christmas should send for copies
of Chaffin’s “Holy Night” and Camp’s
“Morning Star” for examination. Both
these works (though comparatively short)
contain solos of moderate difficulty, ex¬
cellent choruses and full organ accompani¬
ment. Either one easily learned in a few
rehearsals.

The announcement of a volume to fol¬
low the Beginner's Book will be welcome
to those teachers that have been using this
method. The progressions in the second
hook will he very gradual and they will
he along the line followed in the Begin¬
ner’s Book. The scales are progressive m
this book and are followed by the arpeg¬
gios. There will be nothing introduced
in this course that will not have a thorough
explanation. In most methods the prin¬
ciples of pianoforte playing are thrown in
ill a haphazard way without any expla¬
nation or plan. There will be absolutely
nothing introduced in this course without
the student’s knowing something about it
beforehand. The unprecedented success of
the first volume makes the success of the
second volume assured. We will look for¬
ward to everyone who has been purchasing
Volume I, to'jmrchase at least one copy of
Volume II. Our special advance price is
20 cents, postpaid.

Children’s Harmony Book.
By Preston Ware Orem
We are continuing this month the special
introductory offer on the new Children's
Harmony Book, which was announced
last month. There are many new har¬
mony books on tlie market, but there is
still a very general demand for a book of
the most elementary character, a book
which will approach the subject by easy
successive stages from the purely prac¬
tical standpoint. We have endeavored to
comply with this demand, and the work
that we are now announcing is the result.
Special stress is laid upon the prelimi¬
naries, such as scales and intervals, and a
large portion of the book is devoted to¬
ward the handling of common chords.
Early attention is paid to the harmoniz¬
ing of melodies.
Ear training is also
treated throughout the work. Besides all
of the foregoing there are other novelties
and original features in the book which
tend to make it additionally useful. It
may be used as a preparatory work for
any larger course in harmony, or it may
be used for a preparation for’ work in ele¬
mentary composition.
For introductory
purposes in advance of publication, we are
offering copies at 30 cents, postpaid.

By Joseph H. Moore
We lay considerable store on this writ
ing book for harmony students. There i
nothing impresses a subject on the mint
more than writing. This is true witl
harmony, and especially with the elemen
tary harmony. This book is suitable fo
every piano student, and can he taken ii[
almost at the beginning, or at least when
the scale work begins, as the book con
tains scale work as well as intervals. I
also closes with a short catechism cover
ing those points not only in the book, bu
other elementary information that th<
pupil should have at this time. The bool
is one we would like to see adopted 1m
piano teachers generally who have ele
mentary work to do. Tt will enhance th<
interest of pupil’s general study in music
and create a broader interest in mush
generally. The book is the result of a lone
experience in practical teaching. Our in
troductory price is but 15. cents, postpaid

Toy Shop Sketches.
By James H. Rogers
This set of seven pieces will be pub¬
lished complete in one little volume. They
can also be had separately. It will be
gotten out with an illustrated orna¬
mental border. This set of pieces was
gotten out in a private contest. There
were seven composers that were invitee!
to set music - to these titles and orna¬
mental borders, which were sent them
The borders of every piece are illustrated
such as Jolly Teddy Rears and Punch ana
Judy Show and Hobby Horse
-Tamo
Rogers was the successful one in this prize
seve" composers. While the
music is of-an extremely simple, nature
al^out Grade ly2, it is very interesting and
well made—very melodic and quite de¬
scriptive. It is an unusual set under the
circumstances and we are taking great

pleasure in presenting it to our readers
and there will be an opportunity for one’
month to purchase this set at special ad¬
vance price of 15 cents, but only until the
first of January.

The Little Artist Album
of Pianoforte Pieces.
By Frances Terry
This is a very entertaining set of little
pieces published' in volume form. The
composer is a well known and successful
teacher, who has made a specialty of
pieces for young players. The pieces in
this set lie in the first grade or in the
early second grade. They are all tuneful
and characteristic, each having an appropfiate title. The special Introductory
price for this volume is IS cents.
'

Time Studies. By
Sidney Steinheimer
In a general way it might be said that
all pupils are defective in time. Time is
one of the few things in music that can
be cultivated in practice. This set of
studies or pieces goes directly to the heart
of the matter. They cultivate a sense of
rhythm that cannot be procured in any
oilier way. Any student who is defective,
in time will find these studies invaluable.
They never Jose musical interest, which is
an important factor in all musical study.
First of all a pupil’s interest must be up¬
held. There is no other set of studies that
we know of that fills the place of these
time studies. They are not in the upper
grades, but they begin about Grade 2 and
continue through to about Grade 8%. We
take pleasure in recommending these stud¬
ies to all progressive teachers. Our
special advance price is but 15 cents.

Fantasy Pieces in Etude
Form. By Gustav Lazarus
This is a splendid set of new studies
suitable for the intermediate grade. Mr.
Lazarus is an eminent European composer
and teacher. His studies are of the most
practical character, yet they are always
musical and agreeable. None arc dry or
tedious. Our special advance price will
be 15 cents, postpaid.

Etudes Poesies for the
Pianoforte, By Haberbier
These fine studies should occupy an im¬
portant position in the curriculum of ad¬
vanced pianoforte works. As one pro¬
gresses in the study of the pianoforte the
really good studies become scarcer. When
one has finished one or two hooks of the
Cramer-von Bulow studies, for instance,
the Haberbier studies may be introduced
to the very best advantage as a relief from
the purely technical grind. The Haber¬
bier studies tend to promote musicianship
and to inculcate the knowledge of rhythm,
phrasing, and expression, while at the
same time the technical side is never lost
sight of. The special advance price is 20

Scherzando —
Musical Game
as instructive. It is primarily a beg!
ncr s game in which the staff notation
used as a basis. It is played in a manr
similar to other card games, but it difff
from any of the other musical gan
hitherto published. This game mav
compared with the familiar game
Authors. It would make a very appi
r>r‘*ite Christmas gift for a young mu:
student. Our special introductory pri
m advance of publication is 15’ cen
postpaid.

Mermaid Cantata. By
Fannie Snow Knowlton
This cantata is especially suitable for
women’s clubs. It is lifted out of the
ordinary commonplace music. It has quite
an elaborate accompaniment, and can be
performed by four voices if necessary, or
by a chorus and one solo voice. The’ text
is taken from Tennyson’s Mermaid. The
time of performance is 20 minutes. Our
special introductory price is 20 cents,
postpaid.

are printed both in the primo and secondo
parts, both players may sing if desired.
This operetta has reached the stage Aside from this feature these little duets
where it Is about to go to press. This will

£ Srd^

rd they wil1

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR MUSIC LOVERS—MUSICAL
WORKS AT SPECIAL PRICES
Wel1 Known Piano Solos and Great Pianists on the Art
H*m to
them-WUkinson.
of Piano Playing

Holiday Cash Price, Postpaid, $1.00.
““-t
v*
Regular Price, $1.50.
?Pauldlng s
as a wnter. °f teaching
well known. This is one of his
Among the thousands of questions which
..
The special introductory
e receive and answer there is no subpri
- k
price in advance of publication for this ject more questioned upon than that of
yoiu
20 cents, postpaid.
descriptions of piano pieces. The two
works by Edward Baxter Perry based on
his descriptive recitals are well known, but
Standard
o.
,
. , . ,,
his descriptions are long and therefore
students Album
the number of pieces must be limited,
rPL:„
..„i.
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This volume will contain s
best pieces that have appeared ot the Here in this book we give one hundred
Etude from time to time. "" m 1 HE and fifteen descriptions or lessons on as
, , , . ...
I hose corn- nlany famous pieces, beside furnishing
positions
seiectedwhich are standard, just the touch needed to further enjoy
’iw
cnHv fl' c "1;^ Tc WIU Tge m
one’s playing.
This book suggests l
, ^ , . Grade 2 to 4. Some will be wealth of new material to play, study and
classical in nature, and will be progres- twich. The pieces are l>v Handel, DeThe Greatest Love Cantata.
sive_ and entertaining from the beginning bussy, Arensky, MacDowell, Grieg, RachBy H. W. Petrie
•
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Beethoven, etc,
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Edited by von Sternberg
Richard Wagner, His Life and
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Our new edition of this monumental Works—By Jullien.
tuneful throughout, yet with an occasional
work !u
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almost ready, 'JUt
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con- L Holiday Cash Price, Postpaid, $1.00.
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edition has been prepared with the
es, etc. A work heretofore published
The special introductory price is 35 cents,
All previous
editions have
r-- — » subscription book in two volumes at
postpaid.
been compared and the entire work has a high price. 450 pages. This book would
Secular Part Songs
been gotten out under the supervision of make an addition to every musical library,
the well-known pianist,
for Mixed Voices
,
, Constantin von The illustrations alone are of great value,
the editorial This superb volume has many features
This work is well along in preparation Sternberg. In addition
work, Mr.
and we hope to have copies ready in a work‘
Mr Sternberg has
w prepared a series that would have warmly commended it to
short time. It is intended to fill the de¬ of annotations giving directions for prac- Wagner himself. These same charactermand for a volume of glees and choruses tice and analytical study for each separate istics must make it right welcome to the
etude. The special introductory price
English reading world, a public which has
for mixed voices similar in scope to
been unfailing in its enthusiastic devotion
volumes of sacred music. This new 1book advance of publication is 25 cents.
to “the Master.”
will contain choruses of all styles, both xr
T ievt
grave and gay, chiefly of intermediate
lranZ V1SZL
Wagner at Home—Gautier.
difficulty, blit all well worth singing. The Album tor the Pianoforte
Holiday Cash Price, Postpaid, $1.00.
special introductory price, in advance o"
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Regular Price, $3.50.
publication, is 15 cents for a single copy.
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By Geo. L. Spaulding
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!s a novel collection ot
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Pandora—Operetta.
By C. E. LeMassena
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modern violinists.
Sevcik s School of
Bowing treats every kind of bowing known
with
b^Frederkk Hahn6
work 1S bemS edlted by Frederick Hahn,
a former pupil of Sevcik s, and a highly
experienced
teacher
,
. .. . The special
-price in
advance of publication, on-Part 1
cents, postpaid.

Holiday Cash Price, Postpaid, $1.00.
Regular Price, $1.50.
If you are looking for a Christmas gift
that will make the teacher or the student
who receives it exclaim, “That’s just what
I have been longing for,” there can be
nothing better than “Great Pianists on
Piano Playing.” Nineteen of the world’s
greatest players discuss every phase of
the art and the technic of the piano. It
is like having nineteen full hour lessons 1
with men and women like de Pachmann,
Josef Hofmann, Busoni, Carreno, Goodson,
Bloomfield-Zeisler, Rachmaninoff, Scharwenka and others.
^

Child’s Own Book of Great
Musicians. Thomas Tapper.

a ser:ps nf ~:x or more himrranhies
tw£ ^ which are pubfished fl£ Tn
these two is a very appropriate and most
acceptable gift for a small child. The
main facts of the great composer's lives
art brought out in plain childish lan¬
guage. The book is thoroughly illus¬
trated, but the illustrations are to he cut
from a large sheet and inserted by the
child itself. Bach and Mozart are ready
to be delivered. Price 15 cents each. The
other four biographies, in course of preparation, are to be sold in advance of
publication at 10 cents each. For the
entire six, including the two published, 50
cents. The two alreadv on the market
will be delivered immediately,

The Education of the
Music Teacher
Mr. Thomas Tapper’s “Education of the
Music Teacher” is especially valuable to
young teachers or to those about to take
UP the profession. It is also of importance to teachers, who have reached that
Period where it is good for them to investigate their own work to ascertain
^hellher they are going ahead or standing
Etl11 in otherwords to take
account of
stock. Mr. Tapper’s book does this, covering the subject all the wav from “Fundamental Requisites” to “Examinations in
^ .There are 223 pages of sound
advice which every teacher should wel-

Imaginary Biographical Letters
from Great Musicians
Holiday Cash Price Poctna'H '
Hollday Ca?h P,nc^ Postpaid, 75 cents,

75

Regular Price, $1.25.
This charming book by Alethia Crawford Cox and Alice Chapin weaves the
lives of the great composers into a very
pretty dream story for children Fourteen masters tell their own experience
through these pretty dream narratives and
tell them more intimately than can be
told in any other way. Children love the
fanciful and to have Bach, Handel! Beethc-ven, Mendelssohn, Wagne’r, etc., speak to
them in a letter always proves delightful

Gallery of Musical Celebrities
Gallery of Eminent Musirinnc’
Cnllorv nf nittmmii.haS A/f •
OI DlSUngUlSned MUS1-

Clans.
Holiday Cash Price, Postpaid, in Paper,
50 Cents Each; in Leather $1.00 Each. ’
Regular Price, in Paper, 75 cents each; in
Leather, $1.50 each,
These three volumes containing altogether no less than 200 portraits, and
biographies in addition, of the world’s
l°^!l?S-Jjnip0Sxrs’ sin£er,s’ violinists, n
ganists and teachers who have lived during the last two centuries, forming an art
gallery and a series of biographies impossible to obtain otherwise in so attrac-
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i
cf inspiration, and will do much toward
Musical biography has a fascination
awakening musical appreciation.
The most indescribable, possibly because the
?t0r'eS or sketches of tlle composers are musical life is one of such intense ro,n every case founded on facts, although mantieism and idealism.’
with stories woven around them. The
These volumes in full flexible leather
work is illustrated with sixteen portraits and gilt make a real Christmas gift book
and will appear from the press in plenty We would make a price on the whole set
of time to be
used a- a Christmas gift.
1.J
of $1.35 in paper and $2.50 in leather.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT-A YEAR’S SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ETUDE—SEE PAGE 857
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Twenty-Seventh Annual Holiday Offer of Musical Gifts
Annua* 2&BS?
ffffi ^53^223
iiterature and collections, HolidayCash'priced tom 25 np3' ls goodAn muslcal
less than the publisher’s price, and in addition if cashTccnL^ ' ^ ° a° P6r

p"pa^

1st, 1916, as our special arrangements with the publishers expire on that date. In
order to avoid delay and insure delivery on time, we would suggest that all orders
be sent at the earliest possible date, and thus prevent any disappointment.
In writing allow a line for each article ordered.
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INSTRUMENTAL COLLECTIONS
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GIFT BOOKS VALUABLE TO MUSICIANS
Placques

of Music, in reality the re^lar^ame”of

ggtSSgs ^si|iE,!hat
Special holiday price 40 cents postpaid.

Holiday

'7*7:: *2.oo f;:2S
“esSful works of this

COLLECTIONS OF MUSIC FOR GIFTS

: g^
i:5o°o
of Standard Music
For gifts to musical friends, to music
students or amateurs, there are few things
more appropriate or acceptable than a
volume of the representative compositions
of some favorite master, and for the assistance of those who are perplexed as to
what to select for this purpose we have

wasner i.iszt Album 7. 7. ..!
Vocal Music
Schubert Vocal Album. (
Schumann Vocal Mb™™''!
vols., High and Low) each
Organ Music
(,rKan Melodies (T.andon) .
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CALENDARS FOR 1916

The price of the following is 10 cents
each, $1.00 a dozen, postpaid. We will
assort these or not as is desired.
No. 1. “Parnassus,” a photogravure
picture, size 14 x 10, in reality the pirtHre
of a group of nineteen portraits of great
musician. This is the best value anl the

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS AS CHRISTMAS GIFTS-SEE SPECIAL PRICES

most ati,„„f, ,
offered
tlVC calendar we have ever
No %
t
into 7 . -, ImPorted frames with easels,
No ^ “?y pof ,card can be inserted,
colors onnt 1.mported easel calendar in
S^^tSKLf°rtr,,t* °‘

ON PAGE Vl
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GIFTS FOR MUSIC LOVERS AT SPECIAL PRICES
reference and
INSPIRATION

GENERAL MUSICAL
WORKS

GROVE’S DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS

DICTION FOR SINGERS AND
COMPOSERS

Regular Price, $25.00.
SPECIAL PRICE, $15.00 FOR THE SET

Regular Price, $1.51

TEACHING
HELPS

COLLECTIVE
MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES OF
PIANO WORKS

LIFE STORIES OF GREAT
COMPOSERS

By ED. BAXTER PERRY Regular Price, $1.50, cloth gilt By R. A. STREATFIELD_Regular Price, $1.50

PICTURES FROM THE LIVES OF
THE GREAT COMPOSERS

DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND
CELEBRATED PIANISTS OF THE
PAST AND PRESENT

Ky ca w^siysi- ‘old

MISTAKES AND DISPUTED
IN MUSIC

r Lomsc POINTS
GREAT PIANISTS ON THE ART OF
PIANO PLAYING

HELPS FOR
MUSIC STUDENTS
CHATS WITH MUSIC STUDENTS

MUSICAL HISTORY
AND BIOGRAPHY

MUSIC BOOKS FOR
YOUNG PEOPLE

STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC

MUSIC TALKS WITH CHILDREN

mmmm

gSl
ANECDOTES OF GREAT MUSICIANS

WELL-KNOWN FABLES

§mmmm
TL
TUNES
AND RHYMES
b’cs

FIRST STUDIES IN MUSIC

'

BOX SETS OF BOOKS AT
LOW PRICES

PRACTICAL MUSICAL
MANUALS

master lessons in pianoforte
.. „.....
playing

BUSINESS MANUAL FOR

si'

MASTERS AND THEIR MUSIC

mmak-ss

PRICE, 67 c^nts^ postpaid’

NEW EDITIONS

OLD FOGY (HIS OPINIONS AND
GROTESQUES)

PIANO TUNING, REGULA1
AND REPAIRING
By

CREE FISCHER, H

LOW PRICES

THE PETITE LIBRARY—9 VOLUMES

Regular Price, $1
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THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.
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A Christmas Story for Boys and Girls.
It was a sunny afternoon, the day
before Christmas, Little Nina sat on the
broad flight of steps that led into the
Cathedral at Milan. She had a basket of
Parma violets beside her and to those
who went up the steps into the great
church she offered her sweet bouquets.
She was earnest and tearful, for was not
the mother sick at home and the brother
Pippo dead? Perhaps the money from
her violets would not be enough to bring
the doctor to her dying mother.
One last bouquet was in the basket,
Nina trembled, for now the sun sank be¬
hind the houses in the west; then quite
plainly she heard the soft words, “Dear
child, you are cold. Why are you here?”
She looked up into the kind face of a
foreign lady. Nina knew she must be
American, as she spoke Italian with such
a queer little accent.
“Here is money for your flowers,” said
the lady with compassion. "Come, child,
tell me where you live and I will take you
home.” Nina’s big eyes opened wide
with astonishment. All day she had sat
on the Cathedral steps, with only a bite
of cheese for a lunch, and this was the
first word of greeting she had heard.
It was too much for little Nina, she
burst into tears and sobbed wildly as she
clung to the beautiful lady’s hand.
Then in accents broken- now and then
by a sigh or a sob, she told the kind
American lady the pitiful story. The
father was dead, little Nina had never
known him; he had been drowned in a
fishing boat, “away, ’way off” she said.
Pippo had helped them to live by driving
goats, but one day Pippo was sick and
after a long time he got no better and
dear God had taken him away. And now
the mother was sick and no one to help
but a neighbor, and no money but Nina's
flower money.
“Sweet child,” said the lady, as they
hurried through the streets, “you shall
never be hungry again, so don’t cry, Nina
dear.”
They wandered through the by-streets
of the Italian city until they came to the
poorest part, strange odors came .from
the doorways and dirty children thronged
the way. They cried to Nina and touched
the American lady’s handbag and dress
with their soiled hands, crying, “Bella,
bella! Signora 1”
The two entered the poorest dwelling
and there the mother lay upon a dirty
couch, her eyes fixed upon the door. Her
feeble hands fondled Nina, and she
looked wonderingly at the foreign Sig¬
nora, while Nina told her that this
beautiful lady wished to keep her always
and take her away to far-off America,
there to be an American child and go to
school and have music lessons, like Tessa,
and some day she, Nina, would come
back and sing at La Scala. Nina’s new
mother stood watching the tender caresses
of the mother, the Italian mother that
the dear God was so soon to take away.
Nina’s sorrow was softened as time
passed, for God is merciful to little chil¬
dren; soon she began to smile and put
her soft arms about the neck of the new
foster-mother. Soon the foster-mother
discovered the rare voice that the little
Nina had hidden in her slender throat
and already before the sailing of the great
ship the beautiful American lady had de¬
cided Nina’s career.
Nina never knew or understood until
she was grown-up that a foster-mother
was about the most wonderful Christmas
present a girl could receive.
Perhaps you have heard Nina sing;
very often you will see a sweet-faced
lady sitting in a box close beside the stage;
it is the American lady who gave Nina
the greatest gift one can give.
Everyone khows the gift—it is Love.

A Royal Performance

Questions
Why did Handel give up opera?
When did he write The Messiaht
Where was it first performed?
Name five of its best numbers.
Why is The Messiah so popular?
What did Haydn think of Handel?

Nina’s Christmas Present

Christmas, Children and
Carols

The Most Famous Christmas Music
Who can guess the name of the most
famous Christmas music in the world?
O, I know someone can guess it. Carols 1
Of course, carols are Christmas music;
but I mean a great big piece, not any¬
thing so short as a carol. I knew' you
could guess it! Yes, dear, that’s it. Have
you heard it? No, not many of you,
because we are all so far away from
music centers. You can hear mechanical
reproductions of parts of it any day in
the year, and I hope if you have not a
record or two that someone will make you
a present of one at Christmas time. Wty,
Charles, don’t you know what we are
talking about? I thought you knew. It’s
about Handel’s Messiah.
Handel was growing old when he began
to write this wonderful music. He said:
“I think, after all, sacred music is best
suited for a man descending in the vale
of years.” The most marvelous part is
that Handel, already fifty-six years old,
could write this masterpiece in twentythree days.
The Messiah was first performed in the
city of Dublin, “for the benefit and en¬
largement of poor distressed prisoners
for debt in the several marshalseas of the
city of Dublin.” It is the best known of
all the oratorios in England and America,
and many people know Handel, solely
from this one work. The text was taken
from the Scriptures and arranged into
a libretto by Charles Jennens. Mr. Jennens, it appears, was not satisfied with the
music, and in a letter to a friend he says:
“He has made a fine entertainment out of
it, though not near so good as he might
and ought to have done. I have with
great difficulty made him correct the
grossest faults in the composition; but
he retained the overture obstinately, in
which there are some passages far un¬
worthy of Handel; but much more un¬
worthy of The Messiah.”
Handel conducted the work in Dublin
April 13, 1742. The rehearsal was given
before “a most Grand, Polite and crowded
Audience.” At the first public perform¬
ance the ladies were requested to come
without hoops and the gentlemen without
swords, in that way “the stewards” were
able to seat seven hundred in the room
instead of six hundred. During Handel’s
lifetime The Messiah was given thirtyfour times. The first really great per¬
formance was given in Westminster
Abbey, at the Handel Commemoration,
in 1784. There was a chorus of two
hundred and sixty-seven and an orches¬
tra of two hundred and forty. In 1881
two thousand voices sang The Messiah in
New York, under the direction of Dr.
Leopold Damrosch. The oratorio is di¬
vided into three parts:
Part I.—The prophecies of the coming
and the annunciation of the birth of The
Messiah.
Part IT.—The passion (the sorrows),
the death and the resurrection.
Part III.—Belief in the final resurrec¬
tion and the life everlasting.

Part I.—Prophecy
After a short overture comes the wellknown recitative and aria, Comfort Ye
and Every Valley Shall Be Exalted.
These numbers and the-full chorus, And
the Glory of the Lord, announce the
prophecy; then follows the aria for bass.
But Who May Abide the Day, com¬
posed in the Sicilian pastorale style. One
of the best numbers of Part I follows,
And He Shall Purify. Then the prophet
announces Behold a Virgin. This is fol¬
lowed by a graphic fugue-chorus, For
Unto Us a Child is Born. After this
grand burst of sound there is a pause,
and then comes the Pastoral Symphony
for strings. This, with the succeeding
bits of recitative, tells the message of the
angels to the shepherds.
Part II.—The Man of Sorrows
The second is the most impressive part
of the work. One must remember in this
division the aria 'for alto, one Of the most
pathetic songs ever composed, HeTs De¬
spised. A spirited.chorus is, All We Like
Sheep Have Gone Astray. This chorus,
like the lost sheep, meanders up and down
until it comes to rest at last on the tonic.
After several choruses and arias, ex¬
pressive of sorrow and pity, comes the
triumphal shout. Lift Up Your Heads, O
Ye Gates. The triumph of this part is
the Hallelujah Chorus. When The Mes¬
siah was first presented in London the
audience was greatly moved by the
music; but when the Hallelujah Chorus
began, For the Lord God Omnipotent
Reigneth, the king and all those present
started to their feet and remained stand¬
ing until the chorus ended, and this cus¬
tom has lasted to this day. After listen¬
ing to this chorus Handel said: “I did
think I did see all heaven before me, and
the great God Himself.”

Had the oratorio ended with the Halit
lujah Chorus the unity of the work woul
still have been preserved, as this was
fitting close. But Handel worked on i
Part III, and many critics think that th
division is an anti-climax. The mo:
beautiful number is the soprano aria,
Know That My Redeemer Liveth. Th
is a masterpiece in itself and a wonderfi
piece of sacred writing. The last in
portant aria is for bass with trump;
obligato. The Trumpet Shall Sound. Tl
oratorio closes with three choruses of tl
same feeling and sentiment, Worthy tl
Lamb, Blessing and Honor, and the fin;
Amen chorus. The Messiah is sung a
over the land at Christmas time. Chris
mas would not be Christmas without i
Every student should know about th
colossal composition, for some of i
numbers are as familiar as househo'
words. Many thousands of people hat
listened to The Messiah, and no dou'
all have come under the spell of its sul
lime tenderness.
It is said of “Papa” Haydn when 1
attended the great Handel Festival
Westminster Abbey that he burst in
tears at the Hallelujah Chorus, exclair
mg, “He is master of us all.”
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of it, the BALDWIN PIANO is
recognized everywhere as the best.
In
such an atmosphere it is happily at home and with
every day endears itself more and more to its
owners.
The same is true of the

“laliumn iflamralu”
the successful unification of the most artistic piano
with the most scientific player action made in the
world. There is absolutely nothing better, nothing
more perfect on the market, neither as a piano nor
as a player piano.
Contemplating the purchase of either a piano
or a player piano, you should not fail to examine
these instruments. Prices and terms will suit you.

Cincinnati
Indianapolis

The Oldest Christmas Carol

The bore’s heed in hand brynge I,
With garlans gay and rosemary;
And I pray you all sing merely, (merrily)
Quis ESTIS IN CONVIVIO.
The bore’s heed, I understande
Is the chefe service in this landc;
Loke wherever it be fande,
Servite cum cantico.
Be gladde, lorde, both more and lasse,
For this hath ordeyned our stewarde,
To chere you all this Christmasse,
The bore’s heed with mustarde.
The. ceremony of bringing in the boar’s
head is performed with much pomp and
always with great seriousness. Kings
have felt no scruples about following the
trumpeters into the banquet hall bearing
the head themselves. It is a quaint and
pleasing custom and one which we would
he glad to look upon.

AMONG people who love good music,

r\ who have a cultivated knowledge

We cannot think of Christmas without
children and without music. At the first
Christmas there was a little Child and we
are told that on that morning the angels
sang. The music for Christmas should
be the kind that children love. Do not
use the cheap carols, children should
know Christmas classics. They should
sing the simple, child-like old hymns of
the Nativity.
What could be more
beautiful and inspiring- than Wesley’s
hymn, Hark! the Herald Angels Sing,
set to Mendelssohn’s wonderful music.
Then we have Sear’s It Came Upon the
Midnight Clear. There is another beauti¬
ful hymn by Phillips Brooks, 0 Little
Town of Bethlehem. In the kindergarten
collections there are beautifully simple
songs, good ones, too, as Once a Little
Baby Lay and Shine Out, O Blessed Star.
To the Christmas music add some read¬
ings—for instance, let some good reader
give the story of the Christ-child’s birth
in St. Luke’s simple style; or let some
one read Van Dyck’s tale of The First
Christmas Tree. Longfellow’s Christmas
Bells would be a fine selection, or
Margaret Deland’s
While Shepherds
Watch Their Flock.

Probably the oldest Christmas carol is
the one called Brynging in Ye Bore’s
Heed. It is to be found in “Christmasse
Carols newly emprynted at London in ye
Flete strete at ye syne of ye Sonne by
Wynkyn de Worde.”
The date is
A. D. 1522.
There is still a ceremony of the boar’s
head, which is one of the strange old
customs preserved at Queen’s College,
Oxford (England). It is part of the
life of the college and has been followed
since the foundation of the college
in 1340.
The boar’s head, wreathed with laurel,
bay, mistletoe and rosemary, is carried
into the hall while trumpeters announce
its arrival. At the head of the proces¬
sion of Fellows is the Provost. With the
three who carry the head is the precentor,
who chants the carol to somewhat stirring
music The boar’s head in hand bear I.
There is a Latin chorus which is sung by
the entire company. The fortunate people
who are invited to this novel ceremony
are presented with the ornaments and
greens which have decorated the boar’s
head. Here are the words of the song:
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ILE your Sheet Music on
its longest edge, classi¬
fied between guide cards for
quickest finding. As easily
referred to as the leaves of
a book.
Sheet Music Section
shown has capacity for about
3000 sheets. Two sets of
Alphabetical Guide Cards
segregate Vocal and Instrumentalselectionsunderalphabetical division.
Disk Record Section
files forty 10 in., and forty
12 in. Records in individual'
pockets, separately indexed,
so any record may be played;
and returned without hand-;
ling other records.
Player Roll Section ac-i ;
commodates about forty'; :
Standard Player Rolls.
Get Catalog “K.”—shows these
sections with top and bases.
Quar¬
tered Oak or Genuine Mahogany. AH
sections look alike when doors are
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r

Company

73 Union St., - Monroe, Mich.
New York Office, - 75 John St.

Richard Mansfield, as all the world
knows, was the son of the great soprano,
Madame Rudersdorff. Shortly after her
death he recounted in the London Thea¬
tre a series of anecdotes regarding her,
and her eventful career. “During the
reign of the late and somewhat eccentric
Emperor of Austria,” he tells us,
“Madame Rudersdorff was for some time
at the court of Vienna; and if ever I had
reason to doubt the reported insanity of
his majesty, it was on account of his de¬
cided partiality for the great prima
donna. Her tales of the Viennese court
were many and amusing. The Esterhazy
family had attached to their mansion or
palace a private theatre, in which it was
the delight of their friends or themselves
to give representations of plays then in
favor before the emperor, the court qnd
the elite of Vienna. Madame Ruders¬
dorff was naturally in great demand, and,
besides being called upon to fill the chief
roles, she spent no little time in instruct¬
ing the princesses in the art of stage
‘get-up.’ Despite all her exertions, how¬
ever, the performances did not always
run as smoothly as might have been de¬
sired, and one in particular seems to have
come to thorough .grief.
“I cannot remember what particular
play it was the Esterhazys had announced,
but, whatever it was, the emperor graced
the performance with his presence, seated
in a delightfully comfortable fauteuil
near the stage; and all the court was
there in grand gala. The emperor hav¬
ing been coaxed to silence (for he was
an imperial chatterbox), the first act com¬
menced, and everything went well until
the elder Esterhazy, stabbed to the heart,
had to fall dead on the stage, and chose
to fall just beneath the huge candelabrum.
Now, most unfortunately, owing to a
draught in the upper regions, the wax
-i lights of the candelabrum were dripping,
and one by one drops of hot wax fell
upon the upturned face of the prostrate
count. He bore it like a Spartan for
some time, then he began to wink violently (the emperor leaning forward was
j
eagerly watching the situation), and at
last, an extra drop having stung him be.
tween the eyes, he sprag to his feet, exclaiming: ‘Der Teufel mag mir todt sein
—ich aber nichtl’ (The Devil may be
dead here—but not I!’), and walked him¬
self off amidst the laughter of the audi¬
ence and to the great delight of the em¬
peror.
“Silence after a while having been re¬
stored, the second act commenced, but
proved even more disastrous than the
first. The author had introduced a sup¬
per in the first scene, and the Esterhazys,
by no means content with the shams
which a regular stage supper afforded,
had provided a most gorgeous feast—
real champagne, huge pates de foies gras,
and many other delicacies. To this the
dramatis personce sat down and pro¬
ceeded to enjoy it. N(ow the emperor
was particularly fond of champagne, it
amounted almost to a passion with him..
He fidgeted in his chair, he leaned for¬
ward, he moved closer to the stage, and
it was very evident to all the court that
.- the imperial mouth watered. More cham¬
pagne was brought on; his majesty
could stand it no longer, he sprang on
the stage, at the same time exclaiming:
.‘Na! wenn’s champagner giebt, da bin
auch dabeil’ (Now! Where the cham¬
pagne is, I must be also!) It is needless
to , say that the last act was not played
that night.”

“Gloria’s Great Chance,” page 869, was posed
by the well known dramatic star, Marie Doro,
and is printed in this issue through the courtesy
of Mr. Daniel Frohman.

Let your friends give you pretty
trifles, but request that a Bissell’s Carpet
Sweeper head the family’s gifts. If you
already own this famous sweeper, tell
them you want a Bissell's Vacuum
Sweeper.
Then you will be equipped with the
most efficient cleaning apparatus that
can be installed in any horne—Bissell’s
Carpet Sweeper for daily sweeping and a
Bissell’s Vacuum Machine for suction
cleaning and general renovation.

BISSELL’S
Carpet
Vacuum
Sweeper or Sweeper
brush) food. Slightly higher in
South and Canada. Sold by deal
where. Booklet on request.
BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.
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Yokes and Towels
I have just published this boob of new
creations —over one hundred of the new¬
est, most beautiful and practical designs
for working Cross Stitch or Filet Crochet.
My Book Contains Complete Instruc¬
tions With Handsome Illustrations.
Send me 12c. in postage stamps or 10c. in silver
and one 2c. stamp and I will send a copy prepaid.
Pearl LeMonde, 500 Publicity Bldg. St. Louis, Mo.

Music typography in all its Branches
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES

Dudley T. Limerick]

“THE HOUSE THAT HELPS”
SELLS
Plays, Songs, Operettas, Drills, Pageants, Folk
Songs and Dances, Special Day Material, Etc.
Our Heip-U-Catalog sent Free

ELDRIDGE ENTERTAINMENT HOUSE
FRANKLIN, OHIO

Music Markers
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To paste on music (Unfits
Of practical use to yourself or a dainty gift.
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You Will Love TODAY’S MAGAZINE
If you only realized how much
pleasure, satisfaction and prac¬
tical help you are missing by not
readingTODAY’S MAGAZINE, you
would never miss another copy.
By reading the letter of one of our
Mr“- T-Ji
an other

TOTATS will d.liph^.u, „ i, i. sreatly
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TODAY’S, Dept. E. T., 461 4th Ave., New York
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Dreyschock and Ferdinand,
Emperor of Austria

I mustn’t forget to
buy that box of

Round Christmas, sometimes you
remember to buy her a box of candy.
Why not surprise her one day of
each week with a box of those won¬
derful Lenox Chocolates ?
She’s bound to enjoy the delightful
assortment of nuts, fruits, caramels,
nougat and delicately flavored creams,
heavily laden with rich chocolate.
Buy her a half-pound, pound or a
five-pound box tonight.
At the beat candy shops
NEW ENGLAND CONFECTIONERY CO.

Use O-Cedar anywhere.
Many people do not know
that O-Cedar Polish is a
perfect cleanser and reno¬
vator for lacquered brass
and the like. Try it on
your chandelier.
Your piano is undoubtedly the most
expensive piece of furniture in your
home.
It should
have the best of care.
O-Cedar Polish will
restore it to its original
lustre and beauty. The
better your furniture,
the more you should
use O-Cedar Polish.

Madame Rudersdorff, the mother of
Richard Mansfield, was one of the
eminent singers of her day. She v
remarkable woman in many ways, and at
one period of her career was attached to
the court of Vienna, while the eccentric
Emperor Ferdinand was on the throne.
Many and varied were the stories she
told of that epoch in her career. After
she died, Richard Mansfield related soi
of the most amusing of these episodes
the London Theater. One of these, 1
lating to Dreyschock, is of interest
many of our readers who have made
their fingers more nimble with the aid of
fit’s excellent works. Speaking of the
Emperor, Richard Mansfield says, “Music
was often the only means of keeping his
Imperial Majesty quiet, and Madami
Rudersdorff had commenced a small
cert by singing The Last Rose of Sum¬
mer. This so pleased the Emperor tli
he made her repeat it six times, and
was only on venturing earnestly to plead
fatigue that His Majesty refrained from
insisting on a seventh performance.
“Dreyschock followed, and it being his
first appearance at court, he was ri
ally very anxious to please. The weather
was intensely warm, and the myriad
lights of the candelabra and the objection
the Emperor entertained for open win¬
dows, made the heat of the salons unbear¬
able. Yet Dreyschock labored bravely,
and when he arose from the piano
make his bow the perspiration
streaming from his face; and to render
the poor pianist’s situation still
painful, he dared not dry his face with
his pocket handkerchief before the Em¬
peror, for fear of offending against 1
etiquette. However, it was evident that
His Majesty was pleased; lie advanced
smiling toward Dreyschock, and Drey¬
schock awaited with bowed head the
compliments which were doubtless forth¬
coming. ‘Lieber Herr Dreyschock,’ said
Ferdmand in the broadest Austrian ac
cent, ‘I have heard Moscheles play, I have
heard Thalberg—I have heard all the
great players, but I never, I never—(and
Dreyschock bowed very low)—I never
saw anybody perspire as you do.’ ”
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SPECIAL!

SACRED

CANTATAS

Great Offer to Teachers
and Musicians

DAWN of the kingdom
By J. TRUMAN WOLCOTT
Price, single copy, 50 cents
One of the best of Easter Cantatas for
rliureh use, well within the capabilities
f ,he average choir, brilliant and melo¬
dious throughout with plenty to do Tot¬
s effecal! «
r the

in ounce of proof is worth a pound of
eal test of merit. Hundreds of Music
S^cessfJ M^us^ansmc1aimgthat they
een greatly benefited by the Siegel-Mye
—j _.e
ciieerfui]y accept
accept their
the1- ^enthusiastic
—*
hat, effect”and
we^cheerfully
Statements as shicere1 an<T tnj thf ul°

Study Sherwood Piano Lessons
and Harmony Under
Rosenbecker and Protheroe

VICTORY DIVINE
By J. CHRISTOPHER MARKS
Regular Price, 75 cents. Special Introduc¬
tory Price, 25
A splendid church cantata for Lenten
—, .—„ — ~- -!'"’
series
[ir Eastertide "fig
contrasted numbers for solo
ires and for chorus and divided into
ree parts. Mr. Marks is well '
rough his many
s cantata a
3 of his

wood to you—Sherwood, the Great Master at his best—the very cream o/'h!s «SmDh>teH
work as Teacher. Concert Pianist and Lecturer-in the
completed

Sherwood Normal Piano Lessons and
University Extension Lectures On
the Art of Teachinq
Music
’his course of weekly Normal Plur,„
. --.
....
of Teachin,

10 Lessons,
ns the fur

PRAYER, PROMISE AND
PRAISE
By W. H. NEIDL1NGER

papers and University-ExU„.„„„
entals of a broad and solid musical educa-

t church cantata for
and
chorus. The words are chiefly from the
Psalms and well-known hymns. There
are ten numbers In all and every one is
a gem. This work is well within the
range of the average choir and may be
sung with good effect by even the double
quartet.
___

le, harmony, melody, phrasing, rhythm” toneVproducGonP interpret 11
;s a complete set of physical exercises for develop-igthening
ai
iBuacufHf®„5?®i5n^r^hand8,
ui tne lingers, Hands, wrists, arms and body, ffully ex
1^Ph^0grfa^’dia^a'ri\and drawinKs* These physical
show how
50 musdes of the arms and hands alone which are used in piano playing
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THE REDEEMER
By JULIAN EDWARDS
e, 75 c<

senting'fb tea?°rS h
they had
Sherwood positively prepared no lessons
Hi the Sherwood lessons to offer. WMiamPH
i hrector of the Piano Department for the Si !! m ““'“ he personally prepared a
d-Myers School of Music, sole owner
of the copyright. The lessons, embodyini
that for over 30 years made Sherwood Am
s famous
cnhipk'S
an{!
"luu3 1Piaanb,!%^,i
lano 1 eacher,
can
be method
securer
only from this school.

HARMONY

>n the cru
l^ons prepared^b^M^Adolpn
>lph Rosen be
of Richter, and Dr. Daniel Prother
secured only from us.
catfor^of drySas duf" °^derljj step ir? a

rantata adapted for the
rear, divided into four parts : The Ad
vent; The Nativity: The Crucifixion
The Resurrection and The Ascension
Mr. Edwards had the rare knack o
•iting smoothly and effectively

sentiaHo86 °f Harmony is absolutely

! former famous Soloist and Conduct
t Composer, Choral Director and Tea

LAZARUS
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price,
-cantata cast in larger mold.
The text follows the well known Scrip¬
tural parable, and the story is told with
true dramatic emphasis with effective
musical tone painting. This work re¬
quires a quartet of soloists and a good
sized chorus, but it may be rendered
-ffectively with organ accompaniment.
IE desired
J~i—J tl —hestral parts may be
a the publisher.

tel&Ufhoa"du^t: *♦?* *he nln mechanical ap
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The Origin of Oratorio

The fact is well known that Italian
oratorio and opera both sprang from the
same source, the desire on the part of
hilippo Neri and a group of Italian music
lovers of the late sixteenth century, to
revive the style of performance of the
ancient Greek dramas. One of the first
of oratorios was that of Cavaliere, La
O-Cedar Polish will make your dull
Rappreseutazione di Anima e di Corpo,
floors sparkling bright,
which was performed in Rome, 160(k
clean and attractive.
shortly after the composer’s death. It
Use O-Ccdar on a cloth
appears to have been suggested by the
^B dampened with water,
performance of plays founded on Bib¬
or renew your polish mop
with O-Cedar Polish.
lical subjects and combined with simple
music, which had been given in the Oraf°ry of Santa Maria in Vallicella at Rome
“V."," 0(§lfe
These, says Sir Hubert Parry in his
Summary of the History of Music, “had
Channell Chemical Company,
been instituted by Filippo Neri, the
Chicago
Toronto
London
Berlin
founder of the Congregation of the Oratorians, for religious purposes; and it
appears that the familiar name which has
Italian, French, German, Spanish become universal was derived from the
place where these earlier works had been
performed. The name ‘Oratorio,’ howL AN GU AGE-PHO NE METHOD ever, did not come into use till considerTo“J^Menthaa’a,Practical Lingvistry
ably later.
The first* to use it in a
published work is said to have been
Francesco Balducci, who died in 1642.
THE^tANGDiGE-PHONEMEraOD* ^PutnanrBldg.^V.'tSt'liSt.^K.Y. The earlier examples were sometimes de¬
scribed as 'Dramma sacra per Musica.’ ”
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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THE CRUCIFIXION
By JOHN STAINER
Price, 60 cents
The “Crucifixion” is one of those
works which should be in the library of
every choir; in many churches its per--annual feature. We feel
confident that our new edition will prove
satisfactory
__
. _ It. is printed
wtitf
1
' ....
” respects.
rom new and specially engraved plates
ind it has been prepared with the utmost

GIVEN! Ten
spieS^uV^

^efular Le^ons Sent Without
.Cost
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STABAT MATER
By G. ROSSINI
ice. 50 c<
Rossini's “Stabat Mater" is by far t
most popular setting of the grand <
™dl7al hymn. It is sung frequem
with both the original Latin text a
to the well-known English version,
our new edition both texts will appei
™ * how set of plates has been p
pared with the utmost care.
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Price, 75 cents
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Siegel-Myers School of Music
CLARENCE EDDY, Dean
1296 Siegel-Myers Bldg., Chicago, Ill

THEODORE PRESSER CO
_^2Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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The following incident connected with
the career of Louis Moreau Gottschalk,
first American concert pianist and com¬
poser of The Last Hope; is related by
Madame Clara M. Brinkerhoff, who was
very intimate with him. It goes to show
that Gottschalk was not behind other mu¬
sicians of genius in the matter of im-*
pulsive generosity:
On one occasion he was going to a sub¬
urb of a city for some purpose. When
he arrived the ferry-boat did not make
trips in the evening. A poor laboring man
came up just as Mr. Gottschalk was re¬
tracing his steps homeward. The man
asked him if the boat had gone. To his
reply, ‘yes,” the man set up a lamenta¬
tion. His family would be so anxious:
he did not know what to do. Gottschalk
said he would see what could be done.
He found a man who had a row-boat.
The trip was dangerous, but he would go
over for twenty dollars. The poor man
said he could not pay so much. “Never
mind, I will pay,” said Gottschalk. But
the laboring man refused to go at his
cost. At last he said to the man, “I want
to go over; so jump in; it will cost no
more to take you than for me to go alone.”
His assertion prevailed; the man jumped
into the boat and was soon with his fam¬
ily. There was a delicacy in his making
the obligation light to the poor man that
was peculiarly his own.

Now is the time to visit

Nassau & Bahamas
with its sublime scenery and perfect
climate. Charming social life. Outof-door sports, bathing, boating,
tennis, polo, golf, motoring, etc.

A German View of the “Mar¬
seillaise”
The following glowing tribute to the
national song of France was written by
the German poet Heine. Whatever dif¬
ference may exist between the Germans
and the French today one of the fac¬
tors that will help to settle those differ¬
ences in the years to come will doubtless
be music. May the day soon come when
the divine art will apply its healing balm:
“A strong joy seizes me as I sit writ¬
ing ! Music resounds under my window
and in the elegiac rage of its large
melody I recognize that hymn with which
the handsome Barbaroux and his compan¬
ions once greeted the city, of Paris. What
a song! It thrills me with fiery delight,
it kindles within me the glowing star of
enthusiasm and the swift rocket of desire.
Swelling, burning torrents of song rush
from the heights of freedom in streams
as bold as those with which the Ganges
leaps from the heights of the Himalayas!
I can write no more, the song intoxicates
my brain. Louder and nearer advances
the powerful chorus, Au.r armes, cito-

The Ward Line twin-screw express steam¬
ships Mexico, Morro Castle, Esperanza and
Monterey, in service between New York,
Nassau and Havana, providing weekly
service in each direction.

New York and Cuba Mail S. S. Co.(
Pier 14, East River, New York
DISTRICT PASSENGER OFFICES:
y BOSTON-192 Washington Street
WASHINGTON-1306 F Stree
NEW YORK 290 Broad.
PHILADELPHIA 701 Chestnut Street
I
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TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS
and confusion.
These cabinets afford the ideal wa
The music is kept orderly, free fr<
ter how much music you have, or
Catalogue / -A Will tell you how and ujhy.

TINDALE CABINET CO. 8

A

N

E«?3d4h St. New York

“Safety First” in Buying

OT one buyer in a thousand ever has a chance to make the
investigation as to the merchant’s reliability that the
publisher has. The responsible publisher must do all in his
power to protect the interests of the readers of his publication.
If you would have “safety first” in buying you will do well
to consult the advertising columns of THE ETUDE.
Our advertisements are carefully censored and we have re¬
peatedly turned aside applications aggregating thousands of
dollars just because we were afraid our readers might lose
through questionable advertisements. Look through this issue
and see if there is not something you can buy to better advan¬
tage because THE ETUDE has investigated the advertiser.
Please don’t forget “I saw it in THE ETUDE.”
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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TALKING MACHINE RECORD CABINETS
Our patented Record Filing Cabinets have solved the problem of
keeping records where they c
be quickly found, and unerringly
put back so as to be found again. Our separate contain
each record is the secret. Ask for Booklet i-B.

The Declaration of Mendels¬
sohn’s Independence
Hensel’s book on the Mendelssohn
Family has an interesting account of how
old Carl Zelter arranged a little “Com¬
mencement” for his brilliant pupil, Felix
Mendelssohn :
“On February 3, 1824, Felix’s fifteenth
birthday, the first orchestral rehearsal of
his opera, The Two Nephews, took place.
The text was written by Caspar, a wellknown physician. Zelter made use of
the opportunity to arrange a little cere¬
mony in his way. When at supper one
of the amateur performers proposed
Felix’s health, Zelter took his hand and
placed him in front of the company, with
the words, ‘My dear boy, from this day
you are no longer an apprentice, but an
independent member of the brotherhood
of musicians. I proclaim you independent
in the name of Mozart, Haydn and old
father Bach.’ He then embraced the boy,
and kissed him heartily. This proclama¬
tion of independence was now merrily
toasted, and solemnized by songs of Zelter’s and by Tafcllieder.”

ige, and get-at-able No mat.le, we have a cabinet for you.'
for the asking. Cash or payments
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Questions and Answers
Helpful Inquiries Answered by Famous Specialists

Q. Please name the different schools to
Q. In an old, piece of music I find the
following. What is it called and how is it ■which the great pianists belongT—A. p.
playedt—S. M.
A. There are no different schools of piano
study. All the great pianists of to-day have
"•."'■Mcally, gone through the same training!
Many have studied a-or under the same masters. Later, through
temperament and musical environment, they
have developed a fondness for the style or
A. This is but
previous question i
-.chool of composition of some particular comsmaller denominations, uut me c
nd devoted themselves to the mastery
printed Incorrectly. There should__
- been and perfection of his works. Thus RubVna diagonal line through the stem of the half''~'e
‘ '
Russian, was a fine exponent of Beet-

The picture above represents the name of a well known motion
picture actress. Can you guess her name? The man is asking
Where will you cross, Mary?" The answer is “Right here, John,”
picking the ford. As her name is Mary and she has picked the
ford, is it very hard to guess that her name is.?

into eighths,
.
A-.-o be
E- divided
—re -C2-1.—i’ v
iris
IS todb°et8nlayed
10 De played shtlccatoh
staccato. °f ^ £°Ur elghths
Q. Will you kindly explain, through the
question and ansicer columns, how the following measures are played, and why are
they written as half notest Will appreciate

This Picture May Mean
$2500 to You
Pictorial Review is offering 310,000 in 1S31 cash awards
for the best answers in this new Motion Picture Game.
It is the greatest fun in the world. The whole family
can play. No skill needed. Nothing to study. Nothing to
make but money. Think of playing a game and being paid
for it. You have as good an opportunity of sharing in the 1531
cash awards as anyone.
A knowledge of Motion Picture
Plays is not a _ necessity to be successful. Our complete
reference book gives all the plays and players for you to select
u0It>•
-*S Motion Picture Game is introduced exclusively
by Pictorial Review, but you don’t have to be a subscriber
to play the game and share in the awards.

1531 Cash Awards
<nS° ’n
is,the first award' #1S0° in gold is the second.
31U00
in gold is the
fewer than
■
—P
'— third,
“—> and so on. There are
die no
uuiewer
man
J.3J1 cash awards. Surely you can gain one of these 1531
. It s worth trying, isn’t it? The fun alone will more than
repay you. Why not begin today?

How to Play the Game
Go to your newsdealer today. Get a copy of Pictorial
Review. Turn to the page of Motion Pictures and then begin
your fun. If your newsdealer has already sold his entire supply and you cannot secure a copy either from him or your
Pictorial Review pattern dealer, send the coupon direct to
Pictorial Review, New York, and you will receive a copy of all
the pictures which have gone before together with the special
reference book giving all the plays and players represented by
the pictures. You don’t have to know them beforehand to
win an award. Sign and mail the coupon with 25c now while
you think of it and we’ll send you a copy of the Reference Book
together with copies of all the pictures that have gone before

PICTORIAL REVIEW
15c a copy

$1.50 a year

ure Game Editor
h*St.,°N. Y.
at ?10,000.
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A-. Simply because It ott,e» space
space in
Pyhtmg and trouble In reading. The s
(16ths) gives the denomination, and the body
of the note (half-note) the amount of time
that they are to be played. The rest In the
second measure should, however, be a halfQ. Should technic and music be mixed r
My teacher says that it should not. He
says that music is natural and technic is
natural. Would you advise me to study
unlh tins idea?—II. S. P.
A, Evidently you mean “expression” when
mixed." Assuredly; yes. ~ frig"the'mixture
+ i,ft.good performance. Without
excellent tecimie a proper presentation of a
composition is not possible. But technic
^PreTT^J^.^U^!JhS
."A1
expression.
Unfortunately many1 have
the
iaea that brilliancy and finger dexterity is
the only thing needful, ignoring the sentithe exposition. Doubtless this is what your teacher meant.
!imnld e™ta h right' ,«The soul o£ the music
.should not bq sacrificed to a vain glorious
display of finger gymnastics.
n ri
Q- 1 have a copy of Handel’s "Harmonious
Blacksmith” in which no pedaling whatever
is marked. I examined tw0 or three other
first-rate editions and found the pedal markmgs likewise absent. Please inform mTif it
ts considered bad taste to pedal the works
of Handel and his contemioraries? When
pedal marks
* are absent „„w
on „
l ine
Z go
To
one tn
to
about pedaling? Is there any isgeneral
rule
which may be applied in such case?'
r*
oases? Is
A

In Hand r -d

positions are rarely found on iue programs
°f the Iatter,
wereduring
never his
found
programs
of theand
former
touron
of the
the
°n the °IlK'r band. Ossip
Gabnlowltgch gives a prominence to Russian
impositions. At the same time he plavs
Mozart beautifully. . Pc Pachmann is noted

composed of brass and wood instruments ■
string band! What comprises the latter?
What is the difference between an orchestra
and a symphony orchestra T—E. Y. M.
There Is a distinction between the use
of the. ™0rd
v
“band” in this countrv and of
term in England. In America when
use the word band, we invariably mean a
military band made up of brass and wood
wind instruments. When we refer to a mixed
combination of stringed Instruments with
brass and wood wind and percussion instru¬
ments, then we call it an orchestra no matter
what may be its size.
If it is an orchestra such as Is used for
dancing or such as we find in the theatres
we call it a small orchestra. If It Is complete
m , departments containing all the instruments as prescribed in the works of the
great masters we call It a symphony orehestra. If it has only stringed instruments we
cal1. it: a stringed orchestra. A stringed
'■rchestra, of course, will be made up of
due proportion. '
In England the term band is used indl
criminately. String bands wou
to our stringed orchestra. A llarmonv ba
'vould correspond to our small orchestra!
Q. At about what time was the regular
r>l<eTL°,?f;!!l9G mTnrkPla<'cd at the head of a piece
fiti ViG, work “Elements d’Acous^ 1871, at Brussels, "
re?‘lJf"f,i,eians are
the expressions
0 ■’/■lle<!ro> etc., which are piling no
precise indication, while it would be dcsiri!s to. in"ieate the correct
™olament to use by giving a metronomic in’’"Porting itself to a certain value,
2 Vn5. * or carter note.”—A. F.
’e metronome was invented bv J. N.
tog£ and patented in 1810. Beethoven be¬
J'.pi
flrst to use it. Previous to that
Pf-iod composers bnd to convey their Ideas
Th«.
. - -. of'compositions
bv t»e
toe terms
.?,.m°Y,neDt
<sPeed)
Urgo,
While Si™,
s°' Andante. Allegretto
A1'egret to, etc
etc.
wootileZt'i'fLl
tramintehMom
these a
good
general idea ^u.,d
of the composed

,
Mn'g"

comprehensive” little^
P!btS)rteSeUv?1SheS
.completemio”
studyt„ of
the
inject, bo
as “
aa“general
„—,,
~~ far ““
‘general rule” is
availPedstl must be changed with each
change of harmony : the thing to “avoid” is
monieieDwVSt,a!ld+^1Urrins of d*ffcrent har-

nTsW^

unless under good guidance.

shZthsT-M t

'

V

peuai

composition should b
-s are used ii
as they in
eerv.
.
I0r a OOlStet'OllS
rVen th0ufl1 it is slow, nor is
..Vi,
.for 0De of a quiet nature An
u no ii" ttie
1 c'e i'y Prof. Clarence Hamilton
for Juie, T9iLn0me apPot,rcd
Ertvt

and the dominant

?„,% J.J’c lagst measure in the bass in
orplayed «
i octave lower.

ot the easier grades, a knowl.w
is ann abs°lute necessity to the
c °f advanced work. Like the scales
w themrpheRSl0S' & ls aa advantage to
‘hom hy heart” when the timi for
use arrives.
nine lor

needed to designate the lowest
would he confusing to the eye and oc»v?yJoto°, mu'h sP,u'e on the copy. Whenever
nlaved PLa<ed und,er th® »"tea they are to be
n tf™d an S<'tave lower as far as the continuation marks. extend. Sometimes the word
bassi is added to Sva

